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Our new M SERIES puts PM -2000
performance within your reach.
Yamaha's PM-2000 mixer has established itself as an industry standard. Our
new M Series mixers maintain that standard of performance -with the features,
price, and size to meet your demands.
The M Series makes an excellent choice for live sound reinforcement main
or submixers, as well as for theatrical, church, and broadcast uses.
The M508 and M512 are identical, except the M508 has 8 input channels and
the M512 has 12. Both have 5 outputs and 4 mixing busses.
And both have, in the PM-2000 tradition, generous
headroom, ultra -low noise, ultra -high gain, and

tremendous flexibility.
The M916 has 16 input channels, 19 outputs
and 11 mixing busses for more complex
demands. You will feel the PM-2000 heritage
in the M916's

smooth
MTRX

.

z{
INPUT

:_

.

:.

5.

control. And see it in the
logical layout. And hear it in
the performance.
It's all part of the M Series aim -to put PM -2000
performance well in hand. Visit your Yamaha dealer for more
information or write: Yamaha, Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622.
In Canada: 135 Milner Ave., Scarb, Ont. MIS 3R1.
Because you're serious.

_
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Get the Message:
We are the makers of Studiomixer and the message is
Totally Modular. Before you ask, we'll answer. Totally
Modular is a concept
our concept of how a mixing

...

console should be built.
First, get our mainf ame. Add to it as many input
channels as you need, each one including such features as
an overload input light, phantom powering, semi-parametric equalization, 2 effects and four monitor sends, a
LOOmm fader and many others. Then add as many output
channels as you require for your application (up to 8 independent tape, 4 monitors, 2 effects and 2 master outputs), choose a VU meter section to meter the output
section you select, and go for it!
If you want to start out small, we welcome you. Stu diomixer can come in a version as small as 2x2x2. But
front that small mixer can be built a 32X8X4X2X2!
That's right, Studiomixer's output stage as well as its
nput is expandable. Which really makes us Totally

Modular.

CIRCLE
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We think you will be surprised to find that beside
being the most versatile mixer on the market through
our Totally Modular concept, Studiomixer truly offers
the best performance specifications of any mixer in its
class
. and, at the lowest price.
How does $4,75
sound for a 16X8? That's right, 16 mic channels, 3 tape
channels, 4 monitor and two effects sends, and 2 master
channels. Unbelievable? Not any more!
To get the message, write to us for a free, illustrated
brochure explaining our Totally Modular concept. We
will also provide you with the name of your closest
Studiomixer dealer. And, if you are as excited about
Totally Modular as we are, then send us $4, your size and
sex, and we'll send you postpaid a brochure and a Studiomixer Totally Modular T-shirt like we're wearing. Either
way,
you'll get the message.
,.
For information on our products, please write to
National Sales Manager, Amerimex Co., P.O. Boa 55, or phone 714) 528 -3360.
Atwood, California, 92601
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For All Intensive Purposes
Flanging is a pretty intense effect. And
probably the best thing about it is that
properly controlled, it can be used in a lot
of different musical applications. But if
your experience with flanging has only
been in mono, you've really only experienced half of the effect.
Presenting the next step, the Roland
Stereo Flanger. The Roland Stereo
Flanger is an effects device that will produce a myriad of time delay effects from
classic flanging to chorus and doubling.
But it doesn't just stop there. The addition
of the second channel makes possible
stereo panning in all modes, which dramatically intensifies the flanging effect,
And makes it the most versatile time processor on the market.

The Stereo Flanger has four operating
modes -three of which are used in flanging, the other being used for chorus and
doubling effects. Each mode is indicated
by an LED for constant monitoring. LEDs
also indicate sweep rate and overload
status. While in each of the time delay
modes there is complete flexibility over
the sweep width and depth, as well as
manual delay control (from .5 to 20 ms.)
and full regeneration capabilities.
The Roland Stereo Flanger is just one in a
series of very special components in the
system we call The Roland Rack. The
Roland Rack system includes two instrument Pre-Amps (one for Guitar, one for
Bass), two Stereo Power ASnps, a Vocoder, Pitch to Voltage Synthesizer, the
CIRCLE
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amazing Dimension D, a Digital Delay,
and as we said before -the most versatile
Flanger on the market.
But you don't have to take our word for it.
See your Roland Dealer and find out what
you've been missing.
Enclose $1 for a copy of the
Roland Rack catalog.

RolandCorp USA, 2401 Saybrook Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90040, (213) 685 -5141.

Ii(Roland
We design the future
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ANOTHER LOOK
AT RECORDING BIAS
By Peter Vogelgesang
Proper biasing of a tape machine can
certainly improve its performance. We
take a different approach to biasing
technique than has been shown before.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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36

TALKBACK
The technical Q & A scene.

20

THE PRODUCT SCENE
By Norman Eisenberg
The notable and the new, with a comment
on learning the basics, and perhaps why
more retail sales people should read MR &M.

28

A SESSION WITH JACK BRUCE

FRIENDS
By Don Ketteler
Jack Bruce needs no introduction to true
music fans born prior to 1980 as a musician
whose bass guitar style influenced millions.
He is about to issue a new album with a
group of "friends" every one of us wishes he
had -Billy Cobham, Clem Clempson and
David Sancious.
&

DECEMBER 1980

44

PROFILE: GRATEFUL DEAD
PERCUSSIONIST, MICKEY HART
By Jeff Tamarkin
For more than 15 years he has been one of
the most well -known drummers in popular
music. But Hart has been doing much, much
more than simply playing for the Dead during
those years. Here he speaks on everything

52

from soundtracks to jogging.

COMING NEXT ISSUE!
Bob Seger "Live!"
Plus lots more!

MUSICAL NEWSICALS
By Fred Ridder
New products for the musician.

32

NOTES
By Craig Anderton
58
A musical look at the DOD 690 Chorus unit.

AMBIENT SOUND
By Len Feldman
62
Sometimes it takes the "ivory tower" -type
organizations a bit of time to find out what
the mere mortals are up to. The FCC rules on

"Quad!"
LAB REPORT
By Norman Eisenberg
and Len Feldman
Fender SRA-400 Power Amplifier
Peavey Stereo Graphic Equalizer
Teac X -3 Open -Reel Recorder

HANDS -ON REPORT
By Jim Ford and John Murphy
Tapco Series 74 Mixer Model 7416R

64

74
82

GROOVE VIEWS
Reviews of albums by the Rolling Stones,
Paul Warren & Explorer, Queen, Eric Gale,
Steve Lacy and Arthur Blythe.

Cover Photo: William E. Cobham
Hart Photo: Courtesy Jem Records
Bruce Article Photos: William E. Cobham

Modern Recording & Music (ISSN 0361 -0004) is published monthly by
Cowan Publishing Corp., 14 Vanderventer Ave., Port Washington, N.Y.
11050. Design and contents are copyright 1980 by Cowan Publishing Corp.,
and must not be reproduced in any manner except by permission of the
publisher. Second class postage paid at Port Washington, New York, and at
additional mailing offices. Subscription rates: $14.00 for 12 issues; $26.00
for 24 issues. Add $3.00 per year for subscriptions outside of U.S. Subscriptions must be paid in American currency. Postmaster: Send Form 3579 to
Modern Recording & Music, Cowan Publishing Corp., 14 Vanderventer Ave.,
Port Washington, N.Y. 11050.
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The Hunt for a Seller of Songs
I'm partially blind and have composed and written over 250
songs and poems for all ages. I do not have the money to get
them published and recorded. Living in the small town of
Aldrich, Montana, I was inspired to write by people who came
to the lake here to fish. I've played my songs in Mississippi,
Nebraska, Missouri, Kansas, and a number of other places. I
wondered if you could help me out in finding out how to get my
songs published and recorded.

-Ann Walker

Aldrich, MO
This question has come up before from our readers, and maybe
it's about time we handed down some rough guidelines about
getting music published.
The biggest publishing firms are located in New York City,
Nashville, and Los Angeles, but there are ethers in smaller
cities. Check the classified pages of your local phone book to
find possible local publishers. Also a listing of the big
publishing firms appears every September in Billboard's Annual Buyers' Guide. Cash Box and Record are two magazines
which contain listings, also.
The next step is to decide which publisher would be appropriate for your song. Some publishers deal best with only certain types of songs. To find out which firms are most suitable
for your music, try reading music trade weeklies.
Publishers will probably not print up sheet music of your
songs. This is a practice that was pretty much discontinued
about a quarter of a century ago. Now a publisher rarely prints
up sheet music until after a record has been made which has
been fairly well accepted.
The music publisher really gets the song to the right record
company or the manager of an appropriate recording artist.
There may then be an album cut, a hit single, and maybe income
from the licensing of the performing rights.
In cases where the songwriter is not also the performer,
money from licensing the performing rights exceeds record income. The U.S. Copyright Act of 1909 limited the fee that recording companies paid to the owners of copyrighted songs. It was
then 2 cents per single sold. The Copyright Law of 1976 revised
this to 2s/a cents or t/z cent per minute of playing time, whichever turns out to be larger. Performing rights, though, can bring
in much more income than that. Writers and publishers generally split the income from performing rights equally, and usually
make the same split for record sales.
A good publisher will try to get more recordings of your songs
made by other performers. You should constantly recheck to see
what is happening to your song. To present your song, make a
clear tape on a good tape recording machine. You must be sure
that the music and the lyrics come across clearly. The accompaniment of one instrument, e.g. a guitar or piano, is generally
enough. You don't need studio production or an expensive
presentation. If your voice is not good enough, get someone else

4
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TDK Metal.

Now you can have ninety minutes
in either case.

TDK sets the metal standard fcr most metal deck manufacturers. With good -easons. Superior high frequency MOL
for extended response. Up to 8 dB greater MOL at high
frequencies than any high bias tape. High coercivity and
remanence for superior sensitivity and additional recording headroom.
This unsurpassed sound comes housed in two different
cases. In the case of the MA -R, there is a unique TDK
die -cast metal frame. Its unibody construction creates perfect integrity between sides A and B. This insures against
signal overlap, channel or sensitivity loss from one side to
the other. The Reference Standard Mechanism assures a

of pure
metal sound.
Now in both cases, TDK gives you a choice of 60- or
90- minute lengths. Whichever you choose, you'll
hear how TDK makes a perfect case for metal.
its Laboratory Standard Mechanism assures years

lifetime * of superior performance. TDK MA has a computer- molded cassette shell. Like MA -R, it's specially designed
for the best interfacing with the 3 -head metal deck. And

In the unlikely event that any TDK

cassette ever fails to perform due to a defect
in materials or workmanship, simply return it to your local dealer or to TDK for a
free replacement.
01980 TDK Electronics Corp., Garden City. New York 11530

4TDK.

The machine for your machine
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the best,
use the best.
TAPCO-leader in
Music Electronics.
To sound

We have a reputation for providing the right
product, at the right time and at the right price.

This reputation began almost a decade ago
when TAPCO offered the first affordable full featured mixer. The reputation continued when
TAPCO first introduced the working band and
soundman to the benefits of subgroup mixing
with the C -12 mixing console.
With the introduction of the new Series 72 and
74 mixing consoles, we have reinforced our position as the leader in the music electronics
industry
position that only comes from being
sensitive and responsive to real needs.

-a

You can't go wrong when you use the best. See

our full line of mixers, equalizers, reverberatior
units and amplifiers at your TAPCO dealer.

Ey

a,

a Qt1kmf1 company

TAPCO
3810 148th Ave. N.E.
Redmond. WA 98052
(206) 883 -3510
TWX;910- 449 -2594

In Canada:
Gulton Industries, Ltd.
Sox 520,345 Herbert S'reet
Gananoque, Ontario
Canada K7G 2V1
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In Europe:
SVGA

Romerstrasse 3
2540 Nidau
Se. tzerland

In

Australia:

Electro -Voice Australia PTV-LTD
174 Taren Point Road
Taren Point, Australia 2229

buy the best,
see your TAPCO 'TLC' Dealer.
Your local
Creative Audio expert.
To

ALABAMA

DELAWARE

Hartselle
Ram Audio
Huntsville
Robbins Music Center

Neward
Sound Board

ARKANSAS
Ft. Smith

Sigler Music
Jonesboro
Jonesboro Studio
CALIFORNIA
Bakersfield
Stockdale Music
Costa Mesa
Coast Music Company
Garden Grove
Stonebridge Music Co.
Hollywood
ACI/Filmways
Ametron
Guitar Center
Long Beach

Whittaker Music
Los Angeles
Betnun Music
R.P.S. Electronics
Modesto
Barker's Music
Modesto Music
Oakland
Leo's Music
Placentia
Jim's House of Music
Sacramento
WAH Sound
San Diego
Guitar Center
San Francisco
Guitar Center
San Jose
Century Music, Inc.
Guitar Center
Guitar Showcase
San Luis Obispo
Music Factory
San Rafael

Bananas At Large
Santa Ana

Guitar Center
Santa Rosa
Stanroy Music Center
Stockton
Miracle Music
Whittier
Whittier Music
COLORADO

Colorado Springs
Colorado Springs Music Co.
Denver

Sound Lab
Englewood
Melody Music
Longmont
Longmont Music
CONNECTICUT

Ansonia
Bankos House of Music
Danbury
Danbury Electronic Music
New Haven

Brian Guitars
New London
Caruso Music
Stamford
Everett Hall Associates
West Hartford
La Salle Music

FLORIDA
Ft. Lauderdale

Modern Music
Jacksonville
Music City
Lake Park
Music Mart
Merritt Island
Smith Brothers Music
Miami
Carroll Music
North Miami
Mr. Hank
Orlando
Music City
Pensacola
Zoellner's Music
Plantation
Modern Music West
Tampa
Thoroughbred Music Shop
Venice
Thoroughbred Music Shop
GEORGIA

Atlanta
Atlanta Sound Works
Music Mart
Buford
OAP Audio
HAWAII
Honolulu
Harry's Music Store

ILLINOIS
Arlington Heights
Roy Baumann Music
Carbondale
Golden Frets
Chicago
Chicago Music Company
Guitar Center
Music Dealer Service
Two Brothers Music
Cicero
DJ's Rock & Roll
Collinsville
AAA Swing City
Harvey
Bridgewater Custom Sound
Naperville
Naperville Music
Palos Hills
Gill Custom House
Roselle
Roselle Music
INDIANA
Anderson
The Top In Sound Inc.

Evansville
ABC Music
Jeffersonville
Far Oort Music
New Haven
HJS Sound Equipment Inc.
Noblesville
Vic Zinn Music
Richmond
Allied Broadcast Equipment
South Bend
Drum ville Guitarland
IOWA
Des Moines
Des Moines Music House

Dubuque
George Rondinelli Music

KANSAS
Lawrence
Steve Mason Music
Overland Park

Irish Music
Wichita
Superior Sound
LOUISIANA
Hammond
Musike Squire Ltd.
Lake Charles
Lake Charles Music
Shreveport
Brittain's Music Inc.
MAINE
Auburn
Carroll's Music Center

MISSOURI

NORTH CAROLINA

SOUTH DAKOTA

Florissant
Griffin Music
Independence
Micar Professional Audio
Kansas City
Superior Sound
Springfield
Mr. Music Rock Shop, Inc.

Asheboro
Sound Engineering
Asheville
Dunham's Music
House, Inc.
Gastonia
Howren Music
Greensboro
Carey Sound
Shelby
Appletree Music
Winston -Salem
Duncan Professional Sound

Sioux Falls
Gourley Dist. /Pro Audio
TENNESSEE
Memphis
Strings & Things
Nashville
Carlo Sound Inc.
Music Man Country

OHIO

TEXAS

Canton
Gattuso's Music
Cincinnati
Midwest Music Distributor
Swallens, Inc.
Cleveland
Pi Corporation
Columbus
Newcome Sound Inc.
Swallens Inc.
Dayton
Hauer Music House, Inc.
Richmond Heights
Soda Music
Toledo
Heyday Sound

Austin
Heart Of Texas
Corpus Christi
Sound Vibrations
Garland
Arnold & Morgan Music
Houston
Charlie Cash's Music Co.
Lyn -Del Music

St. Louis
Cliff Cave Music Co.

Magic Masters
NEBRASKA
Omaha
Rainbow Recording Studio
Sound Show

NEW HAMPSHIRE
MARYLAND
Manchester
Baltimore
Ted Herbert's Music Mart
Gordon Miller Music
Salem
Elkton
The Music Workshop
Mars Music
Rockville
Veneman Music
NEW JERSEY
Wheaton
Belleville
Washington Music Center Muscara Music
Northfield
MASSACHUSETTS
Gilday's Music Center
Boston
Paramus
Sid Stone Sound, Inc.
Sam Ash Music
E. U. Wurlitzer Co.
Pitman
Lawrence
Music Museum
Malco Electronics
Tom's River
Springfield
Silverton Music
Baystate Sound &
Union
Recording
Rondo Music

MICHIGAN
Alma
Cook Christian Supply
Ann Arbor
Al Nalli Music Company
Canton
Arnoldt Williams
Clarkston
J. Ruppell Instruments
Flint
Ferguson Sound Systems
Fraser
Massimino Music Studio
Grand Rapids
Audio Distributors Inc.
Livonia

Audiolight Inc.
Pontiac
Pontiac Music
Saginaw
Watermelon Sugar
St. Clair Shores
Guitar & Drum Center
Warren
Zoppi Music
MINNESOTA
Austin
Nelson Sound Electronics
Bloomington
James Berns Music
Duluth
Show Pro
Minneapolis
Team Central, Inc.
Moorhead
Marguerite's Music
MISSISSIPPI
Cleveland
Morrison Brothers Music
Southhaven
Good Vibrations Music
Tupelo
Map Electronics

OKLAHOMA
Norman
Guitar Gallery
Oklahoma
Ford Audio & Accoustics

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque
Multi Media, Inc.
Luchetti Drum
NEW YORK
Bayside
Wachuwan Musical Inst.
Brooklyn
AST

Buffalo
Unistage, Inc.
Clarence
VSM Leasing
Fredonia
Costello Music
Glendale
Rayburn Electronics
Hempstead
Sam Ash Music
Huntington
Sam Ash Music
Lindenhurst
Music Land
New Windsor
Ortones Music Shed
New York
Andrews Audio
AST
Harvey Professional
Products Division
Manny's Music
Martin Audio Video Corp.
Sam Ash Music
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio & TV
Rochester
House of Guitars
Whirlwind Audio
Schenectady
Drome Sound
Syracuse
Bonne Music Company
White Plains
Sam Ash Music
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OREGON
Gresham

Nicholson's High Fidelity
Center

Texas Tom

Laredo

Roli's Music
Port Arthur
Port Arthur Music
San Antonio
River City Music

UTAH

Centerville
Guitar City
Salt Lake City
Wagstaff Music

H. I. S. Sound

Portland
Portland Music
Showcase Music

VERMONT
&

Sound

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
National Noise Shoppe
Beaver Falls
Soundex Inc.
Bryn Mawr
Medley Music
Dauphin
Eastern Electronics
Ephrata
Music Center
Greensburg
Music City
McKees Rock
Hollowood Music
Philadelphia
Cintioli Music Center
Eighth Street Music
Zapf's Music
Reading
Fred's Music Shop
Schnecksville
Sight & Sound Systems
Scranton
Dickstein Dist. Co.
Throop
Shehadi Bros.

Burlington
The Mixing Board

VIRGINIA
Falls Church
Giant Music
Rolls Music Co.
Richmond
Giant Music
Springfield
Veneman Music

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Bandstand Music
Seattle
American Music
Guitars Etc.
Kennelly Keys
RMS

Tacoma
Puget Sound Audio

WEST VIRGINIA

Huntington
The Pied Piper

SOUTH CAROLINA

Columbia
Dixie Communications
Systems, Inc.
Greenville
Custom Recording & Sound
Spartanburg
Dixie Electronics

WISCONSIN
Eau Clair
UMS Pro Audio

Milwaukee
Uncle Bob's Music
Racine
The Music Store

with a good voice to sing it for you. The
publisher may later make a more professional demo tape to send to an artist
or record company. Publishers usually
prefer reel- to-reel tape, and they want
the lyrics typed up, each song on a
separate sheet. You can send "lead"
sheets of the actual musical notation of
your music, but that really is not necessary. Also, don't put more than
three or four songs on a tape. Leave 12
to 15 inches of silent tape up front and
between songs.

It is very important to write to the
professional manager or his assistant
at a particular publisher, requesting an
appointment. You can find that name
for a particular publisher by looking in
the music trade weeklies or by telephoning. In your letter, ask for a
chance to play the tape, or play the
songs live. You might tell them that
you'll telephone in 6 to 8 days for an appointment. Persist, and do not be persuaded to drop your tape off at a
publisher's to be listened to at his con-

CHORUS
Chorus / kor -as / n

Something sung or uttered simultaneously by
number of persons or instruments.

a

...- '/

are just "song- shark" rip -offs.

-.441111111.1111111ftemw,.
e
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venience. Some publishers will never
get around to it. So try to persuade
them to listen on the spot. During
those weeks you should try elsewhere.
If you choose to copyright before bringing your song to a publisher, you can
get some copies of the required form,
Form PA, with instructions, free, by
sending a postcard to the U.S.
Copyright Office at the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C.
You'll at some point have to decide
which performing rights organization
you want to license your music. The
publisher may have a separate firm,
one in ASCAP, and one in BMI or
SESAC. Phone or write them on your
own to discuss matters, e.g., royalties.
The American Guild of Authors and
Composers is a good songwriter group.
Also, we recommend that you read
over your publisher's contract carefully
before signing. In reference to an
assumption you seem to make in the
second sentence of your letter, let me
clarify the point that certain publishers
ask you to pay to have your songs
published. Steer clear of these. Some

WIDTH

SPEEL

SPELL,

_

CHORUS nao
SPE

Anyway, ASCAP's policy is not to accept this type of publication as compliance with requirements for joining,
so don't bother trying to gain entrance
in that way. If you have more detailed
questions, you should go to the source
from which I drew this guideline: the
Contemporary Music Almanac 1980/
1981, published by Schirmer Books.
They have a whole section devoted to
publishing songs. Also helpful might
be the graphic drawn by G. A. Bowley,
in our "Letters to the Editor" column,
p. 10 in the August 1980 issue of
MR &M. It shows various connections
between songwriter, publisher, performing rights organizations, performers,
radio stations, etc. Good luck, however
you decide to proceed.

Fostering Magic
DOD has redefined the chorus
for musicians. The 21 millisecond delay gives effective
doubling and the internal oscillators bend the pitch just

to provide realistic
multiple voices. We have in-

enough

cluded a cornpandor for whisper quiet operation even at line
levels, and the effect foot
switch is active so it switches
VOL,Electronics

S

Lake

quietly. There are two switch able speed controls that can
speed up and slow down like a
rotating speaker. However, the
most dramatic feature is the
synthesized stereo outputs. Go
to your DOD dealer, plug in
two amplifiers, a guitar and
listen to the fullest stereo
guitar sound you've ever heard.

Corp., 242 W. 2950 So.,
, Utah 841 15, Telephone (801) 485 -8534

I enjoyed Len Feldman's recent article,
the September 1980 issue of MR &M: In

fact, I have enjoyed many of your articles in the "Ambient Sound" column.
After reading many articles in many

magazines condemning broadcasters/
engineers/program directors, I feel
compelled to write that our station is
one that uses the contemporary format
without the equalization quirks and
compression /limiting features that
some use. We keep an eye on the Telco

CIRCLE 106ON READER SERVICE CARD
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300 BASS
NApf

Thé state -of- the -art bass amp
Today's bass playe- is making more complex demands
on uis music than ever before. He's virtually playing lead
lines instead of simply one and five tonic notes.
But there's never been an amplifier to totally match
his music -until now. The Fender' 300 Slimline, an

entirely fresh concept in bass amplification. The bass
amp for the 80's!
Incredible new tonal flexibility and control. The
Fender 30D Slimline offers 300 watts of incredibly
versatile solid -state power in a lightweight, 1911 rack rrcuntable package.
Four bands of conventional equalization and three
SPEAKER OUTPUT
TOTAL L 311D

AMP
OUTPUT

PRE

PWR. AMP

INPUT

300 WATTS

Effects input/output jacks gain control provide for
effects looping with high or low impedance accessories.
The 300 Bass is bi -amp ready with a built -in elec sonic
crossover. AdjLstable Hi Pass /Lo Pass bi -amp ou:put
level controls offer easy auxiliary amplifier matching.

Take it everywhere. Every time. Fender designed
all these tremendous advantages into one very small
package. The 31)0 Bass Slimline weighs only 33 pounds.
Yet its protected circuitry, special cooling capab lities
and rugged construction make it as rel able as it
is

innovative.

Check the specs, check the sound at your
authorized Fender dealer and major bandstands.
Because no matter how far your playing's taken you,

OST COMPRESSOR

r

POSTEQUALIZER
LINK OUT

EPPECTS
110 VOLTS

50'.0 Hi

CBS MUSICAL MISTRUMENTS
a Pert.r. CM OS

600 WATTS
SENO

OUTPUT
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LEVEL

ADJ.

RISK

TO
DUCS THE
FIRE REPLACE ONLY WITH THE

SAME TYPE

UNCIAL.

Si

-

2SOV FUSE.

-RETURN

FOOT
SWITCH

ACTIVE CROSSOVER

=uarate parametric ccntrols let the player create any
sound he wants to Fea- on stage. And, with a selectable
re level output, tFe sound man can have a flat signal he
can mix for the house sound. That's versatility you
reed today!
The built -in internal limiter /compressor with
s

I

s.ariable threshold control and on ¡off switch allows
high-volLme playing without distortion.

you haven't gone all the way 'till you've matched the
state of your art with the state-of- the -ar: Fender 300
Bass

Slimline Amplifier.

for the state -of- the -art
bass player.
MADE IN
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lines with a general expectation that
they will give us a frequency response
20- 20,000 Hz ±'/2 dB. We keep our
compression to a minimum in order
that the sound be fairly uniform, but
not "restricted." Our release time is
slow as a further aid to the cause of
dynamic range. We attempt to keep
our production facilities in top shape,
and our staff is "encouraged" (hounded) to watch levels.
We stay alert to other ways of improving or maintaining a quality sound
in this small market. I believe we
sound better than many I've heard in
larger markets. We also have started a
brief program, "Fidelitalk," to help
educate our listeners. In short, we try
to get the best signal and audio possible to our listeners, in order that they
can enjoy the "magic of music."
-Gary J. Kimm, Program Director
KQRN -FM
Mitchel, SD
We are pleased that you are pleased
with `Ambient Sound" It's also encouraging to hear of such conscientious
broadcasting and a commitment to

avoiding mediocrity. Good luck to
KQRN-FM Just one thing, though.
Wasn't "Fidelitalk" originally a Communist propaganda program broadcast
from Havana?

Singing in the Range
After reading Chris Michaels' letter in
the "Talkback" section of last month's
MR&M, I came up with this little offering in my hope to clear up what I
believe to be a misconception. I was
fascinated by Mr. Michaels' mention
that his finding was a "couple of dB
boost in the 2 to 4 kHz range really
makes the vocals pop out." Unless
you've already gone and experimented
with this, you would do well to note
this letter. I have come into contact
with many groups that have tried
similar things using equalization
(graphic and parametric) to force the
vocals out in front of the mix. I must
point out, however, that the vocal
range of "most singers" doing even the
highest rock & roll lyrics (e.g., Yes,
Zeppelin, Kansas) or any other type of
music for that matter (excluding falset-

to harmonies) rarely, if ever, would exceed G5, which vibrates at 783.9 Hz.
Now, the first and most prevalent overtone in a signal of that G' would
vibrate at 1568 Hz (one octave above
the fundamental) and the second most
prevalent overtone would be D7 at
2349.3 Hz (an octave and a fifth above
the fundamental).
These "harmonic overtones" as they
are referred to, are audibly such a small
portion of the original signal that they
are virtually indistinguishable; certainly not having anywhere near the
amplitude of the fundamental signal,
regardless of the frequency. I mean to
say that these harmonic overtones are
virtually inaudible in the specific environment of a club band playing in a
local bar with so much (musically and
otherwise) going on at once. Very few,
if any ears in the crowd at a club would
be even marginally sensitive enough to
perceive these harmonics.
How could a boost in the stated range
of "about 2 to 4 kHz" add anything to
the way the vocals "pop out" (I will
assume that by "pop out" Mr. Michaels
means, if somewhat loosely, the place of

THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE WITH
THE PURCHASE OF FOUR MAXELL CASSETIESI.

gqNiPLER

If you appreciate great music, you'll be certain to appreciate these special
recordings. Each album features unusually talented performers, and the
selected cuts have been mastered on Maxell tape with special attention to
production values and musical balance.
To get your choice of our Rock, Classical or Jazz Sampler free, just buy
four UD -XL I 90 or UD -XL II 90 cassettes.
Imagine that, not only do you get great
tape, but a great record as well.
The supply
so see your partici'
patng
dealer
Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive. Moonachie, N.J. 07074.

it

maxell

IT'S WORTH IT
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QØLLI-IØPI
At $ 299,
suggested
list price *,
the new S2E
from Gollehon
is undoubtedly
the best
speaker value
you'll find
anywhere!

Gollehon quality at an afforcable once for DA
applications, keyboard reinforcement, on -Stage
mor itoring, or playb_c< eva uat on The SE
does it all!
Most important; there's abs= lutely no comp-omise
in the cabinet's integri-y or FE l-oice of components to meet the price. The S2E ircorperates
the exact same woofer, lori, driver, and c-ossover as found in hig-er priced Gollehon systems,
and the same solid -core PL"JVOOD construction.
A Gollehon 2112 12-irci woo-er in the ven ed
enclosure offers sol bottcmld response and
clearly defined mid --ange frequencies. The woofer
can handle large .ar -ounts of pcwer effortlessly
and without distortion.
A high -temperature nice coil. st-ong cloth -edge
diaphragm, and high -f ux 63 cz ceramic magnet
provide greater control of re acceleration and
protection fro-1 electrical c- mechanical fai ure.
The 4690 high-frequency orn;d-iver corrLination
now features a Kaptont voce coil using a new
ma-erial that can hancle temperatures as h gh as
700 °F. Wide -ang e, constait evel dispersion

i

c

insures uniform coverage in front, at the back,
and to the sides. Your audierce hears you perfectly, all the frequencies ... and That's important!
Solid -core plywood and tough fiberglass resin
distinguish the S2E from vinyl covered particle
board cabinets usually built for a beginne-'s 3A.
The S2E 's plywood panels provide ten times the
dimensional strength of cheape- particle board
by virtue of its laminations and cross -graining.
Power handling of the S2E is 1 25 watts RMS, a
true rating not to confuse or mislead the user.
Impedance is 8 ohms. Sensitivity is 100 dB, 1 watt
at 1 meter for high efficiency. Dimensions are 25"
high, 20" wide, and 13" deep.
Lifting the speaker is a delight! is only 35 lbs!
If you've been waiting to purchase new sourd
reinforcement equipment in the professional
market, get ready. The new S2E from Go lehon
really delivers!

f

CI

COILLEOlI

I

Write or call for prcduct irrormation and list of SolleYon dealers. Gold-ion Industries,
247 -8231
2431 Clyde Park, S
.. Grand Rapids. MI 495C9. 616
in Canada 5980 Westbury. Ave.. Montreal, Quebec 113W 2W9: *prices op ional with
dealers, higher in Canada_

-

2431 CLYDE PARK, S.W., GRAND RAPIDS. MI 49509 616
J Gollehon Irdustries. Inc. 1980 Printed in L.S.A. 'Dupont trademark
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the vocals in the overall mix, as well as
the vocals relative amplitude)? Right
now, if you think I have any validity in
my subjective presentation of range approximation, you can see how this small
boost would only affect barely audible
parts of the total vocal spectrum. Of
course, just in terms of physical
acoustics, if the overtone is there at all
(and it is) it will be boosted a bit. But, I
would venture to say, probably not a
sufficient amount of amplitude boost to
make a harmonic overtone of the
aforementioned quality "pop out" at all.
Recommended follow-up reading would
be Charles Culver's "Musical
Acoustics," published by McGraw -Hill.
-Peter Gravina
Teaneck, NJ

Limiting Yourself
The following is a letter we recently
received from Craig Anderton, a man
who knows his limiters.
A couple of people have written me
recently who are having problems with
the Limiter described in the November

'79 issue of MR&M. The symptoms in
both cases were described as distortion, buzzing, and rasping while the
limiter was actually limiting.
One possible cause of this problem
would be a defective IC, and in fact one
case of an unhappy limiter owner was
traced to that. Another user thought
that the "glitch" that occurs while
limiting could be the problem, but that
glitch is not at all prominent- certainly not audible enough to be considered
really buzzy.
I eventually found out that these
people were having problems because
they didn't know how to apply the
limiter. I looked back over the article,
and by golly, I had spent lots of words
telling how to build the thing and very
few on how to use it! Hopefully the
following info will help those who are
not quite sure about how to use
limiting properly.
First, while the limiter has an amazing capacity to absorb peaks without
creating audible side effects, when confronted with constant, high -level
signals it can overload and give those
nasty buzzing sounds. You'll find most

inexpensive limiters (such as the kind
used on better cassette decks) perform
in the same way; they have a point
beyond which they just can't cope
(don't we all).
Levels should be set so that most of
the time, signals fall within an acceptable range, then you add the limiter to
eliminate peaks and reduce the chances
of accidental distortion. Because the
limiter has a very natural sound, many
people who just plug into the thing
don't realize it's limiting, and keep
cranking up the input going to the
device (or lowering the limit point) until they eventually exceed the capabilities of the unit. Adding the in/out bypass switch shown in the schematic
will allow for A -B -ing the limited and
unlimited sound. Any attenuation that
occurs while limiting indicates the
degree of limiting; if the limited sound
is considerably softer than the
unlimited one, you're doing a lot of
limiting. If you feel the need to add
this much limiting, and you need to
bring up the gain, add the gain after
the limiter -not before. Another point
worth remembering is that the LED in-

The Orban 111B Dual Spring Reverb is ideal for
small studios, because it offers the ideal combination of fully professional
sound and affordable price: $799. (suggested list). Orban's unique signal processing, flexible
equalization, low noise, and heavy -duty construction make the difference. Unlike cheaper reverbs, the 111B is a reverb
you'll want to live with after the honeymoon's over.
in a real mixdown situation (not listening to the echo reJudge for yourself. If you test the 111B the right way
you'll find that the 111 B's bright, clean sound complements the music, instead of muddying it as even
turn only)
higier-priced reverbs can do.
with noise, flutter, "twang" sounds on transients, and questionable construction.
There are cheaper reverbs
There are more expensive reverbs
some of which are disappointing in "real world" situations. And there is the
proven 111B
the right sound at the right price for the professional on a budget.

-

-

-

OtbCf

--

Orban Associates Inc., 645 Bryant St., San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 957 -1067
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A Studio Quality Mixer That Moues
Peavey's extensive
experience in electronic
design, packaging, and
reliability studies along
with the util zation of the
very latest semiconductor
technology lave created
the Mark Ill Series sixteen
channel mixer,...just the
right combination of
superb performance and
useful features in a highly
mobile and durable sound
reinforcement console.
The Mark Ill's
ransformer balanced

inputs feature virtually
infinite dynamic range and
include switchable 48-volt
phantom power for
capacitor microphones.
Two independent pre
monitor sends, 4 -band EQ,
two post effects sends and
a PFL /cue button
compliment each channel.
The Mark Ill's master
section includes all the
usual professional facilities
along with many features
previously unavailable in
sound reinforcement

mixers. A complete patch
panel features transformer
balanced line outputs on
both mains, both mon to-s,
and sum.
We've listed just a few of
the Mark Ill's many
features to illustrate its
performance, ..to get the
complete picture, you'll
want a "hands on"
demonstratioi at your
Peavey dealer. You'll see
again why incredible
values are still a reality Et
Peavey.

r
"Peavey Makes It Possible."

PEAVEY ELECTRONICS CORP.

711 A Street /Meridian, MS 39301
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of dynamic range rather than simply
protecting against peaks, use a compressor. This will give the sound you
want much more readily than a limiter.
It has also been pointed out that the
limiter has other applications which
were not mentioned in the article. Placing it before an analog delay allows you
to put more average signal into the
delay, thus seeming to reduce the
noise. You can also patch a limiter
before a spring reverb, since sudden

dicator only shows what kind of level
you're putting into the device. It has
nothing to do with the amount of
limiting, and will not glow brighter if
you lower the limit point. If enough
people want some kind of blinky light
display that shows the amount of limiting in dB, it can be arranged-but then
it's no longer a $25 /channel limiter.
By the way, the limiter is not really
intended to act as a sustainer type
special effect for guitar or bass,
although it does do a reasonably good
job in this application. For special effects where you need intense squeezing

peaks may "bong" the reverb and the
limiter will keep these under control.
Finally, I'd like to thank all those

people who took the time to write and
say how much they enjoyed the limiter
and were looking forward to more projects. Rest assured there are plenty
more projects where the Limiter and
Hot Springs came from.

-Craig Anderton
Contributing Editor
Modern Recording & Music
The Matter of Truth
I would like to take this opportunity to
compliment you on a publication that I
consider to be the best in the field. In
the two years since I first subscribed
to MR&M,

I

have found the articles to

be both informative and useful from a

TM

SHOCK PROBE
CORD CHECK
Setting up your amp, P.A. or recording system is serious business. Now
you don't have to rely on guess -work

or medieval circuit- testing methods
that can end up with your sound system, or you, getting a real jolt.

This unique shock -probe/cord check
tests for short circuits, cord continuity and
grounding problems, and lets you know if a
potentially dangerous condition exists before
you find out the hard way.
Don't get zapped. Get D -Zap!

If your local music dealer hasn't got D -Zap!, order
by mail: D -Zap! PO Box

'"

Bremerton, WA 98310

Name

Street
Allow

State

City

Zip

weeks
for delivery.

'WA. residents add 5% sales tax. Money Back Guarantee
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Thank you for your supportive letter.
Though we really have no immediate
plans to do an article on Truth, we will
keep the idea in mind If enough
readers evince interest in seeing a piece
on them, we will most certainly get
plans underway for an article. Right
now, though, honest as we are, we cannot give you Truth.

3 to 6

Please send check or money order for $ 4995* plus $ 2 postage and handling, or charge:

Mastercharge Visa Bankamericard
American Express Exp. date

practical viewpoint.
I'm writing to congratulate you for
printing a "Letter to the Editor" in the
January 1980 issue entitled, "Truth in
Advertising Welcomed." I also saw the
Bose advertisement featuring the
Christian group Truth in the September 1979 issue and was gratified to see
them receive the recognition they deserve. Having personally heard two of
their concerts, I can only give them my
highest compliments.
As I write this letter I am preparing
to leave for a six day sound engineering seminar (Workshop 1980) being
conducted by Truth in Mobile, Alabama. This promises to be an excellent
learning experience, since Bill Gaither,
Ron Huff, and several other well
known Christian recording personalities will be in attendance. I'm sure
many readers beside myself would enjoy reading a feature article about
Truth in an upcoming issue of MR&M.
In the meantime, keep up with the excellent articles you have been printing.
-Dennis Perkinson
Oak Ridge, TN

8-

Jacks That Go Downhill
Regarding your request in "Sound
System Sniffles" in the Product Scene
column by Norm Eisenberg in the July
1980 issue of MR&M, I have enMODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

m
NOW! The Same Great Sound Top Entertainers Prefer ...
a Price Musicians And Small Studios Can Afford

At

The new PCM 41 (we cLII it "Baby Prime Time ") is based on the
same Lexicon technology preferred by world class studios. So you get
the best studio -quality sound with PCM (pulse code modulation) audio

processing.
double tracking,
You get a broad repertoire of creative effects
flanging, vibrato /tremolo, a- peggio, doppler pitch shift, slap echo. All
the big- system stuff plus some dramatic new goodies. Like articulated
sweep that automatically keys time delay to the type of audio signal
Only Lexicon has it! And inf nite repeat that locks up a musical segment
and repeats it indefinitely or background rhythm and counterpoint
PCM 41 is human engineered for easy on -stage (or small studio)
use. All major functions can be foot- switch controlled. Bit
the big advantage is the sound quality!

-

Compare! Listen to Lexicon's PCM 41 for yoLrself
and you'll ne.er settle fo- second best. Not when you can
get Lexicon cuality for about the.same dollars.
The PCM 41. Available from leading pro-aLdio and
musical instrument dealers.

Lexicon PCM digital delay

60 Turner Street, Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

-

20 Hz to lb KHz bandw dth.
Less than 0.05% distortion.
Up to 800 ms delay effects.

(617) 891 -6790 /Telex 923468

Exao'r. Gomiarn Excel

r

Coroora[ inn. New Yolk,

NY

IoX14
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countered the problem of oxidation
building up on RCA jacks also. An intermittent contact in my sound system
which caused a crackling in my right
speaker drove me crazy for over four
months. Part of the problem was an
assumption on my part that it was
caused by either the speaker, cartridge,
or their associated wiring. The fact
that it was there one day and gone the
next didn't help either. By crossing
channels from one component to the
next and living with each change for

three or four days, I finally traced the
problem to my model CD-5 Dubie. On
close examination I have noticed that
the sleeves on the RCA jacks used on
the Dubies appear to be aluminum and
may oxidize more quickly due to the interaction of dissimilar metals. After
consulting the only real technician I
have found in my area (there are lots of
mechanics here) and being told that I
was The Lone Ranger, I have kept this
problem to myself and instituted a
routine cleaning of these jacks. I'm

The Affordable Pro -Mixer
by Carvin

glad to hear that someone else has had
the same problem. I've considered using the conductive silicon grease used
on RF connections, but have been put
off by not knowing how they would
work at lower frequencies. Until someone checks it out with test equipment,
I guess I'll never know. In the meantime, routine cleaning of jacks, plugs,
and speaker connections is a small
price to pay for good sound.
-Yours for better fidelity,
Jeffrey W. Howell,
Mission, Texas
Though you didn't exactly ask, I'm going to respond to the implied question
in your letter. In regard to using the
conductive silicon grease that is normally used on RF connections at lower
frequencies, you can try it. We were
told by our sources that it probably
would do no harm, but also would probably do no good, because the silicon
grease is more a thermal transfer
medium than an electrical medium.
The periodic cleaning you yourself suggested still seems to be the best bet.

Home Stereo

No one can
match the quality
and features now off ered inthe new GARVIN
MX Series Pro Board at our
low price! Features like

-

Talkback System
Professional V.U. Meters with
3 Band active channel
on board calibration controls
equalizers
5 Balanced Outputs for,A-B Stereo,
Optional 9 Band Graphic EQ
Monitors 1 & 2, and Mono A + B
for main outputs or reassignment
Large 90 mm recording type Faders
to channels
Direct Channel Outputs and Interrupt
Available in 12 or 16 channel models
Jacks for recording and channel patching
Selectable"Control Room "monitoring of all 5 buses
On -board Phantom Power + 48V for condenser mics
Independent channel "Soloing" with noiseless J-Fet switching
Dual reading LED Channel Peak Indicators that read both channel overloading and EQ overloading.
More important than features, you are buying quality! All wiring is done with a military type wiring
harness. The steel chassis is precision formed and assembled in a modular fashion designed to eliminate
strong RF fields. All P.C. Boards are super strong G -10 epoxy fiberglass. All components are securely anchored. If the board is dropped, it's still going to work.
Switchcraft connectors, Centralab
All components used are of the highest quality obtainable like
switches, CTS sealed controls, low noise high slew rate Op -Amps and Discrete amplifiers. Even the sides
are 1" thick solid Walnut. The entire board is backed by a 1 YEAR Warranty.
The MX board has proven itself on numerous concert tours. It's been put to the test by professionals and
they are raving about its performance.
The best part are the factory prices that won't leave you broke. We currently sell the 12 Ch MX1202 for
$1095 and the 16 Ch MX1602 for $1495. (Add $250 for the optional Four9 Band EQ). Road cases by Anvil' are
available at $195 and $215 respectively.
You are probably asking "How do we do it for the price?" It's simple. We build and sell direct to you
without any retail markup or commission.

-

Write for your FREE64 page Color Catalog or Call TOLL-FREE800-854-2235 (714-747-1710 in CA) for more
information or to place your order. Use your Master Charge or VISA as a deposit and the balance will be
shipped C.O.D. As always, if within 10 days you are not 100% satisfied, your money will be refunded.

Carvin Dept

MR-32, 1155 Industrial Ave., Escondido, CA 92025
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Please print the address for the Hafler
DH -200 Power Amplifier. I am considering building a home stereo and
I'm convinced that this amplifier
would definitely be the way to go. I
know that home stereo is not exactly
your forte, but I would also like to
build some nice stereo speakers that
possibly could be used later on in a
beginning studio. Would you know of
any books on the subject?
-Clif Coleman
Boston, Mass.
The address you need regarding the
Hafler Power Amplifier is: The David
Hafler Company, 5817 Roosevelt
Avenue, Pennsauken, New Jersey
08109.

Perhaps the following book might be
of use to you in building stereo
speakers: How to Design, Build and
Test Complete Speaker Systems by
David B. Weems. It's published by
TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit,
Pennsylvania 17214. Its date of publication is 1978. It's good to see that you're
following Billy Joel's advice to not
waste your money on a new set of
speakers -but instead, are building
your own. Thrift is swift.

MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

The'80's will be even better!

The PL80 is going to be the hottest
vocal microphone of the '80's. It is the
microphone every vocalist wants because it has the sound every vocalist
wants.The sound of the PL80 results not
only from extensive user field testing
with rock superstars like Steve Perry
of Journey, but also from side -by -side
product comparisons and interviews
with many of the most highly respected
sound men in the business. Most of all,
the PL80 is the result of an entirely new
application of computer- design technology called "fast Fourier transform"
that allows the design engineer to predict, as it's being designed, precisely
how a microphone will sound in use, not
just in a sterile test environment. The

PL80 is a performing vocalist's microphone that has been called the best
new microphone design in years.
The Electro -Voice PL80 not only gives
you the exact sound you want, it does a
whole lot more. The PL80 tops the cornpetition in just about every performance
category. Its style sets it apart from any
other mike. Its sensitivity is higher than
the current best-selling microphone;
and when it comes to gain before feedback, the monitor speakers are likely to
give out before the PL80 will.
Even the "feel" of the PL80 is impressive! It has the weight and the "heft" to
give you confidence. The new snow gray finish and contrasting charcoal gray
grille screen make a striking impression on stage, but the colors are subtle
enough not to detract from your performance. E -V's exclusive Memraflex grille

material resists the dents and knocks
common to other microphones. This will
keep the PL80 looking like new for years
while other mikes look old after one or
two accidental drops.
Use the PL80 at your Electro-Voice PL
Microphone Dealer. Test it against any
other mike. If you want your sound to
be the sound of the '80's, the PL80 the
"Sound of the '80's "- is the only mike
you'll buy.

-

E

y

Electroi/oicé
o

gulDnl company

600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
Canada:
Electro-Voice, Div. of Gulton Industries (Canada) Ltd.,
345 Herbert St., Gananoque, Ontario K7G 2V1.
In
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tion is to utilize one adapter per device.
However, this will create a nifty bowl
of wiring noodles. Additionally, many
AC adapters are not well filtered and
hence, are likely to induce unwanted
120 Hz hum into your effects devices.
So, perhaps a better remedy for the
"fading battery syndrome" would be
to use one common power supply for all
the units.
I attempted to determine how much
current a typical 9 -volt battery can be
expected to supply, but my reference
sources were incomplete in this area.
So, I will guess that 25 mA (milliamperes) would be about tops for a zinc carbon battery. Thus, if you were to
use a power supply capable of producing around 8.5 volts (a 9 -volt battery
actually does not produce a full 9 volts
when "loaded" by a circuit) at 150 -200
milliamperes, your problem should be
solved. The power supply's output also
must have a hum, ripple and noise content of less than 1 millivolt peak.
There is a real price war going on
now in the area of so- called open- frame,
linear (not switching) power supplies,
and many are also showing up in industrial surplus stores. This route is probably better than building a supply
from scratch. All you will need to do is
mount the unit in an enclosure, since
this economical type of power supply
does not come in the usual metal box

or 9 volts, and with the lowest current rating available (the smallest
models will typically supply 'ii- to 1
ampere in this voltage range).
One final remark -if the effects
device does not include a power supply jack, it is very easy to correct this
problem without having to drill holes.
Simply purchase a 9 -volt battery connector (just like the one already in the
effects unit) from a parts house and
"mate" the two together. The red wire
goes to the positive output, and the
black goes to the negative output of the
power supply. Also, when wiring a unit
with an existing power jack, be sure to
correctly connect the positive and
negative leads (refer to the manufacturer's literature).
-Brian A. Roth
Technical Editor
Modern Recording & Music

-Daniel Huneault

Simple hassles, but I hope you can
help.
-Ron Vickery
Miami, Fl.

(hence, its economy).
A few manufacturers of these include
Kepco, Inc., 131 -38 Sanford Ave.,
Flushing, N.Y. 11352; Power /Mate
Corp., 514 S. River St., Hackensack,
N.J. 07601; Power One, Inc., Power
One Drive, Camarilla, Ca. 93010. Other

Indeed, those nasty 9 -volt batteries are
a pain. Their favorite stunt is passing
on to dry cell heaven just when your
licks are at their hottest!
An AC adapter can eliminate this
problem, and the most obvious solu-

manufacturers include Solar Electric
and Acme Electric of Cuba, N.Y.,
whose addresses were not available at
press time. Your best bet is to contact
several wholesale electronic parts
houses in your area and ask for a linear,
open -frame power supply adjustable to

"Talk back" questions are answered
by professional engineers, many of

whose names you have probably seen
listed on the credits of major pop
albums. Their techniques are their own
and might very well differ from another's. Thus, an answer in "Talk back " is
certainly not necessarily the last word.
We welcome all questions on the subject of recording, although the large
volume of questions received precludes
our being able to answer them all. If you
feel that we are skirting any issues, fire
a letter off to the editor right away.
"Talk back" is the Modern Recording
& Music reader's technical forum.

An Ordinary Guitarist Battles
the Fading Battery Blues
I'm just an ordinary guitar player and
I have a problem that I've never been
able to solve. I have five foot pedal accessories: wah -wah, phase, compressor,
distortion, and octave. They all need
those demon 9 volt batteries. Some
have two 9 volt DC jacks for adapting
to AC. Do I still have to use five different separate adapters? What are the
appropriate milliamperes for each
unit? In fact, how many milliamperes
does a fully charged 9 volt battery
have?
That problem solved -how do you
get away from buying (and connecting
and dragging around) five separate

adapters?
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Three Great Minds,
But With a Single Thought
found the article, "Footswitching

Your Teac 3340" (July 1980 issue) very
interesting, but unfortunately, of no
use to me since I own a Teac A -3440,
which has a different remote control
configuration. Since I am very much
interested in this modification, can you
tell me how I might adapt this footswitch for my 3440?

Gatineau, Zuebed

I'm writing to make some inquiries
pertaining to Craig Anderton's article
in the July 1980 issue ("Footswitching
Your Teac 3340," page 54). My praise
goes out to your staff for accommodating the semi -pro recordist.
However, being the proud owner of the
newer Teac A-3440, I am not able to
utilize this footswitching idea since the
3440 does not use the same 11 -pin plug
for remote as the old 3340. Is the plug
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

needed for the 3440 available and adaptable to the punch -in box in the article?
Since the 3440 has the improved "Function Select" switching, I am not sure if
the circuitry would be compatible.
-John R. Mobilio
Waterbury, Conn.
I

IMPedance Matching
Perfected.

greatly enjoyed Craig Anderton's ar-

ticle, "Footswitching Your Teac 3340"
(July 1980). But I own a Teac A-3440
and the plug on the back of this unit is
different than the one on the 3340. Can
you please tell me how to wire a
footswitch for the 3440?
-Michael W. White

Whitesong Studios
Memphis, Tenn.

With a Afhirlwind IMF. Tiede tough, 'Cie boxeE make redance
matching anc ''c re~t fine" az-ass quick and easy.
Whether its in the studic z- it ive pErorriance, WhirlMni IMPS
get mismatched eqJ p inert working -ogether
are rugged. \ersatile.
Like all Whirlwind praaccts, the
And they're bacled by a two -year guarantee.
So bring inc.pmpat the 3quiomen: -ogether ,vi :h on o- the
IMPS -the nlaicl-mEkers rc n Wh rlwind.

iris

Those interested in adding footswitching to Teac machines other than the
3340 will be glad to hear that Teac offers a footswitching unit designated

the SP -70. This gives remote punch -in
and pause capabilities for the 3440,
40-4, and 80 -8 recorders (as well as the
recently introduced 22 -4). List price is
under $35, so you wouldn't save much
(if at all) by doing it yourself. However,
note that there is no commercially
available device for footswitching the
3340 -if you want to add footswitching capabilities in this instance,
you'll have to roll your own.
-Craig Anderton
Contributing Editor
Modern Recording & Music

MP 3: Ccrserts the ou:put of
any starca-c amplifie- (4, 8,
or 16) to 253 ohms. Enables
t 1e MUE bar to get the true
so .rc of his amplifier
Tito the system.

IMP 2: Prov des a
direct line from a high
impedance source to
low impedance input.
Perfect to- unning
high impedance

guitars directly into
stage amps.

Special Considerations
I'd been shopping for a noise reduction
system both for making "live" tapes
and for recording from other sources. I
finally purchased a dbx 224. One thing
I noticed right away was that when I
used the dbx to encode a program
even though I use tape from three different manufacturers, in three different price ranges -the tapes all sounded
the same at low and high speeds. This
from tapes ranging from BASF Professional back coated at 19 cps to Maxell
LN35-90 at 9.5 cps! Since my results
don't vary, even on good cassette

-

equipment, how will I know when to
use back -coated or other special formulation tape? Or should I bother to use it

at all?

IMP Converts.frnm high
o bw, and vice versa.
three -day slide switch lets
you choos= Da ween 50. 250, or
l

70ohm coniersions.

i4

whirlwind
Whirlwind Music, Inc.

-John Buford

P.O. Box 1075
Fbchester. New York 14603
716 -663 -8820

Philadelphia, Pa.
If you hear no difference between
premium grades and less expensive
OFZ'_E 110QJ READE
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mix and patch like
the professionals

Russound's on
patchbay accommodates up to four tape recorders of mono, stereo or four control center and
channel, plus noise reduction, equalizers, compressor /limiters and other signal processing. Connect
all to phono jacks on rear panel (72 available) and switch and program them from the front panel.
Record, monitor, playback, mixdown and make dupes at the flip of a switch. Patch cords (12
furnished, extras available) permit convenient sound-on-sound, overdubs, channel interchanging,
and insertion of equalization and noise reduction anywhere in the component chain.
0T-1 delivers studio quality and flexibility at an audiophile price of $289.95 and is available
in either cabinet version shown or rack mount. For complete information and list of demonstrating
dealers, contact Russound /FMP, Inc., Box 2369, Woburn, Massachusetts 01888 (617) 935-3625.

AUX DECODER

El<
Russound /FMP. Inc.
Box 2369
Woburn, Massachusetts 01888
CIRCLE 152 ON READER SERVICE CARD

UNCOMPROMISED.
Three new products from Browning and Rice
MATCHBOX: an audio interface circuit
featuring high impedance input,
balanced and unbalanced low impedance outputs, and high slew rate,
wide bandwidth direct-coupled transformerless performance. A superior
replacement for the traditional direct

box.

two high quality
compressor/limiters with stereo link,
variable response times, and selectable compression ratios. Ideal for
sound reinforcement and recording
applications.
EXPRESSOR: a unique microcomputer
based digital signal processing instrument utilizing programmed modulation
to achieve various amplitude related
effects. The expanding software library
includes automatic level control, expansion /compression, envelope, and
waveshaping functions.
DUAL COMPRESSOR:

For

more information,

call or write:

BROWNING AND RICE

3934 Trade Center Drive
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
313 -971 -0110
Dealer inquiries

invited

grades at 9.5 cps (33/4 ips) and 19 cps
(71/2 ips) speeds, then the tapes must be
fairly compatible with each other and
with your recorder's bias and equalization settings so that the frequency responses match closely enough to disguise subtle differences. If they all
sound exactly the same to your ear, it
would make sense to use less expensive
tape at the slower speed in order to save
money. The use of a sophisticated noise
reduction compander such as the dbx
224, however, adds another element
which should be considered -the susceptibility to dropouts.
A noise reduction system using
signal compression and subsequent expansion at a ratio of 2:1:2, such as the
dbx 224, will expand a momentary loss
of signal caused by a tape flaw and
double the loss. A 2 dB dropout
without noise reduction becomes 4 dB
with it. It is essential that the tape
used be free from flaws not only before
recording, but also that it not be
damaged during storage.
Dropouts of virgin tape are most
likely due to coating imperfections.
Quality tape manufacturers have improved coating techniques so well that
lesser grade tapes generally do not
vary a great deal from premium grades
in this respect, although high grade
tape may be less prone to rubbing off
and leaving a deposit which may cause
a desultory dropout or so. What may
be a more significant difference is what
happens after the tape is recorded and
stored. The smoothness of the tape
wind can determine the amount of edge
damage caused by contact with the
reel flange and, therefore, the amount
of dropout. As long as the heads,
guides, and reel tables are properly
aligned, a tape should wind so that no
edges rub against the side of the reels.
If rubbing occurs, it can deform the
tape until it no longer maintains proper
head contact at the deformed points;
and the signal "drops out." The
damage is cumulative; a tape which
played back several times without
dropouts can finally develop enough
edge damage to cause some very audible dropouts.
For this reason I would suggest using a tape at least 1 mil thick (1800 ft.
on 7 -inch reels; 3600 ft. on 101/2cinch
reels) for extra durability when using
dbx. I would also suggest recording at
the faster 19 cps speed, even if there is
no audible difference, simply to be sure
that any dropout is as brief as possible.

CIRCLE 158 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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AFTER 500 PLAYS OUR HIGH FIDELITY
TAPE STILL DELIVERS HIGH FIDELITY.

If your old favorites don't sound as good as they used to, the problem
could be your recording tape.
Some tapes show their age more than others. And when a tape ages
prematurely, the music on it does too.
What can happen is, the oxide particles that are bound onto tape
loosen and fall off, taking some of your music with them.
At Maxell, we've developed a binding process that helps to prevent
this. When oxide particles are bound onto our tape, they stay put. And
so does your music.
So even after a Maxell recording is 500 plays
old, you'll swear it's not a play over five.

IT'S WORTH IT

Maxell Corporation of Americo, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.J. 07074.

CIRCLE 79 ON READER SERVICE CARD

transport in alignment, then back coating is not necessary.
-Terence D. O'Kelly
Supervisor, Field Technical Service
BASF Systems
Bedford, Ma.

A back-coated tape will give additional
protection for two reasons: 1) The

back -coating provides smoother winds
than untreated tapes and 2) It drains
off static charges so that a metal reel
can be used in place of a plastic one in
order to provide better, warp -free protection for the tape edges during handling and storage. If you are careful
about how you use unwarped plastic
reels and keeping your recorder

When using dbx tape noise reduction
equipment, there are many specifications that distinguish one type of
recording tape from another. The most

10%

'

You've already purchased
the equipment .. .
Now, how are you going
to mount it?

ACCESSORY
REBATE

UNTIL
12/31/80!

Contact: HSC
Our "System 700 -III" enclosures and rack mounting hardware are quickly becoming
the packaging standard for the audio /video recording industry. Why? Look at the
features and judge for yourself.
"Similar components are used throughout allowing you to update your system now or
years from now . .
no solid wood parts to be discarded every time you make a
change
**TBM (Triple Bay Mainframes) are available for all Tascam, Tangent, Tapco & Sound workshop mixers
Semi custom changes available to wit your needs
Constructed of 1/8" aluminum and Formica covered particle board, providing high
strength and low weight
Accessories such as turntable mounts, producers desks, slide out shelfs, drawers and
our new padded armrest allow easy customization
Outboard equipment cabinets such as the DVR and STE allow complete system
.

...

...

...

...

...

capability.
units are factory assembled, then knocked down to cut freight cost ...
"Simple screw together assembly required to set up ...
Off the shelf availability of over 300 different types of rack mount kits and mounting

"All

hardware allows one stop shopping.

TBM

FROM 785óo

-

important of these are the signal -tonoise ratio, which reflects dynamic
range record capabilities, and frequency response, which affects tracking.
The dbx noise reduction system, being a compression/expansion system
coupled to frequency weighting curves,
compresses program materials during
recording and expands the recorded
materials on playback. Through this
companding action, there is a decrease
in the dynamic range requirements of
tape while still allowing wide dynamic
range to be reproduced.
A poor tape's signal -to -noise ratio is
less obvious and, since recordings are
made at lower levels, tape frequency
response is usually flatter. Also, when
using dbx noise reduction, the high
level, high- frequency roll -offs of
cassette machines are less evident.
Your question does not describe the
program source used for testing. We
suggest that you use a "live" recording
session to determine which tape works
best with your machine because "live"
recording requires more from a tape
system than program sources such as
FM broadcasts or discs that typically
have been previously compressed. It
will take an unusual set of circumstances to reflect any differences in
tape performance.
When comparing tapes, listen for
musical details and high- frequency
distortion. The differences between
tapes may be slight. Another thing to
compare is the durability of the tape
after a few plays. Using these techniques should permit you to determine
which tape is best for your machine.

-Harold Cohen
Marketing Manager,
Professional Products
dbx, Inc.
Newton, Mass.
The Swiss Obsession

With Silence

DVR

-

FROM 7300-°

STE

-

FROM 370°

Now that you've purchased the equipment
2932 RIVER ROAD

BOX 155

RIVER GROVE, IL 60171
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contact HSC to mount it!
I

PHONE NO. 312 -452 -5551

,
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Can I plug two different kinds of noise
reduction into my stereo? I own
separate Pioneer components (turntable, tuner, amplifier, tape deck,
equalizer) and I would like to get either
the SAE 5000, the Burwen DNF 1207
or the Burwen THE 7000A noise
eliminator to get rid of (I hope!) those
medium volume clicks and pops. I have
about 400 LPs and about half of them
have these small ticks. I even get these
darn noises on new releases! I would insert one of these devices between the
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

Tnchnics

Honeycomb
speakers

inspired by
today's
record ig
technology
i

lull potential of tccay'e digital tape and d-ect -to -disc
-ecordings, our Professional ¿:ui. io Division prese-t a speaker
hats just as advar ced, just as accurate. The Tecr nics R &B
Series Honeycomt Disc Spey-car.
The special d aphrag n k ccnstructed like a slat rigid
honeycomb disc to eliminete the traditional acoust ca
problems o= cone --shaped iiaphragms. Best of all piase
linearity occurs au_omaticallktecause the acoust c centers are
distinctly al .aned cn the flat ciaphragm surface.
-o vibrate
The axially symmetric "nadal driver" is design
in a more accurate pistoni: rroticn. This provides rr, extremely
wide, flat frequency response, broad dynamic range and
extremely low distortion.
And the flat leaf twee =err n t-e SB -7 and SB -10 is much
lighter than many dome tweeter_, for incred ble rich frequency
response, "pi to 125 kHz.
The Technics R &B Series is available at selec- locations.
Call our Professional Audio 'iv son at 800- 447-4;00 (n Illinois,
800 -322 -4400) to hear the ert re ne of Honeycorri -the
speakers that don't hold tmc'- tocay's reco -ding to irology.
To hear the

x

.
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Technics
R&B series

turntable and the amplifier.
Between the amplifier and the tape
deck I'd like to insert either the Sanyo
Super D or the new dbx 224. Can I patch
two noise reduction units into my
system in the manner I have outlined?
Do I need any additional devices to accomplish my goal? Can you advise me
as to the best way to go about this?
I hope this letter isn't relegated to the
trash basket. It's very hard to find
knowledgeable help here, and to hear
my albums without these awful noises
has become something an obsession.
Greetings from Switzerland!

dbx 224, you will be able to use it to
play back any dbx encoded discs you
may purchase. But you will have to
disconnect it from the tape deck and
reconnect it to the turntable. In that
case, you will want to put the dbx after
the turntable preamp and, if you still
wish to use the tick and pop eliminator
(or any other device), that would have to
come after the dbx as the dbx must see
straight through to the encoded
medium. Actually, though, using more
than one noise reduction gadget might
be overkill.
You should be alright with the setup
which you describe. When you get
whatever equipment you decide on, the
instructions will most likely give you all
the information and direction you
should need.
Offhand, I would suggest the THE
7000A for the ticks and pops. The DNF
1207 is a dynamic noise filter and, while
it is excellent for cleaning up really rotten sounding records such as old 78s
and such, it does tend to detract from
reasonably well recorded material. In
my opinion, it should be used as more of
a last resort for a terminally ill record or
tape. The dbx can serve a dual purpose

-R. Meneses
Zurich, Switzerland

Greetings from the more or less United
States of America!
You can connect both noise reduction
units to your system in the manner you
describe with no difficulty whatsoever.
As a matter of fact, you can connect
(theoretically) any number of noise
reduction devices in series or cascade
fashion if you want to, as long as you
think of them as separate units and
decode them in the same order as they
were encoded. If you decide to get the

as

I mentioned above.
Whatever you do, before you buy you
should take a few records from your collection, one very noisy, one moderately
noisy and one relatively quiet, to the
store with you and try the various units
through equipment similar to your own.
There are a number of competing
devices on the market and you should
make an informed choice as they all
have their own characteristics which
you may or may not be able to live with.
If the store won't let you make comparisons then go to another store.
One last thought. No gadget can get
rid of noise altogether. Your obsession
(which is shared by many, including
myself) will be a bit difficult to realize.
We in the U.S. tend to drool over European recordings after listening to our
own. Perhaps you could save yourself a
bit of money by listening to a bunch of
records pressed in the U.S. for a month
or so. Then your pressings will sound
immaculate, as they to do us!
-David Moyssiadis
Contributing Editor
Modern Recording & Music
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ANALYZER-E61 by
2420 is a very high quality REAL -TIME ANALYZER.... It sweeps across the spectrum 'n one octave steps.... Its Readout is accurate to within 0.1dB.... Extremely fast, accurate EA' ng is
possible, as fast as under 3 minutes.... It is accurate and fast because of its revolutionary Patent Pending concept of Comparison measurement ... (Most other analyzers use 2, or 4dB direct
measurement).... Looking at only one octave at a time, with the Comparison measurement concept, enables precise read -out setting, to /10th of a dB.... It eliminates the eye- confusion caused
by the random fluctuations of the ordinary bar-type displays.... That means you can Accurately
Analyze and EA any environment in under 3 minutes, making it easy to check the EA quickly in
several locations if needed.... It means consistently high quality performances even in horrendous
acoustical environments.... It works perfectly with any mic with a calibration chart.... It costs less
than $500.00 ... and it's Guaranteed to do the job to Your Satisfaction!
The
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE:

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN INC.,

2200

So.

Ritchey, Santa Ana, CA 92705

(714) 556 -6193

CANADA:

E. S.

Gould, Montreal, Quebec H4T 1E5
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fact:
some veteran products
do their job so well,
for so long, for so little money
it's a pleasure to reintroduce them.
Through the years, Shure microphone mixers have gained the reputation of being the practical,
efficient, economical way to increase the flexibility of public address, sound reinforcement, and
paging systems, as well as tape recorders using multiple sound sources. In fact, they are used
in almost twice as many studios as the next most popular brand...with good reason.

S 1-4 V R am

MICROPHONE MIXER

IMP

The Utterly Simple M68 Microphone Mixer..
The original high-performance, low -cost mixer for
professional and semiprofessional applications.
Excellent for most sound system and tape
recording requirements. Portable (less than 4 lbs),
ultra-simple in operation and gratifyingly modest in

.

price. Four high- or low- impedance microphone
Inputs plus an additional auxiliary high level input,
with a master volume control and individual
controls. A wide range of accessories lets you
customize the M68 for almost any special installation.

The Thoroughly Professional M67 Mixer.. .
Specifically designed for professional recording,
TV and radio studios, "remotes," sound

reinforcement and audio -visual installations. Four
low-impedance transformer-coupled mic inputs,
one convertible to line input. Ideal as a selfcontained compact console or as an "add -on" for

existing facilities. VU meter; built-in tone oscillator
for sending level test signal. Extremely low noise
and RFsusceptibility; two-level headphone
monitor jack... ac or battery operation with

optional battery pack -even switches
automatically if ac line fails.

Microphone Mixers by

SHUR

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204, In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Outside the U.S. or Canada, write to Shure Brothers Inc., Attn: Dept. J6 for information on your local Shure distributor
Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
CIRCLE 118 ON READER SERVICE CARD

By Norman Eisenberg
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DIGITAL DELAY PROCESSOR

FOUR-WAY CROSSOVER

The new PCM "Baby Prime Time ") from Lexicon,
Inc. is a digital delay processor that uses pulse-code
modulation encoding. The device-made specifically
for performers and small studios -offers a full repertoire of effects (automatic double tracking,
flanging, vibrato /tremolo, arpeggio, doppler pitch
shift, slap echo, infinite repeat, etc.) and is said to be
"human factored" designed which makes it easy to
operate. Major functions can be footswitch controlled. Price is $1095.

Four -way parametric electronic crossover is provided by the Power FEP 204 whose "Comelentric"
design is said to offer improvement on conventional
Butterworth, Bessel or Tchebytcheff configurations. User selectable crossover frequencies are:
bass to low midrange, 155, 190, 270 and 340 Hz; low
midrange to midrange, 800 Hz, 1.2, 1.8 and 2.7 kHz;
midrange to treble, 4, 5, 7 and 10 kHz. Nominal input and output levels are +4 dBm (1.22 V).

(
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TANGENT SYSTEMS
MIXING CONSOLES

NEW BGW AMPLIFIERS

INN

MI

MI

Two new commercial power amplifiers have been announced by BGW Systems, Inc. of Hawthorne,
California. Both units are dual -channel models, said
to be the first products in a new line whose design is
based on suggestions received by BGW. The units
are intended expressly for distributed systems applications. BGW claims improved performance,
reliability, serviceability and cost savings of as
much as 50 percent. The model BGW 320 is a
100 -watt (minimum sine-wave power) per channel
unit that can drive any load impedance from 4 ohms
and up, including 25 or 70-volt distributed systems.
The BGW 620 offers 200 watts per channel into the
same loads. Both amps use modular construction
and fit standard rack mounts.
CIRCLE 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The Series 4 designates a new line of mixing consoles from Tangent Systems, Inc. of Phoenix,
Arizona. A four output buss design, the Series 4 is
offered for sound reinforcement, and four- and eight track recording in either 12 input or 20-input fully
modularized mainframe. Among its features are
transformerless input circuitry; three -band continuously variable EQ in each channel; peak LED
and 20-dB pad on each input; eight independent
returns, PFL and six-out buss assign through sub masters (4) and R/L stereo busses; three independent foldback sends; full multi -track monitoring and
assign; muting, 100-mm faders, phantom mic power;
external power supply; options for reverb and expander modules. Prices start at $2800.

CIRCLE
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NEW PRO AUDIO COMPANY

QUINTET FROM NEPTUNE

Fax Audio, Inc. is the name of a newly established
company, formed by the former director of engineering at Automated Processes, Inc. (API) together with
several other former API engineers. The new company states "Fax will design and produce a complete
line of state-of- the -art products and systems geared

Five new products have been announced by Neptune Electronics Inc. of Portland, Oregon. The new
units include two stereo mixing consoles, two
graphic equalizers and a real -time analyzer.
!'he model 1420 console has fourteen input channel, and a host of features which include an extensive headphone monitoring system with a 5 -watt
headphone amp. The model 821 has eight inputs and
can interface with another stacked 821 for more input channels.
One -third octave equalization is offered by the
model 2711 whose center -detented, oil-damped slide
controls provide ±12 dB on each of twenty seven '/,octave bands on ISO frequency centers.
Ten -band octave equalization on each of two stereo
channels is provided by the model 1021.
The model 2709A, Neptune's real -time analyzer,
checks response in every part of a sound reinforcement, recording or stage instrument
system. The device is designed to employ the user's
microphones, loudspeakers and equipment instead
of only the standard calibrated mic or line source.
Response is displayed on an LED matrix consisting
of twenty -seven %-octave bands with nine
steps of amplitude.
The models 821, 2711, 1021 and 2709A all may be
rack -mounted.

for the recording and broadcast,
industries."
Fax already has introduced a "highly innovative programmable fader featuring
touch switches, a sophisticated array of
visual displays and a wider range of functions than previously available in modular
automated faders." Fax also has developed
a discrete op -amp whose specifications and
performance criteria are claimed to be the
finest of any op -amp on the market. The
new op -amp can be used to upgrade any
API model 2520 circuit, and it also is employed in a complete series of plug-in
amplifier cards.
CIRCLE 5 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THE WORKS FROM WIREWORKS
Wireworks Corp. has announced a new set of
technical data sheets detailing an extensive offering
of cabling products and accessories for use in professional audio interconnect systems. Covered in the
data sheets are hardwired microphone multicables,
pro mic cables, the multicable components group (a
"mix and match" system) and the model TE -2 mic
cable tester.
CIRCLE 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CERTRON OFFERS NEW TAPE
Ferex I is the name of a new tape introduced by Certron Corp. as its first premium ferric -oxide audio
cassette aimed at the high-end audiophile, music
and recording studio markets. Described as a
standard -bias, high -energy, high -output tape, Ferex
I cassettes are marketed in C -60 and C -90 sizes in a
smoky -clear 5 -screw housing with pressure sensitive labels and index card. Cassettes -cellophane-wrapped in a clear Philips- styled outer
storage case -are available in individual and multi pak configurations.
CIRCLE 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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CM LABS PRODUCTS

PATCH BAYS
Jack fields (patch bays) for broadcast and sound
studio applications are described in a 12 -page
catalog from ADC Telecommunications of Minneapolis, Minnesota. Included are bantam patch
bays, central patching, console patching and longframe bays.
CIRCLE 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MODULAR SIGNAL
PROCESSING SYSTEM
The dbx 900 series is a new modular signal processing system. Up to eight modules can be fitted into a
rack -mount space 51/4 inches high, uses standard connectors, and the modules may be slipped in and out in
seconds. The dbx model 902 can be used as a broadband de -esser or for attenuating only a user-determined portion of the high frequencies. Gain reduction
is adjustable from zero to 20 dB. The 902 also continuously analyzes the input signal spectrum to provide
the exact amount of de- essing selected, regardless of
signal level. The device requires no recalibration for
signal level changes. The user can set it and forget it.
The model 903 compressor begins reducing output volume once the threshold is exceeded. The new
903 is an "Over Easy" compressor-it has a softknee threshold that increases compression ratio
gradually over a range of several dB. It also features
true RMS level detection, continuously variable
compression ratios and an adjustable ( -40 dB to
+20 dB) threshold.
The model 904 is a noise gate claimed to have a
combination of features not found on any other
noise gate at any price. It offers adjustable attack
and release rates, threshold adjustment from -30
to +10 dB, attenuation limit adjustment from 0 to
60 dB, with dbx "Over Easy" downward expansion
for smooth sound. The 904 also has a KEY input
that allows gating of one instrument by another.
The special GATE mode of the 904 allows users
without automated consoles to put threshold programmed muting on solo channels. After the user
sets the correct solo level on the console, the 904 automatically keeps the channel muted, eliminating
spurious signals that may precede the solo itself.
'When the solo begins, the 904 un -mutes the channel,
allowing the solo into the mix at the pre -set level.
CIRCLE 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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-a division of Audio International, Inc. of
Danbury, Connecticut-has annoúnced several products. The CM920 is a stereo power amplifier rated
for 250 watts per channel into 8 ohms; 400 watts per
channel into 4 ohms. The amp, says CM Labs, will
drive all types of reactive loads up to 6 mfd from 20
Hz to 20 kHz. Hum and noise are listed at 100 dB
below 250 watts; harmonic distortion, less than 0.15
percent; IM, less than 0.1 percent. The amp fits the
C -size relay rack -panel. Output levels are shown on
vertical LED scales.
A smaller power amp is the CM914c, also with
LED metering, and rated for 125 watts per channel
into 8 ohms, or 175 watts per channel into 4 ohms.
Other major specs are similar to those of the CM920.
CM Labs

CM Labs also has an FET preamp, the model
CM301a, rated for 2 volts output into an IHF load,
or 1 volt into 600 ohms.
For use in permanent or portable disco systems,
or as an audio mixer for commercials and A /V, as
well as a preamp in home stereo, there is the CM607
console which features inputs for two turntables,
plus one tape deck, with cross fading. The unit also
has full pre -cue facilities and talk-over. Outputs for
amplifier and tape are provided.
CIRCLE
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HEATHKIT PROCESSOR

An active audio processor that combines a dynamic
range expander and a noise-reduction system is the
model AD -1706 available from Heath Co. Heath
says the AD -1706 increases dynamic range of
source material up to 17 dB, through 7 dB of gain
and 10 dB of noise reduction. A single -ended design,
the AD -1706 may be used with any program source
without pre-processing. Rack -mountable, the unit is
priced at $249.95.
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LOW COST REVERB SYSTEM
Biamp Systems, Inc. has announced its new
MR /140, described as a low -cost ($249) reverb
system designed for use in recording, portable
sound reinforcement, permanent installations,
monitor systems, and so on. Its features include

transformerless balanced inputs, "improved
cosmetics," EQ blend control system, automatic
limiting and drive set indicator. Preliminary specs
indicate a slew rate of 13 volts per microsecond dry
signal; signal rate of minus 80 dB from zero dB with
frequency response to 100 kHz; a decay time of 1.2
seconds. Unity gain is listed as minus 70 dB from
zero dB with blend control at maximum reverb, all
EQ controls set at 50 percent. THD is rated as less
than 0.01 percent.
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WHO'S MINDING THE STORE?
An old story tells of the dying shopkeeper surrounded by his family and loved ones. Through half closed eyes he tries to discern who is present, and he
keeps asking for everyone by name. Reassured at
last that everyone is at his bedside, he then rears up
and shouts: "So who's minding the store ?"
This same question occurred to me recently,
though for different reasons, when I tried, in one
store, to buy some spade lugs; and tried, in another

store, to buy some double banana plugs with standard spacing. In both instances land these were
branches of large, national distributors) the clerks
did not know what I meant. In one store I found the
damn spade lugs myself after poking around a
while. When I showed one to the clerk he acted as if
he couldn't care less. He didn't know what this simple basic part was and he didn't want to know.
In store no. 2, the clerk tried to be more helpful
but he didn't have what I wanted and he didn't
know he didn't have it. He showed me some single
banana plugs and thought that the "spacing" referred to the length of metal protruding from the insulated holder. I finally ended up buying two single
plugs; he looked mystified when I said I would use
two singles instead of one double.
I must say that, aside from the sheer frustration
of driving a few miles to a place that is supposed to
be a radio parts supply outlet and not finding what I
need, I am developing a real concern about what the
hell is happening to the level of competence, and the
ability to serve customers, in the retail area -where
the action is, as they say. It's okay to peddle calculators and telephone-answering gadgets to suburbanites, but what has happened to the rapport between the parts dealer and the working technician?
Spade lugs and banana plugs are little things, to be
sure, but when you can't get them or when the sales
people don't even know what they are, what kind of
confidence can be built up in that most critical area
of the industry where the manufacturer meets the
customer, so to speak?
This ignorance, by the way, is not confined to
retailing. I talked on the phone to someone at a
radio station who did not know what I meant by
"station frequency." And I saw someone at a wellknown shipping company spell "phase" as "faze."
That's enough to faze anyone.
I could go on too about the p.r. man for a hi-fi company who had never heard of Robert Schumann, the
editor of a music magazine who referred to Stravinsky's "Rites" of Spring and the TV announcer who
said "in- fec- tyou -uss" when he meant "infectious."
It is fashionable these days to talk about computer
error and likely most of us can tell our own tale of
screwed-up bills, statements or even car registrations. What bothers me is the increasing incidence of
human error generally, and examples of it in our industry specifically. Doesn't anyone in authority give
a damn? Who the hell is minding the store?
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SYNTHESIZER ACCESSORIES

The Bottom Line is the name of a new
bass pedal unit from Peterson Electronics. The system has a 13 -note pedal
unit and a compact control unit with
controls for Volume, Sustain and Voicing, and an on/off switch for a plucked
attack sound. The control unit either
mounts on the upended carrying case or
it may be mounted on the edge of a
keyboard instrument using the bracket
included with the unit. The Bottom
Line has a wide range of bass sounds
from a flute-like tone through string
bass sounds to synthesizer sounds.
CIRCLE 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Sequential Circuits Inc., the Prophet
synthesizer folks, introduced two new
accessory items for synthesizer
players. The first of these is the Model
700 Programmer, a 64 -memory unit
which is intended for use with any synthesizer that has provision for control
voltage interface to give fully programmable operation. The Model 700 has
two five -function envelope generators
(Delay, Attack, Decay, Sustain and
Release) with Amount controls to set

the envelope amplitude, and three
general-purpose voltage sources. All of
these controls are, of course, programmable in that their settings can be
stored in any of the 64 memories for
later instant recall. Envelope 1 is intended for VCA control while Envelope
2 is intended for VCF control and has a
programmable Offset control to set the
filter's initial frequency. The three
voltage sources are intended for
oscillator tuning, and have a five volt
range quantized in semitone steps for
more stable tuning. The other new product from Sequential Circuits is the
Model 800 Sequencer, a keyboard -programmable digital sequencer capable
of storing up to 256 notes divided into
sixteen banks of 16 notes each. Each
memory bank has a toggle switch for
playback selection and an LED indicator to display the currently
selected bank while the note within the
bank is displayed on a numerical LED
display. Besides conventional programming, individual notes may be
reprogrammed without disturbing the
remainder of the sequence, and the timing of a sequence may be programmed
or reprogrammed separately from the

pitch. When playing back, the sequence may be played back at normal
speed, half speed or double speed by
flipping a switch, or it may be played
back in the variable speed mode which
has a range from 1 /15 to 15 times normal speed. The sequence may also be
stopped and started at will or played
back one note at a time.
CIRCLE 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD

GUITARS AND BASSES

Bunker Systems, Inc. offers a guitar
and a bass guitar of a very original
design. Bunker's theory is that the sustain and sound of a guitar depend primarily on the neck, and its guitars are
designed around a unique neck design
in which the strings are anchored to a
spring steel bar which supports them
totally while the wood of the neck and
fingerboard are not stressed and make
no contribution to the structural
strength of the neck. Another unique
aspect of the Bunker design is that the
strings are anchored at the head stock
end of the guitar while the tuning
machines are mounted on the end of
the body; this is said to have certain
mechanical advantages as well as making tuning easier, especially while playing. The strings are supported by a
brass nut on one end and a massive
brass bridge and guide piece at the
other end for the utmost in sustain.
Bunker guitars use two humbucking
pickups and special electronics to produce a very wide range of tonal colors
in the output.
CIRCLE 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD

There are two new additions to the
Gretsch Beast guitar line by Kustom/
Gretsch. The first of these is the
BST -1000, a mahogany-body, maple neck, single -cutaway guitar of all -new
32
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design. The all -new electronics feature
two humbucking pickups, pickup selec-

tor switch and volume and tone controls. A new, fully adjustable bridge
with through-the -body string mounting is used for excellent sustain, and
the rosewood fingerboard is fitted with
24 frets. The other new Beast from
Gretsch is their top -of- the -line
BST -5000 which has several unique
features. The neck of the BST -5000 is a
maple -walnut -maple laminated design
and extends the full length of the body
for maximum sustain; it is reinforced
with a unique, patented, geared truss
rod. The body of the guitar is made of
walnut laminated onto the straightthrough neck piece, and is a double
cutaway design for maximum playing
access to all 24 frets. On the electronic
side, the BST -5000 uses two special
humbucking pickups of low impedance
design for minimum treble loss and
hum pickup. Separate volume and tone
controls are provided for each pickup
along with a pickup selector switch and
a special pull switch which disconnects
one coil of each pickup for the thinner,
single coil sound instead of a humbucking sound.
CIRCLE 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A fresh name on these pages is that
of the Matao Corporation, which offers
a full line of acoustic and electric
guitars. On the acoustic side, Matao offers some ten models of classic style
guitars ranging from a low -cost, three quarter-size student model up to a
beautiful, Rubio -style model with
hand- selected, book-matched, German
spruce top, and ten folk and western
style steel string models including a
twelve -string and the top -of- the-line
model MW-45H dreadnaught which
features a book-matched, three-piece

Jacaranda Rosewood back, fancy
decorative bindings and neck inlays,
and a special interior bracing pattern
for uniform response. On the electric
side, Matao offers Les Paul- and Stratstyle guitars and Fender -style basses
in addition to their Artist Series guitar
and bass models of original design. Of
particular interest are the ME2000
guitar and ME2001 bass which offer
sophisticated electronics inside the
guitar. Both the guitar and the bass
are two -pickup instruments with twinwinding pickups, and each instrument
has a five -position preset selector
switch which chooses various conDECEMBER 1980

figurations of single -coil and humbucking connections and in- or out-of -phase
pickups to effectively simulate the
characteristic sounds of several
familiar guitars. These presets may additionally be changed using five trimmers which are accessible from the rear
of the guitar if the musician has some
other basic sound in mind. Both the
guitar and bass have active electronics
built into the instrument including active high- frequency and low- frequency
equalization affecting both pickups
and three- position effects switch. The
Matao ME2000 and ME2001 are
powered by an internal 9 -volt battery
or by an external power supply if the
3 -pin XLR -type connector is used for
the guitar's output rather than the
standard 1/4" phone jack also provided.
CIRCLE 21 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Model 122 is also a 125 -watt amplifier,
but is designed for bass use with a
15 -inch speaker in a bass reflex
cabinet. Low and high gain input jacks
are provided, and other features include volume, bass, midrange and treble controls, a bright switch, a five band graphic EQ, an effects send/return patching loop between preamp and
power amp and a power boost switch.
The same circuitry used in the 122 is
also available in amplifier- head -only
form as the Model 120.
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Gollehon is now offering the Pene trater 3 -a full-range loudspeaker. The
unit contains a new 10-inch speaker to

drive a radial horn, while utilizing a
radical design whereby a ducted vent
and high- frequency horn are molded in-

Erlewine Fine Electrics produces
two premium-quality electric guitars:
the Erlewine, a flat-top model, and the
Automatic with a deep- dished carved
top in the 50s tradition. Both models
have single humbucking pickups and
heavy chrome-plated hardware. Both
models have neck and body of Hon-

duras mahogany with a laminated top
of flame maple finished in a subtle sunburst style. The neck is dovetailed into
the body for improved sustain, has all
six tuning machines on the top of the
headpiece for tuning ease and has an
adjustable truss rod for reinforcement.
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENT AMPLIFIERS

Acoustic Control offers two new

guitar amplifiers and a new bass amp.
The Model 123 is a 125 -watt RMS combo guitar amp with a single 12 -inch
speaker in an open -back cabinet. The
123 has a preamp gain control plus a
drive control which is enabled remotely
by a footswitch; an LED is provided to
indicate when the drive control is
enabled. Other controls on the 123 include a bright switch, bass, mid, treble
and presence controls, reverb level and
master volume, plus a five -band
graphic EQ as is customary on
Acoustic amps. The graphic EQ and
the reverb are also controlled by
footswitches along with the drive function. The Model 121 has 125 watts of
power driving a single 15 -inch speaker
and does not have the drive control but
is otherwise identical to the 123. The

to the mid-horn's side walls. The manufacturer states that: "the P3's greatest
asset is the smoothness of high level
generated by the mid -range horn." The
Penetrater may be used as a full -range
speaker P.A. for clubs, etc., or solely as
a top section for mid- and high-end response when incorporated with separate bass cabinets. Frequency response
is listed as 70 -20 kHz; sensitivity at
1 watt, 1 meter is 104 dB; dispersion is
60° horizontal, 40 ° vertical.
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A high -power, direct -coupled bass
amp head and two complementary
speaker enclosures are the latest from
Gallien-Krueger. The 400B is rated at
200 watts RMS into 4 ohms at less
than .1% distortion from 20 Hz to 20
kHz. The FET preamp circuitry has
normal and bright input jacks, and
switches for a 10 dB attenuator, contour on/off and bright on/off. Controls
are provided for preamp volume, bass,
lo-mid, hi -mid and treble EQ, boost
(controlled by a footswitch) and master
volume, and two LEDs indicate power
on and power amp clipping. To handle
the power of the 400B, G -K offers the
4412H, a two-way, horn-loaded cabinet
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rated at 320 watts of power handling
and the 215B, a labyrinth -loaded 2 x
15" cabinet rated at 250 watts. The
4412H uses four 12 -inch speakers in a
pair of folding horns plus two direct radiating 10 -inch speakers in a sub -enclosure for added bite.
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Pignose Industries has added to its
line with two new, medium -sized amplifiers called the 150R Crossmix series.
These amps have two complete preamp
channels which are remotely switch able from a footswitch operating silent
FET switches. Channel 1 is the more
flexible channel with a preamp gain
control with a pull switch for boosted
gain, passive bass and treble and active midrange EQ, a reverb send control and an external effects patching
loop. Channel 2 is a somewhat simplified version of the Channel 1 circuitry
featuring preamp gain (without boost
switch), passive bass and treble EQ,
reverb send and effects send/return
loop. Additional controls include
master volume and master reverb level
controls. On the power side, the 150R
Crossmix amps have 75 watts of power
and deliver it into either a single
12 -inch or twin 10-inch speakers.

range bite achieved through calibrated
magnets and precision coil- winding.
Finally, the TDS-1 is a tapped single
coil pickup which can be wired to a
switch to allow selection of the full,
high output of the pickup or a slightly
lower level but brighter sounding output. The TDS -1 is fully shielded, comes
with a shielded output cable and has
adjustable pole pieces.
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The Model 101 is a compact, rack mount instrument preamplifier from
Advanced Audio Designs. The unit has
a single input with two series-connected preamp gain stages which may
be foot- switched with an accessory
switch unit for total control of overdrive and harmonic distortion characteristics; a master volume control is

extra -super light (.008), plus a light top/heavy-bottom set, and bass guitar
sets are available in super soft, soft,
regular and heavy for long scale basses
and in soft only for medium and short
scale instruments.
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Sescom, Inc. is a familiar name to
many musicians for the extensive line
of transformers and direct boxes the
company makes. Sescom has made
several additions to its line of circuitry products. The SH -100 is an ACpowered 10 -watt per channel stereo
headphone amplifier which can be used
as a practice amp or small monitor
amp. The SH -100 becomes even more
useful with the addition of a SHB -100
headphone splitter box which will accommodate up to six pairs of head-
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENT ACCESSORIES

DiMarzio Musical Instrument Pickups, Inc. now has three new pickup
models along with its clever Big Amp
pocket amplifier. The Big Amp is a
twin-speaker, battery-powered, miniature amplifier which is styled just like
a conventional twin amp, but small
enough to fit in a pocket or the string
compartment of a guitar case. The unit
has a volume control, and on/off switch
and a pilot light, and produces an
amazing amount of sound considering
its size, but if more sound is needed the
musician can hook up Big Amp's line
output to a larger amplifier. The new
DiMarzio pickup models include the
DLX-1, a direct replacement for
miniature humbucking pickups which
features much the same sound as the
DiMarzio Super Distortion pickup and
which is pre -wired with a fourconductor cable for any wiring configuration. The VS-1 is a direct
physical replacement for Stratocaster
pickups and produces the classic 50s
single -coil sound with an upper mid34

provided in addition to the two preamp
gain controls. The Model 101 has comprehensive equalization with low-frequency and high- frequency boost switches and low-, mid - and high- frequency
equalization. The EQ section allows 15
dB of boost or cut at switch- selectable
frequencies of 125 or 250 Hz for bass, 1
or 2 kHz for midrange and 3 or 4 kHz
for the treble range. Also available
from Advanced Audio Designs is the
Model 101B preamp which is designed
specifically for bass guitar and has EQ
frequencies approximately one octave
lower than the standard Model 101.
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D'Addario has long been an innovator in the field of guitar strings, and
now they have introduced a new line of
strings wound with a specially tempered 430 stainless steel alloy for
longer life. This particular alloy is said
to yield crisp overtones, perfect stringto- string balance and flawless intonation when wound with D'Addario's
computerized winding equipment.
Gauged sets are available for guitar in
light (.010 top), super light (.009) and

phones. The PM -100 is an AC- powered
three -band parametric equalizer which
can be used directly with musical instruments thanks to a built -in
preamplifier circuit. Each band of the
unit has sweepable frequency, boost/
cut, and bandwidth controls, plus there
is an overall level control. The three
frequency controls have ranges from
20 -230 Hz, 200-2300 Hz and 2-23 kHz.
The PC-100 is a battery- powered compressor housed in a compact, die -cast
box with a bypass footswitch. Two controls are furnished on the unit, one for
the amount of compression and the
other for output level. The last new
product from Sescom is the LD -100
noise gate/line driver, which is also battery powered and encased in a die-cast
box. Controls are provided on the unit
for gate threshold and for the amount
of gating; this latter can be used to
nullify the effect of the gate since there
is no bypass switch on the unit. A slow/
fast switch is provided to control the
reaction speed of the gate, and two
LEDs indicate whether the gate is
open or closed.
CIRCLE 30 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Only CustomTailored Sound meets
your taping needs.
If tape is the only sound that's right for you, to
maximize your taping requirements, an ADC
Sound Shaper® Two MK II frequency equalizer is
a must.
When they designed the Sound Shaper Two,
they had you in mind. Because, aside from
being a superb all- around equalizer, it lets you
work with tape the way you want. For example,
now you have two -way tape- dubbing capability,
a feature many receivers don't offer. You can
"custom- tailor" a record and then record it the
way you would have engineered it. And that
includes your golden oldies because, with the
Sound Shaper Two, you can virtually eliminate
the surface noise which has accumulated

over the years.
The entire ADC Sound Shaper line is
impressive. The basic Sound Shaper One is a
great introduction to frequency equalizers. And
the top -of- the -line Sound Shaper Three, the
Paragraphic equalizer, combines the ease
and control of a graphic equalizer with the
precision and versatility of a parametric. And, all
Sound Shaper equalizers, except the Sound
Shaper One, feature LED -lit slide controls,
allowing for visual plotting of the equalization
curve.
With the Sound Shaper Two MK II, you can
appreciate the difference custom -tailored sound
makes -over and over again.
TM

Custom-Tailored
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A BSR COMPANY
BSR (USA) Ltd., Blauvelt, NY 10913.
BSR (Canada) Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario.
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Shaper is a registered trademark of Audio Dynamics Corporation.
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By Peter Vogelgesang

Perhaps the least understood aspect
of magnetic sound recording is the
function of bias in the recording process. All persons skilled in magnetic recording know precisely how bias is ad-

justed, and they extract maximum performance from their equipment
through long association and experience with recorders of many kinds.
But not all understand how bias works.
The model most commonly used to
explain bias depicts an audio signal carried into the linear region of a DC magnetization curve on the peaks of the bias
waveform, as shown in Figure 1. In
reality, it can be shown, however, that
the DC magnetization curve of a tape
is not the transfer characteristic of the
tape. Also, this model would mislead
one to believe that distortion recurs as
bias amplitude exceeds an optimum
level. These false assumptions give the
model limited value.
A second model which has been proposed for the recording process is the
so-called "bubble model" which treats
recording primarily as a geometrical
process'. This model asserts that the
bias frequency lays down a series of
overlapping cylindrically shaped magnetized regions in the tape. It also implies that the bias frequency must be
recorded. But audio frequencies can be
recorded using a bias frequency so
high that the bias waveform does not
appear on the tape even when the tape
is played back at very low speeds.

The most rigorous but technically accurate model employs the hysteresis
loop of a tape to explain linear magnetization. But, this model is difficult to
visualize and comprehend.
A model of bias recording is needed
which is both technically correct and
easy to understand. The model presented in the following paragraphs contains no new information; it is merely a
different way of looking at what is
already known. Hopefully it will be
both interesting and enlightening.

The Nature of
Magnetic Particles
The starting point in understanding
bias is an examination of the nature of
a particulate magnetic material such
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Fig. 1: The model most commonly
used to explain the function of re-

cording bias.

as the oxides or metal particles used in
magnetic tape. These particles are little needle- shaped magnets so small
they cannot cleat ly be seen with our
most powerf it optical microscopes and
must be "xamined with electron
microscope', to reveal significant
detail. Befire being mixed into solution in prepa' aticn for making
magnetic tape. is magnetic material
is an extremely fine powder which
sifts through the tiniest cracks and can
be carried everywhere in the air.
Each tiny magnetic particle contains
only a single magnetic domain; that is,
the crystalline molecular structure
that gives rise to magnetism exists in
only a single, highly organized pattern
throughout the length and breadth of
each particle. This feature of a single
domain particle contrasts with, say, a
piece of iron which may contain
thousands of crystalline structures and
thousands of domains. Under the influence of an external magnetic field
the domains in iron can grow large and
small, strong and weak, and can shift
about in the iron'. But domain size and
magnetic strength remain constant in
the single domain particle.
Each particle therefore produces a
field of constant magnitude. If a particle is brought under the influence of an
increasing external field of opposite
polarity, at a certain critical intensity
the particle is observed to "switch," or,
in other words, the field generated by
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

the particle is reversed. But the
magnitude of the reversed field is
always equal to the field which existed
in the previous polarity state. Thus
magnetic particles justifiably can be
thought of as tiny binary magnetic
switches which exist always in one of
two magnetic states. Just as a certain
amount of finger pressure is needed to
flip a toggle switch, a certain amount
of "magnetic pressure" is required to
cause a single domain particle to
reverse magnetic polarity. The field intensity at which a particle switches is
called the "coercivity" of the particle,
and it is measured in Oersteds. Particles of iron oxide used in magnetic
tape generally have an average coercivity of 300 Oersteds.
Not all particles have the same coercivity in a batch of magnetic material,
and the population of coercivities within a batch follows the familiar bell
shaped curve shown in Figure 2. This
curve is termed the "distribution
curve" of a magnetic material. When a
magnetic tape is said to have a certain
coercivity, the value stated pertains to
the peak of this distribution curve. Only
a small percentage of particles has the
specified coercivity; nearly fifty percent
has a higher coercivity and the other fifty percent has a lower coercivity.
In the tape manufacturing process
magnetic particles coated onto the
plastic backing are passed through a
strong magnetic field before the coating
is allowed to dry. Still in a fluid state,
the suspended particles are physically
rotated so, like a multitude of compass
needles, they all lie in a direction parallel with the length of tape. They remain
permanently locked in this position
when the coating is dried. In this state
the fields generated by the particles
also point in the same direction, and so
add and subtract more perfectly when
the tape is magnetized during recording. An "oriented" tape, as it is called,
can produce about 3 dB greater output
than an unoriented tape.

Distribution
Versus Magnetization
A magnetic tape in an erased state
has one -half of the particles magnetized in one polarity and the other half in
the opposite polarity. Because these
oppositely polarized particles are intermixed and closely packed, the tiny
fields from the particles cancel each
other. In this state a field external to
the tape cannot be measured, so the
DECEMBER 1980
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Fig. 2: Distribution of coercivity in
particulate magnetic material.
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tape is said to be demagnetized. It is
important to recognize, however, that
while the individual particles remain
magnets even in an erased tape, no external field is present because of the
50 -50 ratio of particle polarization.
Suppose a short length of erased
tape is slipped inside a coil of wire and
a magnetic field is generated by passing an increasing direct current
through the coil. How does the magnetic material respond to an increasing
magnetic field? The response is illustrated in Figure 3.
Magnitude of the applied field is
shown along the H axis, and the
magnitude of the field produced by the
magnetic material in the tape is shown
along the M axis. Starting with zero applied field, the magnetic material is
demagnetized (50 -50 ratio) and no external field exists. The applied field begins

M

increasing, but the magnetic material
does not respond because none of the
particles has a coercivity low enough to
be switched. Soon the applied field
reaches a magnitude equal to the low
end of the distribution curve , and particles with this low value of coercivity
begin to switch. Magnetization of the
material starts. When the applied field
reaches a magnitude equal to the center
of the distribution curve, a maximum
number of particles are switched at this
point and the magnetization curve has
the greatest slope. Then, as the population of particles with higher coercivity
begins decreasing, magnetization also
increases more slowly causing the magnetization curve to level off. When all
the particles are switched in the same
polarity, no amount of increase in the
applied field will increase magnetization
of the material. The saturation level has
been reached.
It should be remembered that
through this entire magnetization process only one -half of the particles were
switched. The other half already existed in the final polarity state.
It can be seen that the initial
magnetization curve is very non -linear,
so a magnetic field from a recording

transducer will not magnetize the tape
in proportion to the applied field. In
other words, magnetization of areas of
the tape cannot be proportional to the
instantaneous sound levels which caused their magnetization. Distortion reSaturation

(Magnetization)

Initial DC
Magnetization Curve

Hysteresis Curve

Distribution Curve

o

H

(Applied Field)

Fig. 3: The initial DC magnetization curve derived from distribution.
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sults. Magnetic tape would not be a
suitable medium for analog recording of
sound if it were not for the fact that
bias greatly reduces this non-linearity.
Returning to Figure 3, having reached saturation from a demagnetized
state, the material follows a characteristic hysteresis curve if the applied
field is diminished and then reversed.
The hysteresis curve is most often used in explaining the effects of recording bias. But wait. Note that the hysteresis curve is the integral of the distribution curve. Why use the integral?
Well ... let us momentarily forget the
hysteresis curve and deal directly with
the distribution curve.

Erasure and Recording
Same Thing

oersteds
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l
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Fig. 4: Relationship of a distribution
curve and an erase field.
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over an erase head or it can be erased
by recording it with no audio signal.
What is the difference? None. To see
how bias linearizes the magnetization
curve of a tape, you must first examine
the erasure process.
Figure 4 shows the distribution
curve of a typical tape, and it also
shows an erasure field which decreases
linearly with time. This erasure field
could originate from an erase head,
recording transducer or even from a
bulk degausser. In the case of bulk degaussing, the erasure field diminishes
with time because the degausser is
slowly withdrawn from the vicinity of
the tape reel or cassette. The erasure
-

erase frequency.
Normally, the negative half -cycles of
the erasure field would be shown to the
left of the M axis in Figure 4, but for
convenience of explanation the negative half-cycles have been folded over
and shaded so they can be compared
with the positive half-cycles.
The erasure process begins with the
first positive half-cycle reaching a magnitude which causes all the particles
within the distribution curve to be

-

A tape can be erased by passing it

Coercivity

field from an erase head diminishes
slowly because any given area of tape
moves away from the head gap at a
rate which is slow compared to the

i
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Fig. 5: An erase field with "offset ".

switched in the positive polarity. At
the end of this first half-cycle the
magnetic material is saturated
positive. The first negative half -cycle
reverses polarity of all the particles,
with the exception of a very few high
coercivity particles at the upper end of
the distribution curve. These particles
remain switched in the positive direction. The second positive half -cycle
once again reverses most of the particles within the distribution, but leaves
untouched the upper end of the distribution curve, part of which is positively switched and part of which is negatively switched.
This process continues as each halfcycle diminishes in magnitude until
finally the erasure field has grown so
weak that it does not equal the coercivity of the bottom -most particles of the
distribution curve. Observe that at

this point one half of the particles
throughout the distribution is switched
positively while the other half is
switched negatively. This condition
causes the fields from the particles to
cancel, and since no external field can
be detected, the tape is erased.
Ideal erasure takes place when a sufficient number of half -cycles is used to
obtain a statistical average of 50 -50 in
particle polarization. Too few half cycles can leave an imbalance in the
ratio, which, of course, leaves the tape
with a residual level of magnetization.
From this simple analysis it can be
seen why an erasure field must be symmetrical and free of distortion (equal
amplitude positive and negative halfcycles). It also shows why the erase
field must decay to a low level before
the field is terminated. Persons accustomed to using hand-held degaussers
know that the energizing button must
not be released until the degausser has
been moved away from the tape. If the
degausser field is terminated before
the field though the tape is almost
zero, then the series shown in Figure 4
is stopped partway through, and the
tape is left with a lower portion of
the distribution curve switched in a
single polarity.

Linearization Using Bias
An identical analysis explains how a
bias field at the recording transducer
linearizes the magnetization curve of a
tape. Figure 5 shows the difference in
magnetization which occurs when an

"offset" is introduced in the relative
magnitudes of the positive and negative half-cycles of the bias field. The
figure illustrates positive half-cycles
greater in magnitude than negative
half -cycles, producing a distribution
which is magnetized predominantly
positive. Predominant negative halfcycles will result in a negatively
magnetized tape.
Magnetization of the tape by this
means is proportional to the offset in
the bias waveform. In other words, the
magnetization curve of the tape has
been made linear with offset amplitude.
Figure 6 shows a mixed bias and
audio waveform which typically appears at the terminals of a recording
transducer. In this case the audio
signal merely provides the momentary
offset for the bias waveform. Since the
offset determines the level of tape magMODERN RECORDING & MUSIC
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netization, the tape is magnetized proportionally to the instantaneous magnitude of the audio waveform.
The bias frequency must be high
relative to the highest audio frequency
being recorded so that an accurate
statistical average can be developed
for each of the shortest possible audio
signal components. If the upper audio
frequency is 20 kHz, then a bias frequency of 200 kHz will produce ten
polarity reversals for each cycle of the
highest frequency recorded. Contrary
to a view held by some, it is not necessary that the bias frequency itself be
recorded on the tape.
The foregoing analysis shows why
the bias level in a recorder must reach a
certain magnitude before distortion is
reduced. If the peaks of the bias half ycles do not switch the highest coer.ivity particles within the distribution
curve, then linearization of the magneAzation curve is not possible because
the magnetic particles in the upper
part of the curve are not affected. The
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Fig. 6: A composite of the audio and
bias waveforms where the audio
signal provides "offsets" for the bias
waveform.

analysis also shows why overbias of a
tape does not affect the shape of the
magnetization curve sufficiently to
cause an increase in distortion. If
distortion in a recorder increases
markedly with excess bias amplitude,
the cause is more likely an insufficient
reserve of undistorted bias drive.
The magnetization curve of a tape recorded with bias is called a "modified
anhysteretic magnetization curve." The
term "anhysteretic" refers to the
elimination of hysteresis, and the term
"modified" is used to convey the fact
that the bias field and the audio field
diminish together as recorded areas of
tape move away from the gap of the recording transducer. (An anhysteretic
curve normally is developed with a fixed
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Fig. 7: A family of modified anhysteretic magnetization curves.

signal level and a decaying bias field.)3
A family of modified anhysteretic
magnetization curves is shown in
Figure 7 for different levels of bias. The
idea of using bias, of course, is to obtain tape magnetization which is

tion curve by developing statistical
averages of particle polarities which
correspond to instantaneous magnitudes of the audio signal. This "modi-

magnitude of the applied audio field.
This is obtained only when the
magnetization curve is a straight line.
Note that the very non -linear DC
magnetization curve is converted by
bias to a comparatively straight line.
Once converted, the line remains
straight even though bias is increased
well beyond an optimum level. Excess
bias merely decreases the slope of the
curves. Insofar as distortion is concerned, a recording system is forgiving of excessive bias but demands a
certain minimum bias to produce a low
distortion recording.

curve decreasing as bias is increased.

precisely proportional to the

J

I

300

Interim Summary
To summarize thus far, a tape is
magnetized by switching a multitude
of "binary" magnetic switches to a preferred polarity. Magnitude of magnetization is established by the ratio of
particles of one polarity to those of the
opposite polarity. The DC magnetization curve of a magnetic tape, which is
the integral of the coercivity distribution curve, is very non -linear. Severe

distortion results from an attempt to
record sound using the DC magnetization curve. A high- frequency bias field
produced at the gap of the recording
transducer linearizes the magnetiza-

fied anhysteretic magnetization
curve" remains linear even in an over biased condition, with the slope of the

The Complications
of Field Geometry
To this point the analysis has assumed that all the magnetic material in
a tape experiences the same magnitude
of bias field. Indeed, the magnetization
curves of Figure 7 were obtained by
measuring tape samples inside a large
solenoid coil which produced uniform
field strength over the entire length of
the samples.
We usually think of a tape as being
so thin that little variation in field intensity through the thickness can exist; but if a scale drawing is made of
the cross -section of a tape as it relates
to the length of the gap in a recording
transducer (as shown in Figure 8), it is
easily seen how a substantial variation
occurs. The field standing out from the
gap of a recording transducer is semi cylindrical in shape, and is also
very much more intense at the surface
of a tape than at a point deeper in the
magnetic layer'. In a practical recording system the surface of a tape
will be overbiased while the deepest
region experiences a less than optimum bias level.
In optimizing the bias level in a reMODERN RECORDING & MUSIC
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cording system to obtain minimum distortion, it is necessary that the peak
amplitude of bias through the full depth
of the magnetic coating be sufficient to
switch the highest coercivity particles
in the tape. Distortion will originate
from the deepest region of the magnetic
coating if this condition is not obtained
because the full depth of the coating will
be operating on a curve akin to the DC
magnetization curve.
If we imagine that the magnetic coating of a tape is divided into layers that
are, say, ten millionths of an inch thick,
each successively deeper layer experiences a lower level of bias field amplitude. Consequently, each imaginary
layer operates with a different magnetization curve. Because the bias field
must be adjusted to a level which linear-

manifested also during playback of a
recorded signal. The "spacing loss"
equations is a well known equation for
determining the amount of signal loss
during playback which occurs as a result of imperfect contact between the
tape surface and the pole pieces of the
playback transducer. Imperfect contact
reduces magnetic coupling between
transducer and tape by introducing the
high reluctance of air (or other material
causing the space) in the magnetic circuit. Loss is wavelength dependent, and
while a small spacing is not significant
at long wavelengths (low frequencies)
the same spacing can produce excessive
signal loss at short wavelengths.
Going back to the imaginary layers
through the thickness of a tape, the
top -most layer in contact with the sur-

Polyester backing
0.48 mil (12.21)

Magnetic coating
0.19 mil

(4.8p)

Shape of field
around the gap

Gap of typical cassette

record -only transducer
0.2 mil (5.11)

-

Gap of typical cassette

combination transducer

-

0.075 mil (1.9.1)

Fig. 8: Scale drawing of tape thickness and transducer gap.

izes the magnetization curve of the
deepest layer, the upper layers are always over -biased and will operate with
the straight but more sloping magnetization curves shown in Figure 7.
The magnetization curve of the entire thickness of tape, then, is not any
of the curves illustrated, but is a composite of all the adequately biased and
over-biased curves. To determine the
level of magnetization of a tape for any
magnitude of applied signal field, one
must determine the magnetization of

each layer by using the appropriate
curve, and then sum the magnetizations of the layers. (This kind of analysis is too complex to perform except by
computer simulation.)
The problems of geometry occur not
only in the recording process, but are
42

face of the playback transducer produces a spacing loss for the second imaginary layer. Consequently the second layer contributes less to the
playback signal than its level of magnetization would otherwise provide.
Output of the third layer is even more

attenuated, and attenuation increases
as the layers go deeper into the tape.
Since attenuation is dependent upon
recorded wavelength, it can be seen
that the whole thickness of a tape can

#1

#2

contribute to long wavelength output,
but only the surface of the tape can
contribute significantly to short
wavelength output. This fact can be
appreciated by choosing two widely
separated wavelengths, selecting a
separation of small dimension, and
then computing the loss for the two
cases, as shown in Table I.
We saw previously that each imaginary layer operates on a different
modified anhysteretic magnetization
curve of Figure 7 because the bias field
intensity diminishes as it penetrates
deeper into the magnetic coating. Combining this fact with the realization
that only the surface of a tape contributes to high frequency output, it can
now be seen why a single setting of
bias level cannot obtain simultaneous
short and long wavelength optimization. If the bias level of a recorder is
slowly increased, a short wavelength
signal quickly reaches the magnetization curve of steepest slope and greatest sensitivity (see Figure 9). Distortion at long wavelengths is still high at
this point because the lower frequencies are operating on the under -biased
curves. Then, as the bias level reaches
a point where the deeper regions of the
magnetic layer are optimized, distortion diminishes, long wavelength sensitivity increases, but short wavelength output falls because the surface
of the tape is operating on a magnetization curve of lesser slope. At a point
where third order harmonic distortion
is at a minimum, short wavelengths
are over-biased and high frequency
output is considerably beyond the
point where it peaks.
The inability to obtain simultaneous
bias optimization of short and long
wavelengths is one of the frustrations
of magnetic recording, and the problem
is caused simply by the three-dimensional geometry of the recording and
playback processes.
New metallic particle tapes derive
much of their superior performance by
obtaining a better compromise between short and long wavelength bias

Wavelength

Frequency

Loss (dB) (loss = 54.6

0.0001 inch
0.01 inch

18,750 Hz at 1'/s ips
187 Hz at 1'/B ips

5.4

Table

1.

d)

0.054

Signal Loss vs. Wavelength for Spacing of 0.00001 Inch.
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Fig. 9: Distortion vs. high and low frequency sensitivity for
tape.

optimization. The metallic particles
have a higher value of retentivity than
oxides, and a thinner coating of material will produce an output equivalent to
thicker oxide coatings. The resultant
reduction in coating depth alleviates
the geometry problem, and optimum
bias levels for short and long wavelengths are brought closer together.
Greater high frequency output results,
and signal -to -noise ratio is improved
when post- emphasis is reduced.

Final Summary
Linearization of the magnetization
curves of magnetic tapes is achieved by
using bias at the recording transducer.
Such linearization occurs as the result
of developing statistical averages of
particle polarities for each instantaneous level of the audio signal.
The resultant magnetization curves are
"modified anhysteretic magnetization
curves," and these curves are easily
measured by stimulating tape samples
in uniform magnetic fields. But since
recording and playback are three dimensional processes, an accurate
analysis cannot be made without taking
into account the distribution of field intensity through the thickness of a tape.

a

typical magnetic

Such an analysis is made convenient,
both for visualization and for measurement, by imagining the tape being composed of thin layers of magnetic
material. The three -dimensional nature
of the recording and playback processes
explains the problem of short and long
wavelength bias optimization occurring
at different bias levels.
-37
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There's not one of them that I
don't think is an incredible person, and easy to get along with.
In addition, they are all musically fantastic. You could tell any one of them
to bring [his levels] up or down, or

change his technique, in any section of
a song. It was like pushing a fader up
or down, or tweaking a tone control on
the console. You ask them to do something, and it's programmed into them
forever. It's a fantastic advantage to
have that sort of control as a musician."
Just a couple of sentences of reverent
testimony from Stephan Galfas, engineer of the Jack Bruce and Friends
album, I've Always Wanted To Do
This, as to his impressions of this
relatively new group of experienced and
certainly highly respected musicians:
Jack Bruce, Billy Cobham, Clem Clempson and David Sancious.
To devote space to the abilities and
backgrounds of these gentlemen would
at once be both laborious and redundant

to any but those, as the saying goes,
born yesterday -either figuratively or
literally. Let comment begin and end
with saying that it would be difficult to
conjure four individuals whose talents
and roots touch so close to the essential
bedrock of their respective musical idioms. Their various and distinctive
work, to a great extent, has been both
critical, and perhaps in the short life
span of rock and roll, pivotal in establishing the references for the integration
of music with technology and technique. In short, they've been around.
You can figure out for yourself just
what all the above means, but it has
not been stated idly. If this were still
the era of "super groups," this would
be one, and deservingly so for
numerous reasons. Amen.
For now, since this prologue has un-

www.americanradiohistory.com

doubtedly whetted your appetite for
this all but immortal quartet, let's get
our feet on the ground and talk about
from whence they came to be where
they are, what they're doing, and
where they're headed.

***
The impetus of Jack Bruce obtaining
a new record deal via showcasing with

an as yet non -existent, `temporary'
band sowed the seeds of this ongoing
and permanent group. The occurrence
was hardly happenstance, as Jack and
Clem recently worked on a Cozy Powell
album together; Jack and Billy recently toured Europe together with John
McLaughlin; and Jack's manager

(John Scher of Monarch Entertainment) was booking solo piano concerts
for David. They talked, they rehearsed
three days, and they knew they had a
good thing going.
As a reluctantly interviewed ( "Tell
them I was sick") Jack Bruce put it as I
badgered him into commenting on
whether he considered Friends a consciously combined group to relate to an
ongoing evolution of a specific musical
direction, or pot luck: "I wouldn't say
this band was pre-ordained, but it certainly was a band that happened more
than was planned. Friends just sort of
came together, and in a sense that puts
more of a responsibility on you to allow
the direction to unfold naturally, without intellectual or generally artificial
and contrived restraints." As to direction, he added, "We did start out with
the idea of making the songs accessible.
That was the one guideline we had, as
opposed to making the album clever,
which everyone in this band is capable
of, or esoteric to serve what purpose?"
As Billy Cobham stated it more
simply: "It was potentially an interesting situation which I wanted to
try. I am always game to try
something intriguing to see if I can fit
in. If it's going to be boring, though, I
don't want to have any part of it."

In the formative stage of this hardly
boring band's existence, it seems that
a generally casual mood was prevalent.
This was fortunate in that it allowed
for a more relaxed initiation, and a
rather comfortable development of
musical ideas, direction and personal
relationships. It all adds up to a
mutual learning experience and an environment within which backgrounds
and reputations facilitated the making
of new, good music, rather than
hampered it.
Enough of the preliminaries; let's get
on with the album particulars.
Probably the most striking element,
at least the most unusual, of the
musical equipment used on the album
was Billy's drums. There are three bass
drums and three snare drums on a
special metal rack/holder which Tama
made for him (he endorses and helps
design for them, so don't go to your
neighborhood music store and expect
to find one of these around). The bass
drum pedals have a special linkage
directly in front of him so that he can
switch between them at will.
The snare complement includes: a 14"
piccolo snare, a regular 14" Tama
Rosewood snare and an 8" Hagar snare
which splits in the middle (to change the
depth from something like 61/2" to 9 "),

Engineers Julian Robertson and Peter Roulinavage planning their next move.

to vary the tonality. Billy filled in the
gaps in my percussion background as I
queried about this snare's legitimacy.
"They're not new. They've actually
been on the market some time for classical applications. They are hard to find
because it's a specialized company with
a limited production." And as to its applications, he continued, "I don't
change its height very often. I find a
setting for a certain tone or color I like
and pretty much stick to it. The point of
providing myself all these options in
gear is to be flexible in terms of texture and feel both within and between
different songs."
Other points of interest from the
Cobham corner were special heads for
the toms called Fiberskin 2's, which
have just been released to the public,
and a new muffler called a Deadringer.
The Deadringer is a foamrubber ring
about 1" thick which fits inside the
drum, under the head, on the ring and
serves as a muffler. Billy used the
"ringers" on the bottom head (you can
put them on the top as well) and says
that they make for a much more compatible recording situation for the
subtleties of playing only what is necessary and sometimes merely implying
the feeling-which was his approach
with Friends.
Billy reflects on that music and the influence between it and the equipment:
"The music that we played with Jack
and the way the drum set was designed
were a result of one another. That is, it
was rather a continual chicken-eggchicken scenario in that the music influenced what equipment I used and, in
turn, what equipment I used affected
the music. For instance, I used the triple bass and snare set-up and tom -tom
approach because of the music and
style I had in mind, and my equipment
then determined the music's character.
In any event, everyone felt that this
was the sound that we were looking
for, and I'm real happy with it."
Not far from Billy's equipment
rested the no fewer than seven keyboards of David Sancious-set up so
that all could be played "in combination" (real time) in the studio. (He actually only did one piano overdub, the
rest were takes on basic tracks.)
The "live" as opposed to overdub approach was utilized because the musicians felt it gave them a better perspective on the music. And perspective is
all important as David elaborates:
"You have to consider more than
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC
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just what your instrument it. That is, I
can't just see it from a keyboard point
of view. I have to think of the other
things in the band, and what kind of

music it is. Sometimes the most
tasteful idea you can come up with is
not to play at all. That might be the absolute perfect thing to do."
Well, so far we've got two individuals ready to finish basic tracks
and overdubs in one pass (the record
company will be glad to read this), on a
bevy of keyboards and drums. What
lurks beyond?
Try Clem Clempson. Mild- mannered
guitarist with his three guitars (Stratocaster, Gibson 235 & Washburn) and
two "little" Roland 40-watt Cubes.
Sounds reasonable to me ... too
reasonable, I'm skeptical. Clem comments on his equipment from his inflatable raft chair in the House of
Music's swimming pool. (The album
was recorded at the House of Music
recording studios in West Orange, New
Jersey.]
"The Rolands have a great variety of
sound. They're small and produce only
40 watts, so there is not a lot of spread.
On stage I'll use four of them and if you
stand exactly in line with them they
sound really powerful and ballsy, but
because there's not much spread, you
don't get as much leakage into other instrument and vocal mics. When I fi st
brought them down to rehearsal everyone was skeptical because they only
look like little transistor radios, but
they've worked really well."
He continues and talks about his
overzealous comrades, "Everyone does
so much in one pass that it's taken all
the work and drudgery out of making
the album. I was actually getting nervous about how well the backing tracks
went. A lot of the basic tracks sounded
finished-it wasn't as if we'd just come
up with a bare skeleton that would require lots more work."
In rounding out these introductions
to personnel and gear we now arrive at
Jack Bruce. Jack's bass set-up included: a two -way speaker system with
1600 watts of power (Cerwin Vega
18 -inch, two 12s and a horn and
tweeter), stereo crossover, parametric
equalizer and compressor. These were
both miked and taken direct.
His Aria bass guitar has active
electronics and state -of- the -art
designs in general. "I try to keep up
with the technology and the new ways
of recording things. I really don't know

a lot about any of it; I just know I can
get a better sound this way, and I'm
always interested and concerned about
the sound."

***
Speaking of sound, or "the getting
of" sounds as it's referred to by engineers and producers, and before we talk
more about the album's musical and
personality particulars, let's talk tech.
Stephan Gallas, who is co -owner of
the House of Music, as well as album
engineer, is definitely not found wanting or lacking an opinion on tech talk.
From the monitors to mixing to mitring,
we talked on and on of the technical considerations and approaches to recording
the Friends album.
The control room monitors are a design collaboration between the House of
Music and designer John Gardner.
They each contain two Gauss 15s, JBL
drivers on the tweeter and mahogany

midrange horn and their own
crossovers. These components are
mounted in the cabinet so that they are
physically in-phase rather than relying
on electrical time aligning, and are
powered by Crown DC300s on the bottom and Sony 100 -watt VFETs (with
super fast switching) on the top.
Stephan relates, "The Sonys allow us to
get away from that hard sound we were
getting when we used Crown 150s for
the high end. The tightness you get

from them may or may not be desirable
for low end (we went to the Gauss
speakers to compensate just a bit for
that)-the trade-off between a hard and
a tight bottom being in the amount of
ear fatigue, and therefore just how long
I can listen and work without becoming
inaccurate or sloppy ... or deaf."
Stephan feels ear fatigue is a big problem in studio monitoring because your
signal is not flat until you're above 90
dB -in most studios that is where the
room is aligned or tuned. And when you
work at those levels for ten or twelve
hours you are going to have ear shock
beyond belief. "After getting sounds,
which I do at high levels where it is
totally flat, I prefer to work at much
lower levels on overdubs and general
work. Very often we listen at levels you
can talk over because I've learned over
the years that working too long at too
high levels (on anybody's monitors)
hurts not only your ears, but also the

end product."
The approach in terms of the listening
chain on the Friends album was to start
on the big studio monitors and use a
variety of "reference" speakers to check
on consumer reality. In the studio itself
were speakers ranging from JBL 4311
Bs (with the mids and tweeters turned
down) to Auratones. Outside the studio
were even more and equally diverse
systems in the House of Music's own
listening room and in the engineers' and
musicians' homes-all in an attempt to

Cobham's elaborate drum kit which included a custom Tama metal rack for the
bass and snare drums.
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keep the reality of home listening
in perspective.
"Most of the work on the record was
done on the big speakers, very low,"
says Stephan. "As a studio owner, I
could type the studio and the monitors
by playing material at high levels -the
intensity and operating parameters at
high levels allow them to sound amazing. But, at the same time, I also have
the responsibility of making sure it
sounds good when they take it out of
here and play it somewhere else. That
end product is what I'm most concerned

cutting problems. Stephan elaborates,
"We had a bit of a problem in that
Billy's feet are virtual cannons. We
have lots of stereo information, and,
just with Billy, lots of bottom. For these
reasons, a mastering check was very
important." Stephan continues talking
about the product after it's out of his
hands. "I'm not a level fanatic insofar
as the pressing is concerned because the
radio station compressors are going to
suck it up anyway. But, getting a decent record with the substandard vinyl
they're pressing with these days, which

,

Jack Bruce and Peter Roulinavage observe as Stephan Gallas takes control of
the console.
about, and, in any event, with this project we're not dealing with amateurs
who would be susceptible to a lot of
shuck and jive."
In terms of mixing and the questions
of level and speakers, there were two approaches that Stephan and Friends
used. Sometimes they mixed very loud
on the big speakers and played it back
on the small ones. But, more often they
preferred to mix on the various small
speakers to get into the material
because of the music, rather than any
hype, and establish basic relative levels.
Then, they'd play it back on the big
speakers to hear it more clearly, and
again, always reference back to the
small speakers to keep perspective.
Another check-and -balance precaution was to take a tune into New York
the day after it was mixed, and master
it to get a better idea of what the end
product was going to sound like. This
was to head off any unforeseen disc-

is thinner than in the past and has more
surface noise (which really defines how
low you can press if you're going for
length or limiting groove distortion), requires doing anything you can to check
and protect yourself. I don't care about
+3s, but I'd like to be in the 0 range.
And I will use some compression and
maybe speed up the record slightly
when I master because I don't want the
record remixed by the radio station. I
feel like these moves will (commercially)
help the sound of the record in the end,
and if you're in this business you've got
to be at least somewhat marketing- and
business-oriented. That means realizing
that your product must sound good on
the radio in order to influence people to

buy it."

**
From these considerations on what to
do with the end product, let's slip back-
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wards somewhat and talk of the means
to that end by getting back to Billy
Cobham and recording the drums.
The toughest part of recording Billy,
the story goes, was his dynamic range.
At one point he'd be at -20 and then in
the next phrase of music he'd be at
+20. In an attempt to control the
dynamics, Stephan started by putting
noise gates on the bass drums to keep
them quiet; but Stephan pulled them off
because of Billy's ability to play so
deliberately soft in certain sections that
the gates became useless. The problem
was solved by using careful mic positioning to do as much phase cancellation of unwanted mic leakage as possible, a little equalization to help, but
there were no baffles or compressors
used because a "live" and open sound
was the objective.
"We used visual [TV] monitoring of
the mic positioning and rechecked the
mics after every take to make sure positioning remained correct. We also used
a phase meter on the board and in- and
out-of -phase channel checks. All to be
sure that the mic placement didn't alter
because it was so critical to the drum
sounds as well as to the isolation."
Stephan also places one stereo Studer
microphone behind the drummer to get
the drummer's perspective of the
drums. "I do that so I can hear what the
drummer hears when he plays. Hearing
the drums from in front is quite different from sitting behind them like the
musician. It also gives me the true
stereo image of the kit, so that when I
do my panning in the mix, I can fit the
drums into the Studer's image such
that they are exactly in line.
"Billy's miking problem (within his
drum kit) was a simplistic one because
it was of an acoustical nature; it was
just tedious. Our biggest leakage problem, because of Billy's three "cannons"
and Jack's bass rig being nearby, was
the piano."
Low -end energy and leakage between
the various instruments was cancelled
to a great degree both through movement of mics and use of the bass traps
in the room Jack was playing into, but,
because they used no traditional gobos
or baffles, they did build a special
apron that fit underneath the piano to
keep the sound from getting to the
mics from the bottom.
This whole situation was complicated by having to turn the piano around
into the room and towards the drums
so all of David's keyboards could be set
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC
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up to be played together, as previously
mentioned. So, the bottom line was to
blanket off the top of the piano, build
the special skirt/baffle and use both
critical and close mic positioning to
avoid leakage and keep the sound open
for the instrumental tracks.
The guitar posed no problems in the
midst of all this for, on basics, Clem
and his Roland Cubes were in the isolation booth. Stephan continues, "As far
as guitar equipment went, we had
several setups: the Cubes, which Clem
generally played through, a Marshall
50-watt combo amp (two 12s), and a
Marshall 100 -watt/4 -12" cabinet which
David generally liked (David doubled
on guitar when a second guitar was
called for).
"Half the guitar overdubs have been
with Clem in the control room and mics
about twenty-five feet away from his
amps, and up in the air sixteen feet or
so. We also kept the amp head in the
control room and ran a speaker cable
out to the studio rather than running a
long guitar cord out to a head in the
studio. We've found there is a significant difference having the long cable
run be speaker /high -level, low -impedance stuff rather than unbalanced/
low-level hi-impedance.
"Also, conceptually with the guitars,
as well as everything else, we were going for real "live" sound. The reality is
that Marshalls fry, crackle, feedback
and hum. Unless we were going for an
effect, and purposely manipulating
and/or changing reality, we decided not
to dwell [alter] on these conditions. To

Jack Bruce takes a break from

his

me, that's real. Like at a concert, it's
exciting, and we're trying to keep as
much of what happens "live" into this
record as possible."

***
o much for the peaks and valleys

basic tracks, let's see what
happened with the vocals.
It depended on the circumstances as
to just what mic was used for Jack's
vocals. It seems that because of his
"incredible" power, everything from
[Shure] SM 57s to [Sennheiser] 421s to
[E -V] RE 20s collapsed just in proximity; when he would move in close to the
mic, the bottom end would become selfcompressing. The answer was an [Neuman] U-87, without any compression or
limiting. In order to properly record
the vocals, Stephan had to learn each
song and then "ride" sections. Everyone involved would talk about the
music and lyrics and dynamics, and
then they'd make a pass (of which
there weren't many because Jack will
only sing a song a few times and that's
it). No punching -in between tracks. He
just does a performance, and as the engineer, Stephan had to be ready to capture it from reference take one, on.
An aid in capturing the vocals was
the video monitor (remember the drums
earlier), which provided a profile
perspective of Jack (he faced the control
room), and allowed the way he worked
the mic to be critically watched.
"Sometimes," says Stephan, "he'd
get emotional and move into the mic
isof

bass at one

of

Sancious's seven keyboards

such that I had to bring the fader down
and use the cue balance to control his
mic position. With the perspective advantage the monitor gave me, it was
easy to see if he was too close (turn the
cue up so he moves back) or too far (turn
it down). It was also convenient that he
didn't have any sort of pitch problems.
That makes it possible to get him real
low in a mix, and get tremendous power
out of him without his wandering from
the melody.
"The video monitor was also handy
for cues from the band while they were
playing. For example, although I could
see David and all his keyboards through
the window, I was better informed of
just what he was doing watching
through the monitor with the camera
positioned up in the air, giving me an
overhead view. From this angle I could
better see which keyboard he was on
and even better anticipate where he was
headed via, if you will, body language.
The camera, in fact, got moved for each
new setup we were in."

***
The recording schedule for I've
Always Wanted To Do This was like
something out of a Buddy Holly movie.
Four weeks of recording, one week of
mixing and, give or take a few overdubs, it's done. Setups took almost as
long as the recording of basic tracks,
which was happening at the alarming
rate of two or three per day. Re -takes
were rarely needed because someone
had made a mistake, but rather because
there was a desire to change a subjective aspect of the take. The memory
swirls through Stephan's mind:
"There were three engineers working
on the project [Peter Roulinavage III,
Julian Robertson, and Stephan], just
to keep up the pace. We worked hard to
get done in such a short time, but it was
not because of schedule or budget, but
because it was fun and the guys were so
incredibly fast and tight. It's a great
rock & roll record. Mature in most respects, but some is also just straightahead rocking stuff. It was a real
pleasure and enjoyment to be a part of."
As keyboardist David Sancious so
succinctly put it, "It's an amazing first
album. As to the future and just how
songwriting duties, style, approach,
etc., will fall ... the structure of the
band is such that it allows for it to be
fairly wide open. There's theoretically
no limit to what might happen."

4
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Mickey Hart is perhaps best known as the more flamboyant half of the Grateful Dead's drum team. Behind his
drums, Hart is never rigid or mechanical, but always flailing,
a constantly active rhythm machine. And the rhythms he
cranks out, usually in tandem with Bill Kreutzmann, the
Dead's other drummer, are some of the most complex in rock
music. The Dead drummers rarely rely on a traditional 4/4
rock and roll backbeat but incorporate elements of drumming and percussion which they've learned both through active pursuit of ethnic drumming methods from around the
world and ouer 15 years of playing together, getting to know
how to work as a team. Unlike other drum duos in rock, Hart
and Kreutzmann work in counterpart rather than playing the
same licks at the same time. Their work together has always
been one of the high points of Grateful Dead music.
However, Hart's interest in drumming and percussion
goes far beyond the context of playing within a rock band
Since the late 1960s, Hart has sought out other ways of expressing his interest in drumming, from playing with the
original formation of the country-rock New Riders of the Purple Sage to working with ten other Indian and American percussionists in a temporary ensemble called the Diga Rhythm
Band who released one album (Round Records) in 1976.
Most recently, Hart was asked by film director Francis Ford
Coppola to compose and record the soundtrack for his epic,
Apocalypse Now. Hart, together with Kreutzmann, famed per

cussionist Airto Moreira, Dead bassist Phil Lesh, percussionists Mike Hinton, Jim Loveless, Greg Errico and Jordan
Amaranths, and vocalist Flora Purim went ahead and created
the Rhythm Devils, who then set out to record Coppola's
jungle musk.
The project involved not the mere entering into a studio
and playing of drums, but three months of research and trialand- error, during which Hart and his cohorts set out to build
those instruments which were not available to them. Some of
these were created from exotic materials imported from little known lands. Not a single American trap drum was used only those instruments which could have been used in the
jungles where Coppola's war was fought. After three months
of building, setting up and discussing their plans, the group
of musicians entered Hart's studio in Marin County, California, and recorded their piece of basically spontaneous music
in one take in an hour and a half.
Ultimately, only a few bits of their recording were used in
the finished film, so Hart decided to have a large chunk of the
piece released Passport Records picked up the project, and
The Rhythm Devils Play River Music was released this summer. While in New York, Hart spoke with Modern Recording
& Music's Jeff Tamarkin about this project as well as his
work with the Grateful Dead who remain, after 15 years, one
of the most rabidly loved and professionally respected bands
in rock and roll.
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Modern Recording & Music: How long ago did you become
interested in ethnic percussion music?
Mickey Hart: Ethnic music ... what is that? My music,
the sound of a drum, the sound of percussion, tuned percussion. That's where it's going, that's where I'm going, that's
what I've always been into. Where percussion concussion
meets melody and forms harmony. This latest thing (the
River Music album) is just the latest thing. This is another
crack at the famous twentieth century percussion ensemble.
This is not drum music; this is music.
MR&M: As opposed to the more typical rock drum solo ... ?
MH: Right. I'm not into that. I've done that and it's not
appealing to me. The role that it plays in modern music is
changing. I'm not into fads or styles. I try to keep that out of
my life as much as possible.
MR&M: Did you have any formal training?
MH: I studied for years. I studied with Charles Perry. I
read music and all that.
MR &M: What about training in the style that appears on
the River Music album?
MH: No, you don't study that. That's something that's an
accumulation of all your knowledge. Since '67 I've been studying North Indian classical music with Alla Rakha, and
I've played with Zakir Hussain. When you play with people
who are in that caliber of world percussionists, you start learning how to really hold time, how to use time, how to get
friendly with time. Time is my friend. That's what I do with
my whole life. I work with time. It's basically a matter of time
and the instruments and the sound of the instruments
and your affection towards them.
I love my instruments and I love my work. Or else I couldn't
even attempt something like this. This is not entertainment
by any means. Entertainment is not one of the things I had in
mind. I didn't have beauty in mind. I didn't have simplicity in
mind. This is pre-entertainment. This music has other emotional values. It was designed as an interpretation by the
Rhythm Devils of Apocalypse Now. This is not a soundtrack
album. This is music as it was played at the session. Some of it
does appear in the movie, but most of it doesn't.
MR &M: I gave the soundtrack album away. I didn't care
for it.
MH: It was horrible! It was one of the most horrible things
I've ever seen done to a soundtrack. That is not a subject that
is even worth talking about. Very quickly, it was more of a
political situation than a musical one. It's not newsworthy.
MR &M: Who do you expect will buy the River Music album? Do you expect the average Grateful Dead fan to buy it?
MH: I think Dead Heads will buy it; I think jazz fans will
buy it, percussion crazies. It's not meant as a commercial product. It's an offering. This is what we do. We didn't compromise it, and when you have uncompromising music, you're
not necessarily appealing to the masses.
MR&M: Does Bill Kreutzmann (the other Grateful Dead
drummer) share your enthusiasm for this music?
MH: Oh yeah. Kreutzmann takes one of the most amazing
talking drum solos on the second side of the record on
"Trenches." It was really inspiring. He's playing it

abnormally well.
MR &M: What instruments were used on the record?
MH: Oh God, there're thousands of them. Mostly my collection and Airto's. We arranged all of them into a jungle of percussion, and we moved through it. There were no drum sets,

no regular traps. We tried not to do anything we've done
before. Traps don't live in the jungle so we didn't want to use
them. We didn't want to be too geographic, because that

identifies it -20th century western trap drums, you don't
find that in the jungle. I'm not Vietnamese, so I can't play
Vietnamese music. So it was the jungle of the mind. It
wasn't specifically located anywhere geographically.
MR &M: Did you travel to the jungle to get a feeling for it?
MH: No, I didn't have to. I lived with that movie for three
months. I had three screens: in my bedroom, my studio and
my kitchen.
MR &M: Where did the Dead's concerts in Egypt fit in?
Were they before or after you began work on the album?
MH: They were before, in '78.
MR &M: Did your trip to Egypt influence the sound on
the record?
MH: Of course. All of my influences over the years came into play. Francis (Ford Coppola, director of Apocalypse Now)
painted such a beautiful picture that it was easy to do.
Getting back to the instruments, we recreated the old
beaded instruments, the wooden instruments, the instruments of stone, the lithophones, the early xylophones, if
you will. We built "The Beast" (a series of large drums
suspended from a long steel rod) and then we built this thing
called the "Scritch," which is made of rods held together on a
frame. You rub the rods with a white glove with rosin on it. It
makes a piercing, eerie, high-end sound. Then there were
gongs which we immersed in water, using hydrophonesunderwater microphones.
MR &M: What was Phil Lesh (Grateful Dead bassist) doing? Was he playing bass?
MH: He was, but I processed it so it didn't sound like a
bass. I processed it through gongs and stuff. I wasn't interested in a bass guitar playing with us because there's no
bass guitar in the jungle. So I used his instrument to trigger
gongs. I have my own studio where I live, so when I'm not in
Grateful Dead land, I'm behind the board making mistakes,
finding dead ends, so to speak. Then some day the mistakes
turn into assets. The studio is our laboratory.
MR &M: How did the making of this record compare to
your part in making the last Grateful Dead album (Go
To Heaven)?
MH: Not at all, because I didn't have very much to do with
the making of the last Dead album. I was composing for this.
MR &M: Were you satisfied with the last Dead album?
MH: No. Well, it wasn't easily put down. It wasn't what I
would call ultimate Grateful Dead music by any stretch of
the imagination.

MR &M: What kind of microphones did you use during the
recording of River Music?
MH: I used Neumanns. I use dynamic microphones. For
different reasons I use different microphones. I usually have
them in stereo spreads, clusters. I usually delay them
through a tube we call a "linear accelerator." That's like a
70 -foot tube, with a microphone moving inside. For each foot
the microphone moves, there's one millisecond of delay.
That's a valuable delay if it's acoustic. The tube is small on
one end and large on the other. We didn't use any reverb or
echo in the making of the album.
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MR &M: What about noise reduction?
MH: Nothing. All we used is acoustic delay through these
tubes, which brought the sound outside. I've been working
on this with Dan Healy (the Dead's sound engineer) for
years. My whole house is filled with tubes. I live in the forest
(in Marin County, California), and in the forest are these
tubes. My place is like an acoustic garden. In my house, I
even have tubes in the ceiling. Experimenting with them, I
saw the nature of them. It doesn't sound like a tube. But you
get this beautiful delay. And they're so inexpensive; it costs
only $70 or $80 for a giant tube.
MR&M: Some of the jungle sounds on the album sound
very authentic. It's hard to believe that was done in a studio

with acoustic instruments.
MH: Isn't it amazing? I was trying to get the perspective
of standing on a hill looking down into the next valley. How
do you do that with presence? O.K., you take different im-

ages of those stereo pairs of microphones and you put them
into delay factors. I put a piano in the other room and
depressed the keys, tuned it into the open tuning and put a
speaker into the piano. That was picked up through a
magnetic pickup, brought back, delayed and that's where
you hear Flora Purim's voice, on the piece called "Steps."
MR &M: Whose voices were used on the album? Some of
them sound like they were recorded at a tribal meeting
in Africa.
MH: Oh yeah, that's Flora, Airto and me. Airto is Mr.
Jungle. Airto is the percussionist. I've always admired Air to's work. He was one of the people I always wanted to meet.
We breathe in the same rhythm; we get along great. And we
had Mike Hinton, who is a doctor of mallets. He plays broadway shows (West Side Story). And there was Greg Errico,
Sly and the Family Stone's former drummer. Jordan
Amarantha plays congas. Also, there's "Marimba Jim," (Jim

Loveless) and Flora. What can you say about Flora? What a
voice! I told her I didn't want any melodies or any harmonies, just the sound of a million years. It took three
months to build the instruments and then we locked
ourselves in for eleven days and nights. We looked at footage
over and over.
MR &M: Was the movie playing while you recorded?
MH: Francis wanted us to perform the movie. He didn't
want it scene by scene. So we looked at it and looked at it and
talked about it. Then we shut the screens off and played it,
because you can't play and look at the same time. Then we
went back scene by scene, for the napalm, for instance, for all
those explosions. Once you're rolling, you're rolling, and if
you miss you miss. You can't go back. This was never done
before so we didn't have any guidelines. But I learned how to
mix a quad movie.
MR &M: Would you like to do more soundtrack work?
MH: Yes, I would. But my first love is the Grateful Dead;
that's what I do. That's 24 hours a day.

MR &M: What did the studio look like? How was it set up?
MH: There were paths. We set them up in batteries and
each battery contained certain kinds of instruments, which I
pre -determined so they could co -exist with the instruments
that were next to them and across from them. So, part of the
composition was placing all those instruments and arranging
them. That took me two days. See, nobody played one instrument. Everybody moved through the jungle and played what
they came upon.
MR &M: So, it wasn't a typical studio setup, with instruments set up in booths?
MH: No, it was all wide open. I had to arrange it so you
wouldn't step on my 300-year-old maraca. It was the middle
of the night and we were on our bellies. War is hell, you know.
It wasn't supposed to be pretty, and it isn't pretty. And it
wasn't supposed to be fun. It's the truth and there's a certain
beauty in the truth. We just tried to reflect it in the room,
without going into massive overdub sessions. It's a real good
representation of what the Rhythm Devils thought of that
movie that day.
MR&M: Did you give the sound engineers any special sort
of requirements?
MH: The only requirement was to record more than they
erase. From working with Kreutzmann and me all these
years, the Grateful Dead engineers are well -versed in the
recording of percussion, which is so dangerous. You wouldn't
want to do it for a living unless you are a stone -cold pro. By
this time we're pros at percussion. There were a lot of new
techniques used. I've told you about the tubes, and the
pianos being in the other room. Every instrument was finely
tuned. The wind chimes ... every piece of brass was tuned.
We did it with computers. They were amazingly accurate,
harmonically speaking. We didn't use any EQ on this. This is
straight open. And I mixed it the first time; there was no second time on the mix. Phil Lesh was sitting there and he asked, "Aren't you going to listen to that back ?" and I said
nope. We went right on to the next.
MR &M: Lesh was quoted in a Relix magazine interview as
saying that he thought you got "burned" as far as making
the soundtrack. What did happen to make Coppola cut your
contribution out of the soundtrack?
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC
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MH: I didn't get burned. Francis and I are friends beyond
this movie. What happened was that he got sick near the end
of the making of the film and his lieutenants took over. If it
was up to Francis, it would've been different. He got sick of
it. His health was failing and he couldn't see the movie one
more time. I'm like that, too. At the end of a project, I can't
listen to it anymore.
I think the movie might have suffered, but I didn't get
burned. I had a great time working with Francis. It was
wonderful. Maybe if he hadn't used any of it, I would have
been burned. But he came to dinner one night, and at one
point he said, "You know, you're on the screen for six
minutes straight. That's more than (Marlon) Brando is on
the screen continuously."
MR &M: What were some of the problems that you had in

the studio?
MH: Moving from one thing to another, and the setup
time. When you don't have things set up and you don't know
what you're going to do next, that has a redundancy to it. We
went into an altered state. We went out in the zone. We
weren't into sound -checking or anything like that. This was
for real, and there was no way of organizing it. I figured if I
organized it, it would turn out to be a production. I had to
forget I was a producer and engineer and all that -take that
hat off-and just become Micky Hart, drummer, percussionist. There was no leader. It was: We're all in this
together, now here we go, up the river.
MR &M: Once the tape machines got rolling, you didn't
want to know about what was going on in the control room?
MH: No. But the mics didn't move once we got rolling
for the big performance. This was taken out of an hour and-a -half performance. When we stopped, we looked at each
other and clapped.
MR&M: How long did the recording take?
MH: One day. That was it, a real spontaneous performance.
MR &M: Three months to set up, and one day to record?
MH: That's right.

MR &M: Would you consider taking some of the instruments to the concert stage?
MH: You bet. The Rhythm Devils are going to play some
day. Kreutzmann and I are going to take them out on a real
tour. And more of it will be used in the Grateful Dead set.
MR&M: Was Jerry Garcia (Dead guitarist) asked to take
part in the sessions?
MH: No, this was not a Grateful Dead- oriented project.
MR &M: Was the music actually composed, or was it
totally spontaneous?
MH: The composition was the making of the instruments.
This is not what you'd consider classically composed. We
talked about a combination of instruments that could be
used if we happen to meet in the night.
This was a risky, wild project. You wouldn't want to do
this for a living. The chances of failure were 90 %. I talked
this project over with some of the quote, "heavies" of the
L.A. studio world, and they said I was nuts: "You put that
many people in the room, and they'll step all over themselves." But we didn't. It was truly an inspired work; one of
the things in my life I'm truly proud of doing. This is profound music to me. We had to rely on total communication.
At best, music should be like that, especially percussion.

There's a limited amount of what you'd call melody.
MR &M: One of the basic tenets of Dead music has always
been the dynamics of it.
MH: That's it. You spin a web. There's weaving, texture.
MR &M: As opposed to a basic rock 4/4.
MH: Right; that works, but it's not the whole meal.

MR &M: How has your drumming technique evolved since
you began playing?
MH: I began with just the rudiments, and then went into
jazz and rock and big band, then into hand drumming. That
opened up a whole new world of drums. Stick drums-membrane drums, or membranophones -are only part of the
world of percussion.
When the Grateful Dead go places, we learn things. In
Egypt, I learned the "tar," the Nubian drum. So I expanded
my vocabulary daily. I study; I read books. When we played
in Alaska, I went up to the Arctic Circle for three days to
look for Eskimo music. We recorded traditional Eskimo
music, slept in one of their traditional sod houses on the
water, had our parkas. I've studied tabla, and Brazilian
drums, and keep adding to my vocabulary. In the last ten
years, it's been possible to get records from all over the
world. You can sit in your living room and hear anything
from anyplace. You'd never be able to hear anything like we
did unless it was on record. I travel around with the Dead
and record native music.
MR &M: Where would you like to go that you haven't
been yet?
MH: I'd like to go to meet a certain witch doctor in South
America who takes peyote and doctors animals and does
great things. She has music that goes with it. I'd also like to
go to Japan. There's a troupe there that runs 18 miles a day
and drums the rest of the day. They run to drum and they
drum to run. I run every day myself and my running helps
me to drum. My drumming helps me to run.
MR &M: How do you find out about these things?
MH: It comes to my door. San Francisco is a unique
cultural crossroads. Musicians go there when they're not
playing, or they pass through somehow. My antennae are
always up for new and exciting musical things from other
places. I'll go see a folk troupe or classical music from other
countries any time.
MR &M: Do you listen to any current rock music?
MH: No, not much. I hear it on the radio and I bop to it,
but it's just rock and roll. I love rock and roll and I've been
doing it long enough, but you can't do it all the time. You
can't just have meat and potatoes. I like fish and salads, too.
I like to listen to music from around the world. Then you can
find out who you are and what you are and why you are.
MR &M: Do the other members of the Dead share those
same feelings?
MH: Well, we operate outside of the straight, or normal
world. We have our own little Grateful Dead world. We're
not affected much by trends.
I like to hear Ravi Shankar or Ali Akbar or Hamza El Din.
I record them when they're in San Francisco. I give them a
recording and I keep one. When I want to hear a fine recording of one of my favorite artists, I go and pull out one of
my tapes.
MR &M: You're originally from New York. Were you in-
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"

... we recreated the old beaded instruments,
the wooden instruments, the lithophones,
the early xylophones, if you will."

terested in this music before you moved to San Francisco and
joined the Dead?
MH: Oh no. All of that changed when I moved in
1965- Haight-Ashbury and the Dead and just living together.
MR &M: Can you recount how you joined the band?
MH: I had met Kreutzmann, and I was showing him some
rudiments, when he said, "I have this new band. We're playing at the Straight Theater" [San Francisco]. So I went to
hear them and I said, "What a band! I don't know what
these guys are doing but this is great." Kreutzmann asked if
I wanted to play, and for the second set I played and it
was magnificent.
MR &M: Does it still feel that way?
MH: Well, it's more consistent. You never get the same
feeling as you did the first time. Those days were wilder and
everything was an experiment. You couldn't do that day in
and day out. Not for 15 years. So, there are certain things
you like and you say, O.K., I like this; I'll repeat it. Then we
got songs that we sang. It will always be in a state of flux,
but it's certainly not in the same state as it was in 1967.
MR &M: If you compare, say, the first five Dead albums,
each one is totally different ...
MH: Now our lives are more stable. We're not in as much
of a state of change ourselves. I live on the edge and Jerry
does. Bobby (Weir, guitarist) and Billy are really stable.
MR &M: How do the Dead audiences of today compare to
the Haight audiences of '67?
MH: It's the same thing: people enjoying music. They
don't wear as many feathers, but when we get it on and contact is made, that's the same. In our world, anything can
change, and we hope that it does. We're too loose to structure
it too much. We're not your average studio musicians whom
you can tell: you play this and you play that. We usually feel
what we want to play and play it. If it works, it works, and if
it doesn't, it doesn't.
MR &M: If the music became regimented, what would that
do to the group?
MH: Over. The Grateful Dead as we know it would be over.
What I'm doing now only gives life to the group; my learning
about new things and playing with Airto and making drums,
turns up in new Grateful Dead music. This band will bend
over backwards to help each other. I can't imagine Jerry saying, "No, you can't do that." If anything, it's, "How can
I help you ?"
MR &M: Where does commercial success fit in?
MH: I don't know what commercial success is when you
talk about art, and this to me is art. Our project is a commercial success as far as it's paid for itself. It's not in the red.
It's a percussion record and it's paid for itself. To me, this
isn't drums; it's music. If people like it and happen to buy it,
then to me, that's a commercial success.
MR &M: Do you consider River Music to be rock and roll?
MH: What is rock and roll? It's an attitude. It's music. The
Grateful Dead don't play rock and roll. They play more jazz.

It's more communication than it

is straight 4/4. So, this
record reflects my philosophy of communication more than
that of rock and roll.
MR &M: You're very enthusiastic about your work. It's a
pleasure to talk to a musician who is so totally involved
with his music.
MH: I'm in love with my drums and my music. Without
them, there would be nothing. I know who I am. I love to
drum. I love to hit things. I love to hear them and I love to
make a sound. I love the interaction you get when playing
with other people. There's a high level of consciousness you
get when you play ensemble music. There's a lot of hit and
miss, a lot of failure.
In the old days I used to walk off stage dejected, feeling
low, saying what are you doing with your life? I'd be saying:
You just went out there and threw up for five hours. How
could you do that? You're charging people for that that's ridiculous. Then you come back the next night and you play out
of your body. You work real hard at it and keep at it and
eventually, maybe 50 years later, you become a musician. If
I'm still alive and the Grateful Dead are still alive, you bet
I'll still be doing it. Why not? Look at Basie and Ellington
and those guys. They kept at it and their music changed, but
they're still viable musically.
There's no reason in the world the Grateful Dead can't go
on for years. And the audience will change. We've just turned a decade, turned a page. Now the kids of our original audience are coming, and so are their parents! These were kids
that were had to Grateful Dead music. The Grateful Dead
were for screwing. That's when we knew we had it. The music
made you want to make love, touch people and be friendly.
It's still like that, except that people don't sit down in the
aisles and screw. It's like an atmosphere that's conducive to
meeting friends and leaving the office behind, taking your
head where you want it to go, and where peer pressure isn't
that great. Certainly, being a Dead Head was not popular for
many years. Being a Dead Head meant being a crumpled up
little dopester somewhere on the street whom everybody made
fun of and kicked at. Now, when the Grateful Dead come to
town, he's the only one who's got the tickets and he's the big
man on the block.
MR &M: Do you even feel that you owe certain things to
the fans? For example, are there any songs you feel compelled to play?
MH: No way. And if we find ourselves getting into that, we
snap out of it in a second. We played a gig with the Who a
few years back, and after the set, Pete Townshend came up
to us and said, "You guys didn't repeat one song! How do
you do it? We've been playing the same set for six years!"
We could probably play a week straight and not repeat a
song, except that our singers don't have very good memories. All those words to remember. It's a lot for anybody.
MR &M: What will you do if and when the Dead hang it up?
MH: Everything I'm doing now. And more.
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EVERY MUSICIAN
SHOULD PLAY
THE SYNCASET:
After you've worked on your own

The TEAC Model 124 Syncaset lets you
record one track, then overdub the other
to get two musical parts in perfect time.
Later, you can mix live material with
these two tracks and hear all three parts
through your home sound system.
With the Syncaset, you can
accompany yourself or an existing piece
of music, and record the result. Rehearse
a tune or create one. Sharpen your
ear for harmony and phrasing.
And develop your timing
and playing skills while you're at it.
'Dolby

is a

music, enjoy the sounds of others. The
Model 124 is an outstanding stereo
cassette deck. High signal -to -noise
performance. Low wow and flutter. Wide,
flat frequency response. There's Dolby*
NR (disabled in the "Sync" mode).
Memory rewind for fast tape checks. And
illuminated VU meters for easy level
adjustments.
Probably better than anyone, we
know the Syncaset can't give you all the
multitrack flexibility and open reel
performance you want. But at a third the
cost of an open reel multitrack recorder,
it could be the start -up tool you need. And
when you consider the savings on tape
alone, you'll find the Syncaset a handy,
economical instrument to work with.
So try out the instrument every
musician should play. See your TEAC
Multitrack dealer today for a demonstration of the Model 124 Syncaset.

MULTITRACK SERIES
TEAC

registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories. Inc.

Professional Products Group

c1979 TEAC Corporation of America. 7733 Telegraph Road. Montebello, CA 90640.
CIRCLE 125 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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DOD

690 Chorus Unit

The other day I visited a local music store, and after exchanging pleasantries, the manager said he had something
to ask me. The question: "Are all analog delay units
inherently noisy ?"
I thought that over a little bit, and realized that the question did not lend itself to an easy answer. So, I asked him
how much he knew about analog delay units, particularly
chorus boxes. He said he really didn't understand much
about the things, which made me think that there were also
probably many musicians who don't understand the noise,
performance and cost tradeoffs associated with analog
delay devices. So before we get into discussing the DOD
690, which illustrates many facets of analog delay design,
let's discuss a little background material. This material will
not only make the following review easier to understand,
but should also help you when evaluating any of the
various analog delay -based devices available on the market.

Analog vs. Digital
For many years, the only economical way to delay audio
signals was with tape recorder technology. In fact, in many
applications tape echo units are still more cost-effective and
give higher levels of performance than their all-electronic
counterparts. Nonetheless, tape echo has severe limitations. For one, it is very hard to get an extremely short
delay using tape. There are also the usual problems
associated with recording any type of signal on tape, particularly hiss and reliability of the tape transport.
Digital technology attacked the fidelity and noise problems by coding an audio signal into a series of numbers,
then delaying this group of numbers instead of the signal

By

Craig Anderton

itself The greatest advantage of this method is that unlike
analog signals, digitally coded numbers are insensitive to
hum or noise (a "3" with hum still looks like a "3" to the
digital circuitry). As a result, as these numbers are delayed,
there is very little signal degradation. Eventually this
delayed group of numbers gets decoded back into an analog
signal, resulting in a delayed analog signal. Unfortunately,
while digital delay offers good fidelity, you pay a lot for
that fidelity. People therefore started looking for an
economical alternative to the digital delay of audio signals.
The answer arrived in the form of the bucket brigade
analog delay line IC; these ICs are the heart of virtually all
currently available analog delay units (charge coupled
devices produce a similar result using different technology,
but both charge coupled and bucket brigade devices are
conceptually very similar). Analog delays have some nice
features going for them: they can easily produce short delays; are inexpensive; require limited support circuitry; and
draw very little supply current. But, there are also some
disadvantages. Since we're processing the signal itself
rather than a series of numbers, we open ourselves to possible signal degradation-particularly noise and distortion.
A bucket brigade device works by sampling an input
audio signal at a very fast rate (several thousand samples
per second). Each sample is like a "snapshot" of the signal
at that instant in time; this sample is in the form of a
voltage. This leads us to an explanation of why these parts
are called "bucket brigade" devices. Bucket brigade ICs
have hundreds, and sometimes thousands, of "buckets" arranged in one long line; each bucket can hold a voltage for a
very brief period of time. Delay occurs by taking the sampl-
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ed voltage and storing it in the first bucket, pausing for an
extremely short period of time (a few microseconds), then
passing this sample along to the second bucket. As the first
sample passes down to the second bucket, another sample
is being stored in the first bucket. When the voltage in the
second bucket gets passed along to the third bucket, the
voltage that was stored in the first bucket gets passed
along to the second bucket, and a new sample arrives in the
first bucket. These charges travel along from bucket to
bucket and, eventually, hit the output of the device. As
these voltages come out of the bucket brigade, the signal
gets reconstructed. Note that since each bucket only causes
a very slight delay, we would need to have lots of buckets in
order to get any appreciable time change.

... if you've made it so

far, you might be happy to
the "technical jungle"
have
just
completed
hear that we
part of this review. Now it's time to relate what we've learned to flanging, delay and, particularly, chorusing.
If you think about the above information a little bit, it
becomes clear that there are two simple ways to create a
longer delay: 1) you can add more buckets; or, 2) you can
pass voltages from bucket to bucket at a slower rate. The
problem with the first solution is cost; the more buckets,
the more expensive the part. Also, additional buckets give
additional potential for signal degradation.
The problem with the second approach is that if you pass
the signal along at a slow rate, you start getting high
distortion. This is because in order to get low distortion,
you need to make as many samples of the input signal as
possible, and stuff these samples into the buckets as fast as
possible. As you take fewer samples, the signal becomes
less defined (think of a connect-the -dots game -the more
dots ( "samples ") the more obvious the picture; the less
dots, the less defined the picture). A lack of definition produces distortion.
On to chorusing. Audio people like to classify time delays
into a sort of "delay spectrum," which is analogous to an
audio spectrum. At the short delay end of the spectrum (up
to about 15 milliseconds), you get flanging effects. Increasing the delay to around 20 ms. produces chorusing. Delays
greater than 20 ms. create the impression of two distinct
signals, which gives a doubling effect. Delays longer than
about 30 to 50 ms. create echoes.
As it so happens, chorusing falls in an awkward range
from an electronic design standpoint. There are four basic
analog delay chip configurations, even among different
manufacturers: 512 buckets, 1024 buckets, 2048 and 4096
buckets. For an equal amount of delay, you can either cram
lots of samples into a chip with lots of buckets, or slow
down the sample transfer rate a bit and use a chip with
fewer buckets.
It would then seem logical to try the first approach and
use a chip with lots of buckets, since we could run it fast in
order to get plenty of samples along with a relatively small
time delay ... but this also means highest cost. And I do
mean high; a 4096 stage part can list for $50, while the
shorter 1024 stage types still list for around $10 -a pretty
high price for an analog IC. However, while using a chip
with fewer buckets keeps the cost down, this also decreases
the fidelity and adds noise. Luckily, there are ways to help
OK

keep the noise under control. One process is called companding (short for compressing/expanding), and works in a
manner that's very similar to the dbx noise reduction
system for tape recorders.

THE DOD 690: WHAT is IT? Some of the more expensive chorus units use a chip with lots of buckets, and then
transfer samples at a fast rate, in order to eliminate the
need for companding. However, while the fidelity of this approach is generally quite good, there is still some audible
residual noise that is particularly noticeable when you are
not playing. In order to keep down costs and create an affordable chorus box (considering that the DOD 690 lists for
under $190, it is indeed one of the least expensive "full
function" chorus units on the market), DOD has taken the
approach of using a shorter, 512 stage delay device. While
attempting to squeeze the required amount of delay for
chorusing out of a 512 stage device could lead to noise problems, thanks to companding any noise is held to a generally
non-objectionable level.
The 690 has four controls, two footswitches, and AC
on /off switch and three jacks. Two of the controls vary the
depth and width of the chorusing effect. Increasing the
depth varies the proportion of delayed signal present in the
final mix, while varying the width injects greater or lesser
amounts of the delay modulation that actually creates the
chorusing effect. The other two controls vary the rate of
this modulation; however, DOD has added an interesting
twist here. Each control is a preset, and the rightmost footswitch switches between the two presets. The difference
between the 690's presets and the other preset arrangements is that the speed changes smoothly as you switch
from one preset to the other. In other words, suppose one of
the presets is set for fast modulation, the other for slow
modulation, and that you're currently set on the fast
modulation preset. Step on the footswitch, and the modulation speed slows down until it reaches the slower speed.
Step on the footswitch again, and the modulation speeds up
until it reaches the faster speed. Sound familiar? Well, it
should; this is the same type of effect that you get from
electromechanical rotating speakers when you change from
fast to slow settings. An indicator LED flashes at the
modulation range whenever the chorusing effect is selected.
The other footswitch is your basic bypass switch,
although it is not a true bypass (meaning that some of the
690's circuitry is still part of your signal, even when
bypassed). There are no electronic clicks or pops when you
switch the chorus effect in and out.
On to the three jacks. One is an input jack, while the
other two are oppositely phased, dual mono output jacks
for stereo chorusing effects (only the delayed portion of the
output signals are out of phase with respect to each other;
the normal signal is not). The extra output jack for stereo is
definitely not a frill, since stereo chorusing gives a really
lush and luxurious sound. You can restrict yourself to using
one output jack for mono applications if need be.
So much for the controls, now for a few words about the
construction. The case is extremely strong, being made of
cast aluminum; once the bottom is screwed on -and it's
held in place by six sturdy screws -you've got something
that could probably be run over by a VW or thrown against
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the wall and still survive (although you'd probably chip the
knobs and scar the nice blue finish). Inside the case, on first
inspection the PC board looks like it's flimsily mounted,
but further testing showed that it's not going anywhere.
Most of the parts are of high quality, and there is an internal AC supply (with a three -wire, not two-wire, plug) so you
don't have to replace any batteries. The complement of ICs
includes an SAD512 delay line, 571 compander (both of
these are socketed), LM324 (for the modulation circuitry, I
assume), 4001 for the delay line clock and two 4558s for
audio processing. Overall, it seems to me that the DOD 690
would have no trouble holding up to life on the road.
PRE- FLIGHT for the 690: First, find an outlet and plug
in. Next, I would strongly suggest placing a compressor or
other signal- boosting device in front of the 690. Here's why.

The 690's unpretentious instruction manual specifies the
headroom as 4 V peak -to -peak. This assures that "hot"
guitars won't overload the unit, but there is another more
important ramification. Chorus units generally go at the
end, or close to the end, of a chain of effects. At this point in
the signal chain, the instrument's output has probably been
boosted enough so that the 690's 4 V of headroom is
necessary to avoid distortion.
However, not all stock guitars put out 4 V peak -to -peak
(p-p) without some electronic help. In fact, I've played some
guitars into an oscilloscope and noted that unless I was
really banging away on the strings, the output seldom got
much above 1 V p-p. What does this mean? Well, suppose
we get a certain signal -to-noise ratio with a 4 V p-p input
signal. Now, when we reduce the input to a 1 V p -p signal,
we are lowering the signal going through the unit by 12 dB,
which means that we have lowered the signal-to -noise ratio
at the output by 12 dB as well! That's quite a difference. I
remember one music store owner talking about a certain
chorus unit (not the 690, by the way) as being a piece of
crap because it was so noisy. By simply advising him to increase the input level somewhat, the signal -to -noise ratio
improved to the point where the unit didn't sound noisy
any more. The moral of the story: with any analog delay,
put in the highest possible signal short of distortion.
Another excellent stereo application of the DOD 690 is in
turning mono reverb into a rich sounding, synthesized stereo
reverb. Patch the output of the reverb into the 690 input,
then bring the two 690 outputs to a pair of channels panned
to opposite sides of the stereo field. Set the speed control for
a slow setting, and you'll hear some extremely rich and
animated reverb effects. Using two chorus units with stereo
reverb (again, pan both chorus outputs to opposite sides)
gives an even richer effect.

EVALUATING the 690 SOUND: Start off with the
width and depth controls on full, one modulation control set
for the fastest possible speed and the other modulation control set for the slowest speed. Punch the left -hand footswitch to bring in the chorusing effect, then punch the
right -hand footswitch until you've selected the slow
modulation preset. This gives the traditional chorus sound,
which is a swirling, luxurious type of effect that makes
your instrument sound bigger and more animated. As you
increase the modulation speed, you may want to pull back a
bit on the depth and width controls to avoid an overly
"gimmicky" sound.
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If you play long, sustaining parts, chances are you won't
hear much noise. However, should you play in a more subtle, gentle manner, you will start to hear noise superimposed on your signal. If you stop playing in order to hear
the amount of noise, it will go away instantly due to the
companding action. Noise is only present while you're playing, which is certainly a help since the louder you play, the
more your signal will mask the noise. But if you play softly,
the noise will no longer be masked as effectively.
As a matter of fact, my only real reservation concerning
the 690 is the noise level. For most musicians, I'm sure that
the 690's low cost is more than enough compensation for
putting up with a little noise. For other musicians -particularly non -rock and rollers -the noise might be objectionable. So, when you check out this unit, listen carefully
to the noise level. If it seems excessive, first make sure
you're pumping enough signal into the input (short of
distortion, of course). That will probably do the trick; if not,
you're just going to have to reach a little further into your
wallet to find a unit with better noise performance.
USING the DOD 690: While mono chorusing units are
less expensive, I feel that chorusing really comes to life with
stereo setups. One stereo application is to use two amps on
stage. This gives a bigger, "live" guitar sound, although not
all members of the audience will be seated so as to derive
maximum benefit from the stereo effect. Recording is something else altogether- chorusing adds an amazing ambience
that helps prevent some of the "flatness" associated with
recording electric instruments (particularly those that are
run directly into the board). One problem is that in order to
record this stereo effect, you need to allocate two tracks to
the instrument; however, there's no reason why you can't
add chorusing in the mix to a previously recorded mono
track. Or, suppose you have a 4 -track recorder and have done
a premix of several tracks into one track. You may process
this premixed track through the 690 during mixdown for
simulated stereo plus chorusing.
To hook up the output of the 690 with a mono setup,
patch either output jack into your amp. For stereo setups,
use two amps and both output jacks.
Incidentally, since the delayed parts of the stereo outputs
are out of phase with respect to each other, you might
wonder what happens when you play a stereo chorus track
over a mono system (e.g., AM radio). All that happens is that
the chorusing effect cancels; the basic signal remains unaffected. You also might wonder what stereo chorusing sounds
like through headphones- wonder no more, it sounds great.
OVERALL EVALUATION: As with any device that
uses an analog delay, how you feel about noise becomes a
factor in the purchasing decision -even though the people
at DOD have done their best to minimize the nasty effects of
delay line noise. Personally, I feel that as long as you keep
the input signal as hot as possible, noise is not a significant
problem; but, the noise can be noticeable with low -level input
signals or particular styles of music. Just remember that
noise is a very, very subjective factor; what might be noisy
to one musician may be perfectly acceptable to another, so
listen carefully when you audition the 690.
My overall opinion is that the DOD 690 is a comparatively
inexpensive, ruggedly built and simple to operate chorusing
unit that should make it easier for musicians on a budget to
enjoy the lush, full sound of stereo chorusing. If that was
DOD's goal, they've succeeded.
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You have enough to work on in building
your act without having to work out to
build your strength. Bulky, heavy PA cabinets can cause you a lot of grief. Like
backache, arm strain, and crunched fingers. They can get you into heavy trucking costs, heavy roadie costs, and heavy
airline costs. They take up too much stage
space and distract the audience from
your performance. Who needs it?
The Boses Model 802 loudspeaker incorporates advanced technology instead of
rudimentary woodcutting and gluing.
A mica-reinforced, structural foam case
made of only three pieces keeps the
weight down to 37 pounds each. And
gives you so much ruggedness you can
trust it to the airlines as well as to your
roadies or yourself. The 802 speakers can
be carried two at a time and set up quickly
on stands where they won't take over the
stage or block the audience's view.

is smooth, full and transparent, letting the

real you come through. Visit a Bose Pro

Products Dealer soon and listen to the
Bose 802 system. Then pick up a pair or
two and start building your ad.

Bose Corporation, Dept. MR
The Mountain
Framingham, MA 01701
Please send me a copy of the Bose
Professional Products Catalog and a

complete dealer list.
Name.
Street:
City:

Zip

State.
Tel.

L

But most important of all, the Bose 802
system will help you build your act by not

(

OCopyright 1979 Bose Corporation

Bose for Pros

getting in the way of your sound. Its sound

Build you r act, not your muscles.

Covered by patent rigs

www.americanradiohistory.com

s

issued and/or pending.
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"I sound
BY LEN FELDMAN

Only A Few Years Too Late!
You are probably not going to believe this, but the
Federal Communications Commission has issued a
Notice of Proposed Rule Making concerning a matter
that you have probably not given any thought to for
the last three years or so. Can you guess what they are
about to "rule" upon? It's FM Quadraphonic Broadcasting, folks! Yes, in case your memory of the quad
history is a bit dim, let me remind you of the sequence
of events.
Way back in 1972 (when 4-channel sound seemed as
though it were going to outstrip stereo in popularity at
any moment), the Electronic Industry Association
sponsored the National Quadraphonic Radio Committee; this committee's objective was to report to the
FCC its conclusions regarding quadraphonic FM
broadcasting standards. In November 1975 (when
quadraphonic records were still doing fairly well and
when 4-channel hardware was still enjoying some sales)
the NQRC submitted its report and conclusions. It
took the FCC nearly two years from that date (June 22,
1977) to issue a Notice of Inquiry (the first step
towards adopting rules or standards) whose objective
was "to determine the degree of interest in quadraphonic broadcasting and, if sufficient interest was indicated, to develop a record to assist the Commission in
formulating standards for service." I should point out
that by this time (mid-1977) there was no longer any
serious interest in 4-channel sounds, just about all
manufacturers had given up making hardware for any
of the many types of 4-channel systems and, to the best
of my knowledge, recording companies were no longer
producing any 4- channel records -at least of the
discrete 4-channel type. (It has been rumored that
CBS, who is the developer of the SQ matrix type
quadraphonic discs, still does encode some present day
stereo discs into SQ format, but it's hard to get anyone
there to admit this.)
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Taking the historical narrative a bit further, in
September of 1978, the FCC determined that additional information was needed before standards could
be proposed, and in early January of 1979 the FCC
issued a further Notice of Inquiry to obtain information concerning the impact that the adoption of quad
broadcast standards would have on the possibility of
later reducing the channel spacing in the FM broadcast
band to 150 kHz or even 100 kHz. Despite the fact that
just about everyone involved in broadcasting (from set
makers to station engineers) is dead set against narrowing FM channel bandwidth and has expressed that
opinion many times in public and directly to the FCC,
the Commission stated that it would "consider adoption of quadraphonic broadcasting standard(s) only for
such system(s) as could be clearly demonstrated to not
preclude future reductions in channel spacing.
Those two little "s" 's in parentheses after the words
"standard" and "system" in the preceding paragraph
need some heavy explaining too. You see, the latest
thing that the FCC seems to be into is called "letting the
marketplace decide." All of a sudden, after nearly a half
century of setting specific standards, the FCC now
believes that even in matters such as broadcasting standards, competition in the marketplace ought to govern
which of many stations ultimately wins and
predominates. So, it is entirely possible that if and when
the FCC does finally approve quadraphonic broadcasting, they may do so in such a general way that
several systems (each of which is incompatible with the
others) may be allowed to go on the air. As an alternative to the adoption of specific standards (and at the
moment, these are confined to the systems proposed by
either RCA or QSI) the Commission is asking for comments on the desirability of adopting general standards.
Such general standards would allow any type of
quadraphonic signal to be broadcast providing it is corn-
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patible with existing frequency allocation structure and
existing mono and stereo receivers. No minimum performance requirement would be established. For example,
no minimum separation requirement would be specified
between channels. The argument for such general standards, according to the FCC, is that the technology of
quad broadcasting would be free to develop further in
the future and broadcasters and listeners could choose
which quadraphonic system is more appropriate for
their needs. For example, the FCC says, a system with
greater coverage but poorer frequency response may be
better for one station while another station may favor a
system which provides better frequency response with
some loss of coverage area.
What amuses me about all this is that the very idea
of general standards, in my view, makes about as little
sense as having a national telephone system in which
some subscribers have six-digit numbers, some have
seven-digit numbers and some have ten-digit numbers.
If such were the case, you could never reach a household with a ten-digit phone because as soon as you
finished dialing the first six or seven digits you would
be connected to the holder of that kind of service. If the
FCC wants to bury quadraphonic sound for all time
(it's already dead, for more reasons than I have space
to mention, only one of which was FCC procrastination), the surest way to do so is to approve "general"
standards which leave it up to individual stations to
decide which discrete 4-channel system they would
like to use.
If the FCC is now so much in favor of "marketplace"
decisions, I cannot help but wonder why there was so
little concern for the marketplace when, in 1961, they
selected a very specific stereophonic FM broadcast
system, thereby excluding for all time the possibility of
an acknowledged superior system which would have
yielded far better signal -to -noise ratios (in stereo FM
reception) and very little of the horrendous multipath
problem which we suffer with as a result of our
FM /AM- subcarrier stereo FM system (the system
generally preferred at the time by those who
understood the matter technically utilized an all -FM
subcarrier /main carrier system).
The sad part of all of this is that even if the FCC were
to take what in my opinion is a more realistic approach
and choose a specific system or even a specific combination of systems and options, the likelihood that
quadraphonic sound will figure largely in the FM
broadcast band, or in any aspect of the recording
business in the near future is very doubtful indeed. We
simply are too late. There are those who will say that
it's just as well, but that's really not the point.
As long as I'm in a critical mood, let me bring you up
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to date regarding another couple of decisions that have
come forth from the same FCC. You may recall that I
previously reported to you that the FCC had made a
preliminary decision regarding stereo AM broadcasting. Although AM is the kind of radio most predominantly listened to in cars (largely because of the
poor stereo FM system I have already mentioned),
broadcasters have, until now, been unable to play
stereo discs in their full two-channel glory over the airwaves, and that, according to everyone who should
know, has not only hurt the broadcasting business of
AM stations but the recording business as well (not
everyone, after all, listens to FM all the time).
Well, for a time there, it looked as though the FCC
was going to throw this one out for public decision and
"marketplace" popularity polls, too. At least two corn missioners voted to let the public decide which of five
different systems is best. Happily, the other commissioners outvoted these two, and word came down that a
system proposed by Magnavox would be the chosen
one. As soon as the announcement was made, the flack
began. There were threats of injunctions, hollering on
the part of the losers, and more screaming by the
broadcasters who saw the chosen system as one that
would force them to back off a bit on their modulation
(and hence give up a bit of coverage). Based upon
previous edicts and rule-making, you would think that
the FCC would stick to its guns, right? Wrong!
The whole question is up in the air again, and a new
notice of inquiry is out seeking additional data to help
the FCC to arrive at a technically sound decision. In
sum, the FCC is saying that it may have goofed with
that preliminary announcement and that it may not
have chosen the "best" system after all. Picture, if you
will, the reactions at the board room of Magnavox or,
for that matter, in the offices of at least one semiconductor manufacturer who is known to have already
tooled up for an integrated circuit that would handle
the Magnavox stereo AM system!
It's anybody's guess as to what the final outcome of
all this may be. It is even possible that the "let the
marketplace decide" faction may win after all. Or, that
one of the other systems will be selected. In any event,
don't expect to hear any stereo AM broadcasts of your
favorite discs in 1980. We'll be lucky if the decision
comes down from the FCC by the end of 1980 and if
broadcasting can begin sometime in late 1981. As for
myself, I just finished figuring out how the Magnavox
stereo AM system is supposed to work, and now I'll
have to wait till the FCC makes up its mind and then
learn a whole different system. It's enough to drive an
audio writer (not to mention a manufacturer, broadcaster or consumer) nuts!
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General Description: The Teac X-3 is an open reel, two-speed (7Y, and 3% inches -per -second) deck with
7-inch reel capacity. Three separate heads (erase,
record and play) are used. The quarter-track configuration permits stereo or mono. The transport uses three
motors: one DC servo motor drives the capstan, while
two induction motors power the tape reels. Transport
keys permit fast -button operations including direct
recording from the playback mode (over-dubbing or
punch-in recording). Front-panel controls include bias
and EQ switches (each with two positions), and separate knobs for line and microphone input levels that permit input mixing. Unattended record and playback is
possible with the use of an external clock timer.
The tape, coming off the supply reel, engages the left
tension arm and a guide roller before entering the tape head cover, between the capstan shaft and pinch-roller
as it leaves the housing, and it engages the right guide
post and tension/shut -off arm before winding onto the
takeup reel. The four -digit tape counter and its reset
button are located between the reels, just above the
head assembly. The head cover may be readily slipped
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off to gain access to the heads.
At the lower left of the panel are three phone jacks
one for stereo headphones and two for left- and right -

-

channel microphones. Next to these jacks are the
deck's VU meters -20 to a bit over +3) which show
record or playback level as per the setting of the
source /tape monitor switch. The transport buttons include rewind, fast -forward, stop, play, record and
pause. In the same horizontal row with these controls
are the tape speed selector and the deck's AC power
off /on switch.
The bottom row of controls contains the microphone
and line input level controls. Both are dual-concentric
knobs that permit individual or simultaneous channel
adjustment along with input mixing. To their right are
the switches for tape monitor, record muting, EQ and
bias. The final control at the lower right is another
dual- concentric pair of knobs for output level; both line
and headphone outputs are controlled at the same
time, although the channels on each may be adjusted
independently or simultaneously.
The rear of the deck contains phono jacks for stereo
(
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ips, using

Fig. 3: Teac X -3: Third order distortion at various
recording levels, 71/2 ips.

line input and output and the machine's AC power
cord. Although the deck is intended nominally for
upright installation, it also could be placed on its back.

derived from the new test setup we have been using, in
reading the following material, the reader is advised to
refer to that table and also to the various figures which
were produced with the aid of a video printer
associated with the test set.
Note, for example, the response curves of Fig. 1 (7y2
ips) and Fig. 2 (3%, ips). Fig. 1 shows response at a 0 dB
level (upper curve) and at a -10 dB level. The latter
curve is designated as "R" channel simply because the
machine can only store one "L" and one "R" channel at
a given time. In fact, both curves were taken for the
same channel. The printout tells us that, with the cursor (vertical dotted line) set to 29 kHz, response is
down 2.5 dB at a -10 dB record level, and is down 4.1
dB at the 0 dB record level. We list 29 kHz as the upper
frequency for this deck, with the particular tape we used (Maxell UD -XL) and referenced to a -10 dB record
level. Actually, the response extends slightly beyond
29 kHz since at that frequency it was down only 2.5 dB.
For all practical purposes, however, 29 kHz is good
enough. The low frequency limit (29 Hz) at this speed
was determined by moving the cursor to the opposite
end of the graph, but we did not bother to get a printout of the results since this curve is, of course, the same
as in Fig. 2.
While the response at 3% ips was not as good as at 7y2
ips, it still was better than expected, extending as it
does to 21.5 kHz. Note that in Fig. 2, response is shown
as being down -5.6 dB at 22 kHz. It was down only 2
dB at 21 kHz, so we had to interpolate for the -3 dB
point which we estimated as being at 21.5 kHz.
Figs. 3 and 4 depict the 3rd -order distortion during
playback of a tape which had been recorded at succes-

Fig. 1: Teac X -3: Frequency response,
Maxell UD -XL tape at 0 and -10 dB.

71/2

Test Results:

Most of the specs for the Teac X -3
in
our lab tests and a few were betwere confirmed
tered. Response at the 7y2 ips speed (for the -3 dB
points) slightly exceeded specs at both high and low
ends; at the 3% ips speed, the -3 dB point occurred a
little higher at the bass end than claimed, but went beyond the 20 kHz claimed for the high end. Since much
of the data shown in our "Vital Statistics" table was
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Fig. 2: Teac X -3: Frequency response,
dB record level.

22.0kHz
33/4

ips, at

-20

headroom for the 3% ips speed to the 51.6 dB of S/N
shown in Fig. 6, produces the figure of 61.7 dB. What is
strange in this is the fact that both headroom and
signal -to-noise are virtually identical for this machine
at both of its operating speeds.
Interestingly, wow-and -flutter at both speeds also
was almost the same.

D3 L 2.9%

General Info: Dimensions are
inches high;
oz. Price: $550.
23'%6

10dB/D

L -30.5dB

+10dB

Fig. 4: Teac X -3: Third -order distortion level at various
33/4 ips.

record levels,

sively lower and lower mid -frequency record levels. The
double vertical line in each is the 0 dB record-reference
level. We see here that at the higher tape speed, headroom for 3- percent third -order distortion is a bit better
than +9 dB, while at the slower speed the headroom is
actually 1 dB greater.
The signal -to -noise readouts in Figs. 5 and 6 contain
a seeming discrepancy between the data shown in the
graphs and the figures listed in the "Vital Statistics"
table. There is, however, no discrepancy. The test
device reads everything with respect to 0 dB recordreference level. So, if you add the 9 dB of headroom (for
maximum record output level) that was measured
earlier (for the 3- percent distortion up to the 52.7 dB
observed for the right channel "worst case"), you
come up with the value of 61.7 dB shown in the Vital
Statistics table for S /N. Similarly, adding the 10 dB of

-

NS WHTD L -52.8dB R -52.7dB

IOdB/D

t
Fig. 5: Teac X -3: S/N (CCIR weighted) referenced to 0
dB record level, 71/2 ips.
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9'/8

16'/8 inches wide;
inches deep. Weight is 30 lbs., 14

Individual Comment by N.E.: If nothing else,
the Teac X-3 demonstrates the general superiority of the
open -reel format -when conscientiously designed and
built -that it is possible to obtain at a given price level
vis -a -vis the cassette format. Of course, this is not the
first instance of this sort we have observed recently (the
Akai GX -625 reviewed in our last issue is an excellent
case in point, as was an earlier Pioneer RT -707). What it
means in the long run may be that a new trend is shaping up -the "revival" of open -reel for the mass market.
Even if things don't reach such proportions, though,
tape decks such as this fairly shout at the prospective
buyer: "Here I am at a price very competitive with
cassette decks, and with performance and facilities
that really count in terms of where it's at in serious (pro
and semi -pro) recording which is still, and likely to remain, an open -reel world." Viewed in this light the Teac
X -3 could appeal to a number of persons just getting
into tape-recording, or to those who are ready to
"graduate" from cassettes to the open -reel format.

Individual Comment by L.F.: It is so nice to be
able to talk about a lower -cost reel -to -reel machine that
is designed for use with an audio system rather than as
the foundation for a recording studio. There are, after
all, thousands of our readers who want to record just

NS WHTD L -51.6dB R -51.7dB

10dB/D

l
Fig. 6: Teac X -3: S/N (CCIR weighted) referenced to 0
dB record level, 33/4 ips.
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Fig. 7: Teac X3: NAB weighted flutter at

71/2

Fig. 8: Teac X -3: NAB weighted flutter at

ips.

33/4

ips.

transport operated flawlessly, with no tendency to
stretch or tear tape no matter what buttons I pushed.
VU meters seemed extremely accurately calibrated

for fun (with no ambitions for making and selling the
next gold or platinum disc to hit the charts), who don't
ever need to spend money for tape operating at the
"pro" speeds of 15 or 30 ips but who would not be content with even the best stereo cassette deck. They may
want to do some editing, for example. (Ever try
editing a standard -sized cassette tape ?) Or, perhaps
they want to do some punch -in recording (to correct a
section of a previous recording without having to splice
in a new piece of tape and without running into switching thumps and clicks at the punch-in position).
These recording techniques are easily done with a
machine such as the X -3, whereas they are almost impossible to do with even the finest -performing cassette
deck that I know of. On the other hand, if you are looking for such fancy niceties as sel -sync track synchronization and track -by -track recording you will not find it
in the Teac X -3.
I found the Teac X -3 to be an easy machine to
operate. Tape threading is also quite simple and the

and I liked their ballistics, even if they did not correspond exactly to VU standards.
One added bonus that comes with this or any other
Teac open -reel tape deck is the excellently written little
"Information Supplement" concerning open -reel tape
decks in general. This little pamphlet contains a wealth
of information about reel -to -reel recording and the tape
that is used with such recorders. If you have read it
before, I suggest you read it again as a refresher
course. If you've never seen it, your first encounter
with it will teach you a great deal about this subject.
Clearly, the pamphlet alone does not justify purchase
of this new reel -to -reel deck from Teac, but the deck is
well worth its asking price on its own merits and will be
much appreciated by recording fans who thought they
couldn't ever afford to go to this oldest -and still
best -of all tape recording formats.

TEAC X -3 OPEN REEL TAPE RECORDER: Vital Statistics

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC

MANUFACTURER'S SPEC

Tape Speeds
Reel Capacity

71/2; 33/4

Wow/flutter,

0.05 %; 0.07%
0.9%
± 3 dB, 30 Hz to 28 kHz
± 3 dB, 30 Hz to 20 kHz
58 dB

7

71/2; 33/4 (NAB wtd)
Third order dist. at 0 VU
Frequency response, 71/2
33/4

Best SIN ratio, std. tape
Fast-wind time, 1800 ft.
Mic input sensitivity
Line input sensitivity
Line output level
Headphone output level
Erase ratio
Speed accuracy

ips

inches

100 seconds
0.25 mV
60 mV
0.45 V
NA
NA
± 0.5%

LAB MEASUREMENT

Confirmed
Confirmed
0.062 %; 0.061%
0.16 %; 0.28% (71/2; 33/4)
± 3 dB, 29 Hz to 29 kHz
3 dB, 37 Hz to 21.5 kHz
61.7 dB (either speed)
100 seconds
0.25 mV
58 mV
0.90 V
96 mV
97 dB

0.2%

CIRCLE 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Peavey Stereo Graphic Equalizer

General Description:

The Peavey Stereo Graphic
Equalizer (no model number, although to us it seems a
model number would have made the unit easier to
describe and identify) offers ten bands of EQ on each of
two independent channels. In addition, each channel
contains its own high and low filters plus separate level
controls and EQ in/bypass switching. The EQ sliders
for each channel have their center frequencies at 30, 60,
120, 250, 500, 1 K, 2 K, 4 K, 8 K and 16 K Hz. The EQ
range of ±15 dB is clearly marked, with detents for the
sliders at the 0 dB position.
The ±12 dB -per- octave filters are continuously variable, with markings on the low -cut knobs for 20, 50,
100, 250 and 500 Hz, and markings on the high -cut
knobs for 5 K, 7.5 K, 10 K, 20 K and 30 K Hz. The level
controls also are continuously variable, with markings
on each from -15 through 0 to +15 in 3 -dB increments. These controls, plus the unit's AC power
off /on switch make up the front panel which is of standard rack -mount width, fitted with handles and slotted
at the ends.
Connecting facilities are at the rear. For each channel
there are a pair of 50 K ohm quarter -inch phone jack
unbalanced inputs, an XLR 50 K ohm unbalanced input, a pair of 600 -ohm phone -jack unbalanced outputs
and a 600 -ohm XLR balanced output. The rear also has
a Vamp fuse. The unit's line cord is fitted with a
3 -prong (grounding) plug.

Test Results:

Lab tests of the Peavey Stereo
Graphic Equalizer confirmed most, but not all, of its
published specs. The overall impression, however, was
one of an effective, professional -grade device. Frequency response was plotted automatically, using the new
Sound Technology 1500A instrument which although
it is primarily a tape and recorder tester-easily per-

-

forms many of the measurements required for amps,
preamps and other electronic products. In Fig. 1, frequency response is seen to extend out to 29 kHz for an
attenuation of 1.2 dB. By interpolation, we therefore
listed the -1 dB rolloff point at 28 kHz, as opposed to
the 30 kHz quoted by the manufacturer. We suppose if
one wanted to be totally fair, one could say that since
the manufacturer quotes a ±1 dB figure, and since
there were no points in the plot that went to the "plus"
side, the response actually could be described as extending to beyond 30 kHz. On the other hand, we feel that
the intent of a frequency response measurement is to
inform one of when the response begins to roll off or
become attenuated. Thus, our reported figures. In-
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Fig. 1: Peavey Stereo EQ: Frequency response with
controls set to flat.
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cidentally, the scale in Fig. 1 is 2 dB per division.
For the plots in Fig. 2 we used the test set to illustrate the action of the Peavey's low -cut and high -cut
filters. The highest bass curve and the lowest treble
curve correspond to extreme filter settings (high -cut
set fully counterclockwise; low -cut set to maximum
clockwise). The other two curves correspond to mid settings of the two filter controls. For these tests, the 0
dB reference, as indicated by the nomenclature on the
panel, was set at 1 kHz. Note that with the controls set
for extreme cut of bass and of treble. the bass cut
begins at around 350 Hz (for the -3 dB point), while
the treble cut's -3 dB point occurs at around 3.5 kHz.
(The double -vertical lines in the displays of Figs. 1, 2, 3
and 4 are at 100 Hz, 1 kHz and 10 kHz. The single vertical lines are at 20 Hz, 50 Hz, 200 Hz, 500 Hz, 2 kHz, 5
kHz and 20 kHz.)
Figs. 3 and 4 show typical boost and cut action of a
single band control. For Fig. 3 we alternately boosted
and cut the 500 -Hz slider maximally, while for Fig. 4
we adjusted the 8 -kHz control in similar fashion. Ignore the "L" and "R" notations in these displays; they
are simply a convenient way of storing two independent curves on the face of the video screen of the test
setup. However, the dB notation associated with "Land "R in each case are quite correct -that is to say,
we obtained a cut of -11 dB and a boost of 10.4 dB at
500 Hz (Fig. 3), while for the 8 -kHz control we
measured a boost of 9.7 dB and a cut of -11.5 dB.
In Fig. 5 we plotted the response obtained when all of
the band controls were moved to their maximum boost
positions (upper curve), and when they all were moved
downward for maximum cut. Under these additive conditions, for example, at 540 Hz there is maximum boost
capability of 18.2 dB, and maximum cut of 20.2 dB, as
indicated below the graph.
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Fig. 3: Peavey Stereo EQ: Range of control, 500 Hz
octave lever.

General Info: Dimensions are 19 inches wide; 55/q inches high; 75/8 inches deep. Weight: 20 lbs. Price: $299.50.

Individual Comment by L.F.:

Since most of today's graphic equalizers do essentially the same thing
and do it fairly well, I looked for some differences between the typical 10 -band equalizer and this entry from
Peavey. One important difference I noted immediately
was the presence of variable gain controls on the Peavey. These combination gain /attenuator controls (there
is one for each channel so that they can be separately adjusted) provide 15 dB of boost or cut and thus allow
level matching in a wide variety of operating situations.
Installation flexibility is enhanced by the incorporation of both low- impedance unbalanced XLR type and
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Fig. 2: Peavey Stereo EQ: Examples of high- and low
cut filter action.
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Fig. 4: Peavey Stereo EQ: Range of control,
octave lever.
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devices that can prove equally effective in sound reinforcement, recording studio and even home -audio applications. In sound -reinforcement work, for instance,
the availability of the low and high filters allows the
operator to contour the sound of a vocal channel and
still have a quality vocal system with higher output
and without the typical interference from a nearby
drum -set or bass guitar. In home system use, of course,
the filters could help in removing turntable rumble
and /or high- frequency hiss.
As with any quality graphic equalizer, a bit of experimentation is essential. My own experience has shown
that most newcomers to equalizers misuse them at
first. Only later, after they have had a chance to experiment with them at some length, has common sense
prevailed and desired results been obtained. The
Peavey equalizer offers the needed flexibility and controls that one would expect of a unit in its price
category, and it contributes negligible noise and distortion to the system. It is professionally designed and
built, and it should be able to withstand continuous
and rugged use for many years.
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Fig. 5: Peavey Stereo EQ: Range and
all controls are at full boost or cut.

540Hz

response when

high- impedance phone -plug ('/;inch) inputs. Outputs
are low impedance (600 ohms or less), and balanced outputs are provided from a standard XLR male -type connector. I encountered no measurable signal degradation or level loss using a relatively long (in excess of 50
feet) twisted -pair cable from the equalizer to the

Individual Comment by N.E.: I have only one
quibble over this unit: A device that is as well-built and
as versatile as this does merit an instruction manual
that would be more detailed (and illustrated) than the
single sheet with very small type that accompanied my
test sample.

measuring instruments.
I believe the Peavey equalizer is one of those rare

PEAVEY STEREO GRAPHIC EQUALIZER: Vital Statistics

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC
Gain:
Unbalanced output
Balanced output
Input dynamic range:
C 0 dB level setting
15 dB level setting
Output Level:
Unbalanced, 600 ohms
Unbalanced, 10 K ohms
Balanced, 10 K ohms (bal. load)
Balanced, 600 ohms (bal. load)
Balanced, 10 K ohms (unbal. load)
Balanced, 600 ohms (unbal. load)
Equalization range (a 30, 60, 120, 250
500 Hz, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 kHz
Low -Cut filter range /slope
High -Cut filter range /slope
Frequency response L 1 V in.

-

(all controls flattest)
THD
1 V in. (controls flattest)
20 Hz to 20 kHz
1 kHz
Hum and noise (controls flattest)
re: 1.0 V out, unweighted

MANUFACTURER'S SPEC

0

dB

7 V

6.0 V
7.5 V

5V
7V

5.5 V
7.5 V
12.0 V
9.0 V
8.0 V
5.5 V

12 V

8V
7V
5V
-2:15 dB

11 dB (See Fig. 3 & 4)
20-350 Hz/12 dB (See Fig. 2)
3.5 kHz -30 kHz /12 dB (See Fig. 2)

20 -500 Hz /12 dB
5

dB

+6 dB

max
max

kHz- 30kHz/12 dB

20 Hz -30 kHz, ±

1

dB

0.08%
0.02%

29 Hz -28 kHz,

.

1

dB (see Fig.

1)

0.25%
0.014%

80 dB
CIRCLE
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Fender SRA 400 Power Amplifier

General Description: The Fender SRA -400

is a

stereo (two-channel) power amplifier rated for 100
watts output per channel into 8-ohm loads, or 200
watts per channel into 4 -ohm loads. It also may be used
in bridged monophonic mode for power output of 400
watts into an 8 -ohm load. Mono operation into a 4 -ohm
load is not recommended.
A switch at the rear actually provides for three
modes of operation: normal stereo, mono and bridged.
In the mono mode, the SRA -400 remains a two-channel
amplifier but the inputs of each channel are connected
together. The resultant "A plus B" signal then is fed to
both channels thus eliminating the need for a "Y" connector. In bridged mode, the SRA -400 becomes one
400 -watt single-channel amplifier. The input is applied
only to "channel 1" and gain is controlled by the channel 1 attenuator. In this mode, the speaker is connected
across the two "positive" output terminals at the rear.
Built into the amplifier is a two-speed ventilating fan
that runs in low-speed when power is switched on. The
fan goes into high -speed only when heat -sink temperatures rise above 140 degrees Fahrenheit (60 degrees
Centigrade)- which, by the way, it never did during
our tests. The fan is located behind the rear panel and
it vents through the front panel.
The front panel contains two identical stepped attenuator controls, one per channel; and two vertical
LED meters that show output power for each channel.
The attenuators are marked and detented for twentytwo steps. Each of the metering scales has ten LEDs
calibrated downward from 0 dB to -27 dB. The LEDs
are color-coded green, orange and red; the red LEDs indicate full power. The AC off /on switch is at the left.
The panel is fitted with handles and is slotted for standard EIA rack-mounting.

The rear of the amplifier contains the three-position
mode switch already mentioned, plus the inputs, outputs and protective fuses for each channel. Inputs are
quarter -inch phone jacks (unbalanced). Two types of
outputs are provided: quarter -inch jacks and banana
jacks (color-coded binding posts) wired in parallel.

Test Results:

In our tests, the Fender SRA -400 far
exceeded its specifications for power and distortion, as
a glance at our "Vital Statistics" table will show. It
delivered actually 153 watts per channel into 8-ohm
loads for its rated THD of 0.09 percent, and even at the
frequency extremes of 20 Hz and 20 kHz, its power output was well in excess of rated levels, reaching 144
watts before rated distortion occurred. With a 4 -ohm
load, maximum power per channel with each channel
driven was 232 watts as against the 200 watts claimed.
In addition to these available power levels under
static test conditions, it is important to understand the
dynamic headroom results we obtained in our tests.
Precise measurement of this characteristic is a bit difficult since it depends upon observation of the start of
clipping by studying the display on an oscilloscope and
making a visual estimate of signal amplitudes. This
could account for the fact that we measured a dynamic
headroom of 2.5 dB while Fender claims a higher value
of 2.9 dB. Even so, the 2.5 dB figure is awfully good
since it means actually that under short -term musical
signal conditions, this amplifier can deliver unclipped
power peaks of nearly 180 watts. Our figure for
dynamic headroom is referenced to 8-ohm loads. With
4 -ohm loads (and using a 200 -watt -per -channel
reference level) the amp's dynamic headroom is a bit
lower, but it still is high relative to that found on most
power amplifiers of recent vintage.

J
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Fig. 1: Fender SRA -400: Frequency response (vertical
2 dB per division).

sensitivity of display is

General Info: Dimensions are 19 inches wide; 5'/, inches high; 17.3 inches deep. Weight is 43 pounds. Price
is $945.

Individual Comment by L.F.:

The Fender
SRA -400 is specifically described as an amplifier intended for professional sound -reinforcement applications. I never.have been quite sure of what that means.
Is an amplifier "professional" because it has a twospeed thermally switched fan that forces air from the
rear through a tunnel and out the front? Is it professional because it uses sixteen 25 -watt power transistors mounted on more than 6000 square centimeters
of heat -sink area and employs fully complementary circuitry? Is it professional because it incorporates such
protective measures as fact -action speaker fuses, electromagnetic circuit -breakers in the power -supply
primary circuit, over -temperature sensing and output
transistor commutating diodes which make it practically abuse -proof?
All of these features, of course, do contribute to an
amplifier's professional quality, but over the years I
have learned that one person's professional amplifier
can just as easily serve as another person's highfidelity amplifier. In the case of the Fender SRA -400,
my own subjective listening tests were performed with
this amplifier hooked up as a two-channel or stereo
power amp. I can appreciate how simply the unit can
be converted for mono sound or the bridged mode; that
rear switch does it all with no need for internal wiring
changes. I suppose when you get down to it, what
distinguishes this professional amplifier from many

"home" units are its ruggedness and its

"conservative" specifications. Here, after all, is an
amplifier that is rated for 100 watts per channel into 8

ohms and weighs 43 pounds net. (Compare this with
the tiny home -type Carver amplifier- tested last
month -which was rated for 201 watts per channel and
weighed less than 10 pounds!) Both amps sounded fine
to me, but as I reported concerning the Carver amp, it
has what amounts to a warning in its instructions
which clearly tells the user that it is not intended to
take the abuse of "professional use" but is strictly a
home music -system amplifier.
During my listening tests, the temperature inside
the Fender never exceeded the 60 ° C. (140 ° F.) level
which would have shifted the fan into higher speed. As
a result, the sound of the fan was almost imperceptible,
and with the amplifier positioned several feet from my
listening chair, I was not aware of any fan noise at all.
Bass sounded extremely tight and it seemed well damped. Overall tonal balance was excellent with the
amplifier driving my medium-efficiency reference
speaker systems. I did not try bridged operation in the
listening tests although the bridged mode was confirmed in our bench tests.
Certainly one can obtain this much power in an
amplifier costing less than the Fender SRA -400, even
in the professional amp category and certainly in a
home music system amplifier. The question of price
versus performance really boils down to the need (or
lack of it) for uncompromised reliability and the unwillingness to tolerate "down time." If these are criteria
that you must consider when choosing an amplifier for
professional applications, then the Fender SRA -400's
price begins to look less formidable.

Individual Comment by N.E.: Without a doubt,

the Fender SRA -400 possesses the "three Rs" sought
by the professional user: reliability, ruggedness and
roadability. We also might add a fourth "R" -that of
response to audio signals. It should be clear to the
audio -minded by now that the term "professional" as
applied to an amplifier need not imply inferior performance vis -a -vis "home" or "audiophile" type
amplifiers. Just because an amplifier is built "like a
battleship" and offers pro-type connecting and metering facilities need not mean that its "sound" has to
yield anything in the way of accurate reproduction to
other "less built" amplifiers. We have had several
amplifiers through our testing mill that do combine the
desirable attributes of both types of equipment, and
the Fender SRA -400 certainly is one of them. It is
definitely pro -grade equipment and it also performs
like a superior music -system amplifier with wide-range,
low- distortion, crystal -clear sound. The fan's noise is
barely audible when listening up close with no signal
going through the system, but it is completely masked
at signal output levels of about 65 dB /SPL measured at
a listening distance back about 4.5 feet. At a few feet
farther back, the fan's noise level is lower than the ambient noise level of the room itself.
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FENDER SRA400 AMPLIFIER: Vital Statistics

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC

Continuous power per channel
for rated THD, 8 ohms, 1 kHz
4 ohms, 1 kHz
FTC rated Power (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
THD at rated output, 8 ohms, 1 kHz
4 ohms, 1 kHz
8 ohms, 20 Hz
8 ohms, 20 kHz
IM distortion, rated output, SMPTE

MANUFACTURER'S SPEC

LAB MEASUREMENT

100 watts
200 watts

152 watts
232 watts
144 watts

NA
0.09%
0.09%
NA
NA
0.03%
NA
NA

CCIF
IHF

Frequency response at 1 watt
(for -1 dB)
SIN ratio re: 1 watt, "A" wtd, IHF
SIN ratio re: rated output, "A" wtd
Dynamic headroom, IHF (8 ohms)
Damping factor at 50 Hz (8 ohms)
IHF input sensitivity
Input sensitivity re: rated output
Slew rate (volts /microseconds)
Power consumption, idling; maximum

0.0075%
0.012%
0.053%
0.02%
0.013%

<0.03%
<0.05%
10 Hz to 33 kHz
83 dB
100 dB
2.5 dB
130

NA
NA
NA
2.9 dB
130

0.13 volt
1.30 volts

NA
1.28 volts
40
NA; 860 watts
CIRCLE

40
175; 1060

watts

(4

ohms)
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Tapco 7416R
Mixing Console

By John Murphy and Jim Ford

Tapco has recently introduced two new series of
sound reinforcement mixing consoles of which the
7416R is representative. The Series 74 mixers all
feature 4 x 2 x 1 output sections with a choice of 8, 16,
24 or 32 input channels. The 7416R is the 16 -input version from that series. The "R" suffix indicates that the
mixer is equipped with Tapco's new optionally
available "Adjustable Decay Reverb."
Featuring input sections identical to those of the
Series 74 mixers, the Series 72 mixers provide stereo
and mono outputs, lacking only the four channel sub master section of the Series 74 units. The reverberation
option is also available for the Series 72 mixers for an
additional charge of $220.
The packaging of the 7416 is rather compact as the
entire console is only 31y, inches wide. Attractively
stained solid oak end panels add a nice sense of warmth
to the appearance of the mixer. When the unit is placed
on a level surface, the entire top control area slopes
downward toward the operator, providing excellent
visual and manual access to the controls.
The mixer is absolutely loaded with control features
such as: extensive soloing facilities, talkback system,
special provisions for stereo tape input, a headphone
monitoring system, separate effects return to monitor
controls, a selectable pre/post fader auxiliary mix, as
well as channel and sub -group patch points. With this
kind of control flexibility, this could just be a sound -

General Description: Let's now look at the 7416 a

At the very top of the input strip, just above the mic/
line switch, are a pair of y," phone jacks labeled "Send"
and "Return" which make up the channel patch point.
These jacks are wired such that the send and return are
normally connected (i.e., "normalled"). The normal connection is interrupted only when a plug is inserted into
the "return" jack. In terms of the signal flow through
the channel, the patch point is immediately after the
EQ section and just before the channel fader. The
patching connections might typically be used to route
a channel's signal through an outboard signal processor (e.g., compressor, flanger, noise gate, etc.). Additionally, the "sends" can be used as direct outputs for
the channels.
Continuing down the input strip, we see an input trim
control and LED clip indicator just below the mic/line
switch. The rotary trim control adjusts the gain of the
first preamp stage in the channel for both the mic and
line inputs. The clip LED illuminates whenever its
circuitry detects an overload condition anywhere in
the channel.
Below the trim control is a set of three rotary con-

bit closer. First we'll go over one of the sixteen (identical) input sections in detail, then we'll discuss the
sub -group section and the output section.
Each input channel of the 7416 accepts either a mic
input signal or a line input signal. The input connections are made at the rear of the unit directly in line
with the associated input strip. The mic input connection is made by way of a non-locking 3 -pin XLR connector; the line input connector is a 1/4" phone jack. A pushbutton switch at the top of the input strip is used to
select between the mic and line inputs.

trols designated "Aux," "Monitor" and "Effects/
Reverb." These controls are used to set the level of the
channel signal in these various "side- mixes." The
monitor control, for example, is used to set the level of
the channel in the monitor mix that would normally be
returned to the stage through a separate stage monitor
signal chain for the performers to hear. The signal sent
to the monitor mix is taken from a point after the channel EQ but before the channel fader. This allows the
monitor mix to be established independent of the channel faders. The Effects /Reverb send, on the other hand,

man's "dream mixer!"
The 7416R (with optional reverb) is priced at $3,415.
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is taken post -fader so that when a channel fader is pulled down, the effects send from that channel is likewise
reduced in level. The Aux send from the channel can be
either pre- or post- fader, depending on the direction the
control is rotated from its center position detent.
Clockwise rotation provides increasing level of post-

fader send. Counterclockwise rotation from the detent
position provides increasing level of pre-fader send.
This control action provides an extra measure of flexibility in setting up the Aux side-mix by allowing the

DECEMBER 1980

Aux mix to be used as either an extra monitor mix (prefader) or as an additional effects mix (post- fader) or for
anything else the operator can dream up! Each of the
three side-mix controls has an associated master level
control in the output section. In the case of the 7416R,
which is equipped with a built -in reverberation system,
the master Effects/Reverb send is tied directly into the
input of the reverb unit in addition to appearing at the
rear panel effects send jack. The output of the reverb is
tied into the Effects Return A in the output section but
can be defeated (if desired) simply by inserting a plug
in the Effects Return A jack on the rear panel.
The EQ control group is located below the side -mix
controls. The high and low frequency EQ is of the
shelving type with nominal shelving frequencies of 10
kHz and 100 Hz and a range of about ± 18 dB. Midrange frequency control of ±12 dB is switch selectable
between 600 Hz and 3.5 kHz. EQ response curves are
provided at Figures 1 and 2.
Assignment of the channel signal to the sub -group
section is made by way of two push buttons working in

75

conjunction with the channel pan pot. The first assign
switch is labeled "1 -2" and assigns the signal to subgroup pair 1 and 2 when depressed. The channel pan
pot is then used to pan between sub-groups 1 and 2.
Similarly, the second assign switch directs the signal
from the channel to sub -groups 3 and 4. By selecting
the correct combination of assignment and pan-pot setting, the channel signal can be assigned to any individual sub-group or any combination of sub -groups.
Just below the pan pot and above the channel fader
is the channel solo switch which when depressed allows
(post- fader) solo monitoring of the channel signal
without disturbing the main mixer outputs. (According
to Tapco, a simple service center modification would
allow pre-fader solo monitoring if desired.) When any
solo button is depressed, the main stereo output that is
normally fed to the headphone amplifier is temporarily
replaced by the signal (or signals) on the solo bus.
Finally, at the bottom of the input channel is the
channel fader. This is a slide -type level control that
sets the output level of the channel signal being fed to
the sub -groups. All the faders on the 7416 have a travel
of 6 centimeters (a little less than 2y2 inches).
The left -most two-thirds of the console face is occupied by the sixteen input channels. To the right of
the input channels is the sub -group section, while the
stereo/mono output section is located at the far right
end of the mixer. Signals from the input channels are
assigned to the sub -groups where the sub -group faders
are used to adjust the relative group levels. The four
sub -group signals can then be individually panned to
any desired left/right position in the stereo mix.
At the top of the sub-group section are four fluorescent bargraph -type level displays (rather than conventional VU meters), one for each of the sub -groups.
The displays are horizontally oriented and are
calibrated from -20 dB to +8 dB. Below the level indicators are a pair of rotary controls labeled "Stereo
Tape In." One control adjusts the level at which the
stereo tape signal is added into the mixers main stereo
output; the second control varies the left/right balance
of the stereo tape signal.
The board's talkback system allows the operator to
use the rear panel talkback mic input to communicate
( talkback) through any of the main, monitor or aux
mixes. Controls for the talkback system include a
rotary level control and three momentary push buttons
labeled "Mains," "Monitor" and "Aux." These are
located in the sub-group section below the stereo tape
in controls.
Sub -group controls are located at the bottom of the
section and consist of a rotary pan pot, a solo switch
and a fader for each of the four sub -groups.
Addressing our attention now to the output section,
we see at the top another pair of fluorescent bargraph
level indicators which normally monitor the levels at
the left and right main stereo outputs. Depressing a
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Fig. 1: Tapco 7416: High and low frequency Ea
response curves for the mixer.

push button below the bargraphs switches them to indicate the output levels of the mono and solo signals.
Located below the meter switch is an LED indicator
labeled "Phantom Power 24V" which when illuminated, indicates that the built -in microphone phantom powering system is switched on. The Phantom
Power on/off switch is located on the rear panel next to
the main power on/off switch for the mixer. Tapco informs us that by December 1, 1980 the changeover
from the powering of 24 volts to the more widely used
standard of 48 volts will have been achieved.
Master level controls for the Aux, Monitor and Effects /Reverb outputs are neatly organized in a column
above the left stereo master fader along with their
associated solo switches. Across from these master
controls and organized about the right stereo master
are the controls for Effects /Reverb Return A and Effects Return B. For each return there is a level control
and pan pot; additionally, there is a control labeled "To
Monitor" which allows the effects to be returned to the
monitor mix at any level desired.
Immediately above the left stereo master fader is a rotary-type control labeled "Mono Master" which serves
as the master level control for the mixers' mono output.
The mono signal is derived by summing the left and
right stereo master signals. The Mono Master control,
like the faders, has a "Nominal" setting identified by a
heavy white line in the graphics. Tapco suggests that
the faders be used near the nominal positions in order to
obtain the best noise and distortion performance.
The headphone level control is located immediately
above the right stereo master fader along with a pushbutton switch which selects between stereo and mono
operation of the headphone amp. Also, associated with
the headphone controls is a LED indicator labeled
"Solo" which illuminates whenever any solo button is
depressed to indicate that the solo system has interrupted the normal stereo headphone operation.
The left and right stereo master faders at the bottom
of the output section control the overall level of the
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Talk is

Cheap.
While others talk about performance
and reliability, BGW is at work proving
it, day after day after day. That's
why so many pros Depend on BGW.
You already know BGW is preeminent in discos ...recording
studios ...and on the road. Tough,
demanding applications. But, BGW is
chosen for even tougher

assignments.
Consider the 1980 Winter
Olympics. Future Sound, Inc. of
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PA, background mus c and network
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Whiteface Mountain. The four
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because of their proven reliability.
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In fact, the BGW 750 outperforms
Crown's latest amplifier, the PSA -2.
The 750 delivers more power at 4 and
8 ohms, has more output devices,
and uses audibly superior full
complementary circuitry.* One thing
the Crown does have... a higher
price, its 37% higher * And you know
the BGW 750 is dependable. If you
don't know from personal
experience. .. ask the Pope.
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main left and right outputs.
Virtually all of the input and output connections to
the 7416 are made at the rear panel by way of 1/4" phone
jacks. The exceptions to this are the mic inputs to the
channels and for talkback which use 3 -pin XLR connectors, and the stereo tape input connectors which are
phono jacks. At the rear of the sub -group section are
four pairs of normalled sends and returns which make
up the sub -group patch points. There are also four subgroup stacking inputs which allow an external signal to
be summed into the sub -group. One possible use of
these connectors would be to add -in the sub -group outputs of another mixer for "master /slave" operation.
At the rear of the output section are the main output
connectors along with "Solo Audio Out," effects
returns A and B and seven different stacking inputs.
The main outputs are from left to right: "Left ";
"Right "; "Mono "; "Effects Low" -16 dBV level);
"Effects High" +4 dBV level); "Monitor "; and
"Aux." There are stacking inputs for: "Right "; "Left ";
"Solo Audio "; "Solo Control" (for tying the solo
systems of the two mixers together); "Effects ";
"Monitor "; and "Aux." The rear panel also contains
on /off switches for the mixer's main power as well as
the microphone phantom power. There is also an AC
line fuse on the rear panel; and for those mixers equipped with the optional reverb system, there is a rather
large knob for adjusting the reverb decay time. The
reverb, by the way, is a spring-type unit.

Fig. 3: Tapco 7416: Response of the reverberation

section to pink noise.

(

(

Field Test:

In order to give the 7416 a thorough
field test, we used it on a job where we had contracted
to provide a mono mix as the audio portion of a group's
video taped performance. We miked the group with a
total of fourteen microphones and took direct sends
from the bass and electric piano using direct boxes.
This gave us a total of sixteen inputs thereby making
use of the total input capability of the 7416.
Bass and drums were assigned to sub -group 1, leads
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Fig. 2: Tapco 7416: Mid frequency EQ response
curves for full boost /cut and half boost /cut.
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to group 2, piano and rhythm guitar to group 3 and
vocals to group 4. The patch point on channel 1 (bass)
was used to process the bass through an outboard corn pressor. Similarly, the entire group 2 (leads) was processed through a compressor by way of the sub-group
patch point; the vocal group was also compressed in
this manner. A monitor signal was returned to the
musicians in the studio so that they could hear vocals,
electric piano and rhythm guitar. Reverberation was
used primarily on the vocals but also on the fiddle and
some guitar leads. The master mono output was sent to
the video control room and also to a power amp driving
our monitor loudspeaker. Solos were monitored over a
headset driven from the 7416's headphone amp.
We were extremely pleased with not only the performance and operational convenience of the 7416 but
also with the reduction in set -up and tear-down time it
provided in comparison to the system we normally use.
(We typically interconnect two smaller mixers and use
an outboard reverb.) All in all, the day's taping session
went quite smoothly and our job was easier than ever,
thanks to the 7416.
After using the new Tapco mixer, we are highly enthusiastic over the convenience and control flexibility
it brings to sound reinforcement mixing. About the only criticism we could come up with concerns the knobs.
It was not quite as easy as we would have liked to
visually determine the settings of the rotary controls,
the EQ in particular, because the knobs are black. Zeroing out the EQ, or even making EQ adjustments in a
dimly lighted environment could lead to errors. A
white line or dot on the top of these knobs would greatly improve things.
We also put the unit through our usual listening test
by patching it into our reference system and listening
to a variety of high-quality discs. We made A/B comparisons by alternately switching the mixer in and out
of the listening chain and are pleased to report that we
observed no sonic problems, just good clean audio.
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KELSEY'S

"Theory of Evolution"
PRO -CLUB +3,STAGEMIX, PRO- 4 /3,PRO -TOUR 8 /3,SOUNDPRISM_

PRO-TOUR
PRO -CLUB
PRO 4/2
PRO +3

20/20

-

MIXMASTER_
1968

1973

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

INTRODUCING THE 1980 SERIES BOARDS!
PRO-CLUB+ 3 SERIES

$925. to $2700. (list) 6 to 24 channels of professional performance. Features balanced outputs, stereo or
mono outputs with 2 submasters, built-in reverb.

STAGEMIX+ 4 SERIES

$1400. to $2800. (list) 8 to 24 channel monitor board. Features 4 discrete output mixes and solo. Eliminates

PRO -4/3 SERIES

$2800. to $4600. (list) 12, 16, or 24 channels. 2 true stereo subs with stereo and mono outs or four mono subs
and a mono out. External supply. Flawless performance.

PRO -TOUR 8/3 SERIES

$3100. to $7800. (list) 8 to 32 channels. Modular and expandable. Four true stereo subs with simultaneous
four track mixdown. Stereo and mono outs. Built -in talkback system.

SOUNDPRISM SERIES

$5900. to $16900. (list) 8 to 48 channels. Modular and expandable. Four and eight track outputs,
busses. Automated zoom monitor system, full patch bay. Unmatched flexibility.

need for stagebox and splitter transformers.
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main mix

All Kelsey Boards are furnished with a fiberglass SMF Roadcase.

KELSEY

Always Ahead of our Time

DALLAS MUSIC INDUSTRIES 150 Florence Ave.. Hawthorne, N.J. 07506
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(201) 423 -1300

Lab Test: We performed a thorough lab evaluation
of the 7416 and found nothing to detract from our enthusiasm over it. Detailed results of the tests can be
found in the "Lab Test Summary" below. Both the mic
and line inputs had more than adequate gain and headroom to accommodate any input signal they are likely
to encounter. Likewise, the output levels +4 dBV
nominal, +21 dBV maximum) are sufficient to interface with any loads likely to be encountered.
The noise performance was good. Equivalent input
noise was about -126 dBV and the output noise varied
from about -66 dBV to -56 dBV depending on how
many channels are assigned. The worst case noise -56
dBV) is still 60 dB below the mixer's "0" level +4 dBV).
Distortion performance was very good at about
.006% THD across the audio spectrum. However, we
did notice that the THD increases whenever a solo button is depressed or the headphone level control is turned past about a one o'clock setting. With the headphone level full up the THD was measured as about
0.4% across the spectrum. While Tapco doesn't consider the one o'clock setting one that would be reached
under typical operating conditions, they are, as of
December 1, 1980, improving the performance.
Because of the unit's good high- frequency design
(the small signal bandwidth is less than the power
bandwidth) we were unable to measure its slew rate
limit. We could, however, observe output signal
velocities as high as 10.5 volts per microsecond which
indicates that the slew rate limit is at least that value.
This excellent slewing performance is the result of Tap co's design engineers' choosing one of the new
"BIFET" -type of integrated circuit operational
amplifiers for use throughout both the Series 74 and
the Series 72 mixers. The normalized slew rate limit of
at least 0.81 (volts per microsecond per volt) is among
the highest we've seen and is well above the minimum
of 0.5 recommended' for freedom from slewing induced
distortion. Indeed, the 7416 is virtually "slew-proof."
We found that the owner's manual supplied with the
unit did a good job of explaining the operation of the
mixer. An applications section provides hints for making good use of the sub -group facilities. The discussion
of the built -in phantom powering system includes lists
of those microphones which are and are not compatible
with the 24 -volt phantom power.
(

(

(

LAB TEST SUMMARY
(Note: 0 dBV = .775 Vrms)

Input Levels
Mic Input:
Minimum input level for "0" level indication with
input channel trim and fader at maximum (sub masters and stereo masters at nominal settings):
-72.0 dBV
Maximum mic input level before clipping: + 7.19 dBV
Line Input:
Minimum line input level for "0" level indication with
input channel trim and fader at maximum:
-51.43 dBV
Maximum line input level before clipping:
± 26.37 dBV

Output Levels
(at main stereo output)

For "0" level indication = +4.0 dBV
Maximum output level before clipping: +21.06 dBV

Noise Performance
(Note: 20 kHz bandwidth, 150 ohm source,
unweighted)
Equivalent Input Noise:
125.9 dBV
With no channels assigned and the sub-masters and
stereo masters at the nominal setting, noise at the
output is: -71.8 dBV.
With one input channel assigned and set for " -40"
input and the channel fader and all output faders
at nominal, noise at the output is:
66.5 dBV.
With four channels assigned as above, noise at the
output is: -63.4 dBV.
With eight channels assigned as above, noise at the
output is: 59.9 dBV.
With sixteen channels assigned as above, noise at
the output is:
56.3 dBV.

-

-

-

-

Distortion Performance
(THD plus noise at + 10 dBV output level,
solo off, headphone level at minimum)
Frequency
THD & Noise
100 Hz
500 Hz
2

kHz

10 kHz

Conclusion: After a thorough evaluation we feel
confident in recommending Tapco's new 7416R (and
the entire Series 74/72 line) in almost any sound reinforcement or recording application. We are particularly
impressed by the unit's extensive control features and
its excellent performance on the test bench.

20 kHz

.0088%
.0078%
.0059%
.0057%
.0059%

Frequency Response: ± 1 dB 20 -20 kHz
Bandwidth: ( -3 dB points): 10 Hz to 51.5 kHz
Power Bandwidth: greater than 51.5 kHz
Slew Rate Limit: at least 10.5 volts per microsecond
Normalized slew rate limit (see text): at least 0.81
volts per microsecond per volt

REFERENCE
'W. G. Jung, M. L. Stephens, C. C. Todd, An Overview of
SID and TIM, Part II," Audio, LXIII (July 1979), 38-47.
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You've

got

an ATM
Instrument
Microphone
System.

You're on stage to make music,
. not noise. But most microphones
will respond to everything that hits them.
Including noise coming through the
mike stand. Except these new ATM
microphone systems. Because each of
these specially-designed instrument mikes
includes a very effective shock mount
and a windscreen.
Even if you're on a "bouncy"
stage, you needn't tiptoe when an ATM
microphone system is at work.
Distracting noises are reduced ...not
amplified. Including floor resonances
from speakers nearby. Or the clunks
when you raise or lower the mike. All
the audience hears is your chops.
But a great microphone system is
not just a shock mount or a piece of
foam. At the heart of our systems are

three superb studio - quality microphones:
a unidirectional dynamic, a unidirectional
condenser and an omni condenser. Road
tough? Of course. But with response
specially tailored with uncanny accuracy
for instrument reproduction.
With these ATM microphones a
trumpet is bright, not strident. Trombone
is dark but not murky. Reeds are full
but not thick. And drums are crisp and
clean, not fuzzy or thumpy. For two
important reasons.
First, frequency response is smooth
and peak-free and extends well beyond
the limits of your instrument. So the
balance between overtones and fundamental isn't distorted. And one part of
your range isn't favored over another.
Second, and equally important is
our wide dynamic range ... designed

to capture and amplify all of yours.
It's almost impossible to overblow our
ATM dynamic, for instance. And our
electrets will handle up to 130 dB with
ease. So your fff crescendo won't come
out just ff.
Great sound and no distractions.
The best possible way to start your
sound system working for you. ATM
Instrument Microphone Systems are
waiting for you at leading pro music
dealers everywhere. Kick up your heels!
AUDIO -TECHNICA U.S., INC.,
1221 Commerce Drive, Dept. 120MR,
Stow, Ohio 44224. In Canada: Audio
Specialists, Inc., Montreal, P. Q.

audio technica.
Great sound right from the s'art!

Model ATM1OSM

Omnidirectional
Fixed- Charge
Condenser

Model ATM11SM
Unidirectional
Fixed- Charge
Condenser
Model ATM21SM

Unidirectional
Moving Coil
Dynamic
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All systems Include
microphone, stand mount,
shock mount, foam windscreen,
and carrying case.

Reviewed By:

n
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PAUL WARREN & EXPLORER: One Of
The Kids. [Peter Coleman, producer;
Doug Schwartz, engineer; recorded,
mixed and mastered at MCA Whitney
Studios, Glendale, Ca.] RSO Records
RS -1 -3076.

Performance: Impressive PowerPop
Recording: Captured simply

It's going to get harder and harder to
break from the pack of new New Wave
groups. Paul Warren & Explorer may
be just another anonymous name, and
a band with much the same attitude
and energy that supposedly distinguishes a lot of debuting rock bands of
late. But do they really have that
something extra?
Well, they may have a hit song possibility or two hidden in this package.
The opening title track features Paul,
now heading into his late 20's, setting
himself up as "just one of the kids,"
defying convention and authority:
"But I will stand upon my head /hold
my breath till my face is turning red./
That's my answer for all of your intellect." Plausible? Maybe not, but the
tune is a catchy "My Generation" type
anthem that might rally singles buyers
if this selection was released as a 45.
The very next cut, "Takin' Her
Back," shows that Warren has listened
to the Elvis Costello /Buddy Holly connection, and maybe some Cars along
the way. It's a potent pop tune of simple teen values, but the thumping, neorockabilly hook is undeniably there.
Warren comes close to this kind of ap82

nn

peal on side one's closing "Suzanne"
and side two's opener, "You Can't
Touch Her."
"The Others," and other cuts, maintain most of the electricity, but begin
to sound more typically rock. "Kiss Me
Chrissy" even has some chorus
changes that remotely resemble the
classic "Do You Wanna Dance."
Elsewhere, the tunes are not always
total grabbers, but the band is instrumentally tight and bursting with
basic New Rock energy. Although all
four of these guys hail from hard
rockin' Detroit, they have been scuffling together on the L.A. scene for over
two years now. As a local band without
a label, they were impressive enough to
land a spot on Midnight Special.
Peter Coleman and RSO picked up
on Explorer, capturing their sound
simply, without any special sparkle ...
like The Commander does with his
troops. One Of The Kids attempts the
increasingly difficult crossover between New Wave and Hard Rock ... a

ROBERT HENSCHEN
NAT HENTOFF
JOE KLEE
STEVE ROW
STAN SOOCHER

plucky attitude copped on one hand,
dual lead guitars on the other.
Listeners without preconceptions may
find themselves enjoying Paul Warren
& Explorer; others may want them to
play one role or the other.
Audiophiles will appreciate a little
trivia about Warren, who has worked
as a studio guitarist on over 30 albums,
including "Papa Was A Rolling Stone"
by The Temptations. He toured with
acts like Rare Earth, The Funkadelics,
and Pacific Gas & Electric, was a member of Ray Manzarek's Nite City band,
and named his group after the 1958
Gibson Explorer guitar that he plays
to this day.
Not willing to deny either his past or
his future, Paul describes his current
band's sound by saying that "it combines the passion of the 50's, the idealism of the 60's and the reality of the
70's to explore and define the sound of
the 80's. If they can indeed accomplish
all of that, they deserve a hit record.
R.H.

PAUL WARREN AND EXPLORER: Using yesterday's tricks to define the '80s.
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

Britain's Allen &Heath Introduce
a new dimension to mixers with
The A &H 16 -4 -2

Allen is Heath
Brenell Limited
Pembroke House,
Campsbourne Road, Hornsey,
London IV8 7PT
Tel. 01 -340 -3291 Telex 267727
East Coast: Audio Marketing Ltd.
652 Glenbrook Road, Stamford,
Connecticut. 06906. Tel. toll free (800)2432598
West Coast: ACIIFilmways Pro -Audio Sales,
7138 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, California. 90046
Tel. (213) 851 7172
Canada: White Electronic Development Corporation (1966! Ltd.
6300 Northam Drive, Malton, Ontario L4V H7, Canada
1

Tel. 1416) 676 -9090
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INSTITUTE OF

AUDIO/VIDEO
ENGINEERING

SOUND BOX
SELLS ONLY THE
REAL THING

THE ROLLING STONES: Emotional
Rescue. [The Glimmer Twins, producers; Chris Kimsey, associate producer and engineer; recorded at
Pathe- Marconi Studio, Paris, France,

IN

Compass Point Studio, Nassau,
Bahamas, and the Rolling Stones
Mobile.] Rolling Stones Records

PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO GEAR
AT
DON'T PANIC
PRICES

OFFERING DIPLOMA PROGRAMS IN

RECORDING ENGINEERING

VIDEO ENGINEERING
CONCERT SOUND
REINFORCEMENT AND

MAINTENANCE
RECORD PRODUCTION

Order Your Free
1981 Catalog
Call Toll Free For
Orders and Info

Two In -House State -Of- The -Art
24 -Track Recording Studios

Faculty Members Are Leading
Recording Industry Professionals

1- 800 -638 -6050

Internship /Placement Assistance

MD

RESIDENTS

Professional Working Environment

(301)

881 -2663

PHONE ORDERS
ACCEPTED

Write or Call for Brochure

t

INSTITUTE OF AUDIO /VIDEO ENGINEERING
1831 Hyperion Ave.
Hollywood, California, U.S.A. 90027
(213) 666 -3003

P.O. BOX 2094
ROCKVILLE, MD 20852
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NO OVERLOAD.
NO MATTER WHERE
YOU USE IT.
In- studio or on- location
from a whisper to the
roar of a full -blown rock

concert, nothing can
overload our MD 421.
Nothing.

SEIVN1EISER
ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

1J West 37th Street. New York, NY 10018

(212) 239 -0190
Manufacturing Plant' Bissendorf+(annover. West Germany
1980, Sennheiser Electronc Corporation (N Y.)

COC16015.

Performance: Sizzles
Recording: Calculated raunch

"You've got all these idiots who review
rock & roll
can't read them. All
these people who try to read so much
into the music, read things into it that
aren't there. It's totally phony, isn't it,
because I know that the things they
read into it aren't there."
When Mick Jagger recently told this
to Rolling Stone reporter Chet Flippo,
the idea of reviewing a Rolling Stones'
record seemed a bit silly. (Don't it
make you wanna go home, Mick ?) But
the Rolling Stones have been recording
great rock & roll for nearly two decades
now and it would be "idiotic" to ignore
the fact that Emotional Rescue, their
latest release, stands up easily to their
best work. Two years ago, Some Girls
represented an energetic resurgence
for the band after a mid- seventies
slump, and Emotional Rescue stubbornly retains the fresh vital impact of
Some Girls.
At the heart of the Stones' sound is
the commanding presence of Charlie
Watts' gunshot snare drum. (It's the
first sound we hear on the album.) Of
all the drummers of the sixties' British
Invasion (blok! blok!), Watts utilized
his simple power most effectively to
anchor the band (blok!). Throughout
much of Emotional Rescue Watts'
drumming is mixed louder than
anything else. Rhythm and lead guitar
parts quiver nervously, appear and
disappear, but Watts churns on.
The Rolling Stones are masters of
the frantic mix. "Summer Romance,"
for example, sounds quickly thrown
together with the lyrics mixed too low
and lead guitar notes jumping in where
rhythm guitars should be -and vice
versa. You believe that rats scurrying
in and out of subway tracks could have
done better. But, according to Keith
Richards, the Stones are now spending
long stretches of time perfecting (imperfecting?) the mix, creating a myriad
of guitar tones, adding and subtracting
reverb from Watts' snare, and preserving the sass in Jagger's vocals.

-I
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UNEQUALIZED RESPONSE
The state -of- the -art in compression
drivers has reached a new high.

Pure Beryllium Diaphragms and surrounds that are extremely lightweight
and rigid result in unsurpassed high
frequency response and sensitivity. They
are bonded to edgewound voice coils
capable of withstanding temperatures of
up to 400°C (752° F).
Computer -Aided Design and Laser
Holographic Analysis have provided the
flattest response and phase uniformity,
giving the TD -4001 unprecedented
intelligibility.

Precision Machining and Assembly of
the highest quality materials result in
dependable, predictable performance.

The TD -4001 driver meets the requirements of the uncompromising professional. For additional information,
contact:
J

Technical
Audio Devices

A division of U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.
142 Redneck Ave., Moonachie, N.J. 07074
(201) 440 -8234 - Telex: 133484 PIONERUSA MOON

INDEPENDENT LABORATORY TEST
AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
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Perennial Stones' session players
like Ian Stewart and Nicky Hopkins on
piano, Bobby Keys on saxophone, and
Sugar Blue on harmonica handle many
of the instrumental passages on Emotional Rescue. Yet. Mick Jagger contributes guitar and piano fills, Keith
Richards plays piano, and Ron Wood
picks steel guitar. Keith's vocal on the
bleary-eyed love/ hate lament "All
About You" provides the album's
most touching moment. Someone
somewhere may need the emotional
help of Mssrs. Jagger, Richards, etc.,
but if the Stones are in need of any
rescue, it certainly isn't musical. S.S.

THE BACKWOODS BAND: Jes' Fine.
[Backwoods Band, producers; Barney
Cole, ergineer; recorded and mixed at
Calf Audio, Ilthaca, N.Y.] Rounder 0128.

Performance: Jes' fine, but a little
too slick sometimes
Recording Nothing spectacular, but
it's all there

I admit I've always been a sucker for
string band music from the old -timey
DECEMBER 1980

bands like Gid Tanner's and Charlie
Poole's right through to the Western
Swing bands like Bob Wills'. I've
heard a lot of attempts to revive string
band music and I always felt the New
Lost City Ramblers, on Folkways, did
the best job -at least until they lost
the services of Tom Paley -so I guess
that's ancient history too. There's
nothing like the sound of an unashamed country fiddler or two with a
rock -solid guitar, banjo and mandolin
background. Sometimes when these
kids fresh out of Juilliard or the Boston
Conservatory get hold of this music it
comes out too clean. That's really the
problem here: Everybody plays and
sings correctly but a bit too correctly.
The major exception is Eric Thompson, whose singing of "Rocks and
Gravel" has the proper mountain
flavor. Even though I miss the roughness of a Clarence Ashley or a Clayton
McMitchen, there's still a lot to be said
for a band that plays music like this
and plays it well, if one isn't too turned
off by the singing of Susie Rothfield
who sings like a studio singer -doing
the job expertly yet without much
commitment or enthusiasm.

The recording is done well enough,
perhaps it could have been mixed a little brighter, but then that's more a
matter of personal taste.

J.K.
QUEEN: The Game. [Produced by
Queen; engineered and co- produced
by "Mack, "; recorded June & July,
1979, February and May, 1980 at Mu-

sicland

Studios,

Munich.]

Elektra

5E -513.

Performance: Anglican chorale, meet
rock and roll
Recording: Approaching state of the
art?
I simply cannot conceive of Queen as
concert band, although the attendance figures and mass adulation certainly seems to attest to the fact that it
a

numbers among a handful of universally popular rock groups. The reason I
can't imagine the band as a concert
band is because it is such an impressive studio band. Too, last year's
double "live" album left me with a
ringing in my eardrums that overpowered any true music the band was

ASINGER'S DREAM!

NOISE

ocr.. ?, '141... * -46.

GATE

GT-4
The remarkably simple

optical noise gate that
contributes no noise or
distortion to your
signal, occupies
3/4" of rack
only
space and costs

REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS
The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove
most or virtually all of a solo vocalist from a standard
stereo record and yet leave most of the background
music untouched! Not an equalizer! We can prove it
works over the phone. Write 'For a brochure and demo
record below.
COST: $249.00

YOU SHOULD

1

only $395.00 for
four channels.

SEE US

Studio Echo/Reverb
Tape Noise Reduction
Parametric Equalization
Electronic Crossovers
Comp /Limiters

For:

.'.'.

'E'..' __.:::
To get the
lull story and
a

list

of

eus call or

deal
write

OMNI CRAFT INC.
RT.

4

Box

40

«..

LOCKPORT, IL.

.

:

i

if

::.
::: O.:. :.

e':

l.W.R..l.:

60441
815 -838 -1285

:

::::,.

.ea

We manufacture a full line of high quality audio and
recording ecuiprient. You will probably have to pay
twice as much elsewhere to obtain comparable quality.
Only Direct Sales make our prices and quality possible.
Send $1 fo- a 20 page brochure and 20 minute
demonstration record.

0MNI CRAFT

Sound,
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IASHLY1

Write to: LT
Decatur, GA 30031.

Dept. MR,

P.O. Box 729,
(404) 284 -5155

HAS A CROSSOVER FOR YOU
SC-70
249 List

SC-80
349 List

SC-22
290 List

SC-77
429 List

Ashly provides the widest selection of electronic crossovers in the industry. Your
choice of stereo two -way, stereo three -way, mono three -way. and mono four -way.
All with balanced inputs, input level controls, individual output level controls,
tunable crossover points, adjustable rolloff controls. arid peak overload lites. Add
Ashly's rugged 16 gauge steel box and two year warranty and ycu have an
unbeatable package. Ashly Electronic Crossovers
designed and built by people
who still care about quality and reliability.

-

For more information see your Ashly dealer or
Call

or write

f ASHLY

Ashly Audio Inc.
Customer Service
100 Fernwood Ave.
Rochester, N.Y. 1'4621
(716) 544.5191
Toll Free (800) 828.6308 (except N.Y.S.)
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trying to play.
Some critics have lashed out at this
group as holding its audience in utter
contempt. I am not one of those, because I believe there is some merit in
Queen's rock and roll. Self -indulgence
and pretentiousness aside, this group
can make some fine contemporary
music, and Queen recordings generally
are top- notch.
The Game shows Queen in fine form.
From the appealing title track to the
eminently hummable chorus in "Sail
Away Sweet Sister" to the searing
guitar licks throughout the album, this
latest effort by the British quartet is a
good example of English art-rock, with
the slightest dash of pop and punk
thrown in for good measure.
The usual hallmarks of a Queen
record all are here -Brian May's guitar
work is as angrily insistent, thick and
hot as ever; Freddie Mercury's singing
combines the qualities of an adolescent
English choir boy and a preening dandy; and the rhythmic underpinning by
bassist John Deacon and drummer
Roger Taylor churns forward in the
heavy selections, and offers proper
backbeat for the lighter selections.
Something new has been added this
time out, however. This album marks
the first time that a synthesizer has
become a part of the instrumental
backing, and though the group doesn't
go overboard on its use, the Oberheim
OBX does pop up now and again to
provide a different musical and sonic
texture for the material.
The recording of this album is extremely well done. The opening track,
"The Game," begins with white noise
and features good blends of vocal and
instrumental parts. Taylor's drumming on "Dragon Attack" moves fluidly from one channel to the other, while
May's guitar work also switches back
and forth between channels. The overdubbed a cappella chorus in this cut,
and the use of feedback, also come
across well.
Other techniques (some might call
them tricks) include the well controlled
swell of massed guitars and synthesizer ( "Another One Bites the
Dust," which has a rhythm line that
sounds as if it had been borrowed from
the Grateful Dead's "Shakedown
Street"), and the evocative rockabilly
sound, with echo effect, in "Crazy Little Thing Called Love."
The band manages to cover a number of musical bases with the cuts on
the album, too. "Need Your Loving
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

UNEQUALED PERFORMANCE
Powerful Alnico Ring Magnets; select high
purity materials and precise machiring
tolerances produce the strong linear fields
necessary for demanding applications.

Computer-Aided Design and Laser Hclographic Analysis enabled the production of
true linear piston motion assuring low dis:ortion and controlled response. The resulting
sound is smooth and uncolored at levels in
excess of 120dB at one meter.

High Power Voice Coils edgewound on

fjur

inch heat resistant glass fiber bobbins assure
long -term dependability.

Motel TL -1601

is

recommended where f-gh

level, low frequency sound is required.

Model TL -1602 offers a carbon fiber blended
cone and a wide 21 to 2000Hz bandwidth
The TAD 15 INCH loudspeaker meets the
requirements of the uncompromising prozessional. For additional information, contact

Í rA, i

Technical
Audio Devices

A division of U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.
142 Redneck Ave., Moonachie, N.J. 07074
(201) 440 -8234 - Telex: 133484 PIONERUSA MOON
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Tonight" and the opening of "Rock It
(Prime Jive)" both recall 1960's rock
and roll, and yet "Prime Jive" also has
a foot in the new wave or punk style of
today. The Beatles come in for a dig in
the lazily slow "Yeah, yeah, yeah"
lines from "Coming Soon," and there is
a rhythm -and -blues feel to the R -rated
"Don't Try Suicide."
But it's the treatment of the vocal in-

strument(s) that comes across the best
here. One almost suspects that somewhere, in the back of the group's collective consciousness, resides an English
church choir waiting to break out. Or
so it seems, when listening to the incredibly tight, soaring harmonies (presumably all by Mercury, overdubbed).
The blend of vocals and guitars in
Queen is unique, or close to it.

Lyrically, the material is a mixed bag
of Meaningful and Playful and Important and Pretentious. Perhaps form
over substance is the best description.
But the lads could probably rhyme

"moon" with "June," give it their
patented approach, and make it almost
palatable. This is one of Queen's better
releases, one of its most interesting,
and one of its best sounding. If no new
ground is broken here, at least the
ground that has been broken before
hasn't dried up yet.
S.R.

MINGUS DYNASTY: Chair in The Sky.
[Ilhan Mimaroglu, producer; Mike
Moran, engineer; recordec at RCA
Recording Studio A. New York, N.Y.,
July 9 -10, 1979.] Elektra 6E -248.

Performance: Fitting tribute
Recording: Fitting quality

QUEEN: Breaking new ground without abandoning the old.
DECEMBER 1980

The late, great Charles Mingus has
been eulogized at length since his

CREATE ANY
e
RHYTHM pwd

GUARANTEED
FIVE YEARS

enoi

PRO[ iRRinI T:E 4
DRl1M SET
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TYPE 85 FET DIRECT BOX

ó`

....

.

SPEAKER

p

MIC OUTPUT

Our popular Programmable Drum Sets. simple
rogramming system allows even first time users
o structure bass. lum, snare, woodblock and
lave sounds into any rhythm in any time
ignature. Versatile memory organization
.provides simultaneous storage of two separate
rhythm patterns each with its own bridge rhythm.
Bridges are activated from either the control
panel touch plate or optional foot switch and are
t automatically synchronized to the main rhythm.
Improved memory circuitry lets the "save"
mode hold rhythm patterns for over one year while
battery life for normal operation has been
extended to several hundred hours.
In easy to assemble kit or fully assembled.

OPEN

/y

F

r

(

)

L(

TYPE 85 FET
DIRECT BOX
If it fails or you manage to
break it within five years of
the date of original purchase, we will fix or replace
it no questions asked. That
says a lot about the way we

shipping enclosed.
Send #3750 'Drum Set Assembled, $154.95
plus $3 shipping enclosed.
Send Free Catalog.
Name:
Address:

State:_

VISA.

_._MC:_
BMAELECTRONICS.

`J

ONO

Send #3750 'Drum Set Kit, $89.95 plus $3

City.

PIN I

build them.

Zip:

Card No.

COUNTRYMANpASSOCIATES INC.

OEPT.12M.1020 W WILSHIRE.OKLA CIT

T. OR

73116
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ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST DEALERS

PRO AUDIO
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death nearly two years ago, but the
memories are far from tiresome. This
particular grouping, which gigs in
various incarnations throughout the
East, is comprised of musicians who
lived and breathed their music fire
alongside Mingus in some of the
greatest Jazz Workshop bands: John
Handy (alto sax); Joe Farrell (tenor
sax); Jimmy Owens (trumpet, flugelhorn); Jimmy Knepper (trombone);
Don Pullen (piano); Charlie Haden
(bass); and Danny Richmond (drums).
An impressive lineup on paper, and
on disc as well. Together they tackle
three older Mingus standards and
three of his more recent collaborations
with Joni Mitchell. "Boogie Stop Shuffle," an upbeat oldie from the classic
Mingus Ah Um LP, kicks the disc off
with the hustling feel of rush hour, the
combined horns honking out a hectic
head arrangement that leads to soloing
at length. The title track is a sad beautiful ballad with more noteworthy
solos. Then side one closes out with
"My Jelly Roll Soul," an almost comical return to earlier jazz forms, with
Owens using a beer bottle for a
plunger.
"Sweet Sucker Dance" is a swinging
new ballad with particularly excellent
work by Farrell and Knepper. Haden's
sneaky bass intro to "The Dry Cleaner
From Des Moines" soon revs up into a
blowing chart where everyone gets a
turn to shine. Handy is loose, Pullen is
Powellesque, and there are some exciting trades between sax and trumpet.
The legendary "Goodbye Porkpie
Hat" is the album's fitting finale, probably Mingus' best known composition, and one that takes on additional
meaning since his passing. Farrell is
again aggressively soulful here, and
Pullen's piano playing profound.
Chair In The Sky is a nicely recorded
album with some excellent musicianship on solid tunes. Perhaps the
physical presence of a man like Mingus
would have energized the session even
more, and that's one reason to recommend some of the new reissues -like
Mingus At Antibes (Atlantic) and
Nostalgia In Times Square (Columbia)
-over the Dynasty album. Then again,
almost any Mingus offering will do.
R.H.
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ERIC GALE: The Best Of Eric Gale.
[Bob James, Ralph MacDonald, producers; Joe Jorgensen, Don Puluse,
Richard Alderson, Ed Rakowicz,
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engineers; recorded at Columbia Re-

cording Studios,

Media Sound,

Rosebud Recording, A &R Recording,
and Sound Mixers, New York, N.Y.]

Columbia JC 36363.

CUSTOM RECORD PRESSING
you need high quality custom pressings on your next job, give us a
call. We can handle your problems on Mastering, Plating, Labels, JackIf

ets,

and Pressing.

Performance: Glossy but good
Recording: Polished

Columbia is eking more mileage out
of their 70's jazz favorites by putting
out a new "best of" series featuring
Return To Forever, Mahavishnu Or-

chestra, Tony Williams, Tom Scott,
and Stan Getz .. quality crossover
product even if the selections
sometimes seem limited in scope. You
don't adequately cover Chick Corea or
John McLaughlin in six or eight cuts.
One real sleeper in Columbia's
catalog, though, has to be Eric Gale.
Widely recognized as a session
guitarist extraordinaire, and a member
of the funky New York studio group
Stuff, Gale has a unique background
that enables him to write and play
noteworthy music amidst so much
"formula." His parents were from the
Caribbean, Eric was raised in
Brooklyn, and he broke in playing support for R &B groups like The Drifters,
Marvin Gaye, Aretha Franklin, and
dozens more. He's got that funky
sound zinging through his strings, but
he's heard Bird and Pres and Wes too.
The Eric Gale guitar can definitely
testify, and does so on almost every
passage here.
For the most part, tunes like "Ginseng Woman" and "De Rabbit" are
epitomes of the jazz studio "product,"
all -star casting for catchy -if less than
spontaneous- compositions. The feel
is hip, but improvisation is secondary
and limited largely to the leader. Cuts
as spiffy as "Ginseng Woman" and
"De Rabbit" may initially come off as
homogenized pop, but the grooves
developed therein can be as irresistable
as the melodies are commercial.
Slightly grittier are "Let-Me- Slip -Itlatter stages of a haunting "Red
Ground," with Grover Washington on
tin whistle. Even less adorned is
"Trio," a basic blues that Gale cut with
Charles Earland on organ and Idris
Muhammed on drums. The album-closing "Oh! Mary Don't You Weep" is
pretty soulful too, with a full -blown
gospel choir singing the spiritual while
Gale sermonizes on electric guitar.
The songs Gale does on his solo efforts are more expansive and colorful
than the tight R &B tunes his Stuff is

For

information write:

The Record Factor
10120 Marble Court, Cockeysville, Maryland 21030* (301) 628 -2920
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Ursa Major Is a Sound Improvement
If you work with dose-miked sound sources, the Ursa Major SPACE
STATION " is one of the most creative sound processing tools you can

own. This innovative new digital reverb system adds warmth and body to
speaker's voice, enhances both live and recorded
music, and generates special effects that range
from the subtle to the exotic. Unlike simple delay
units, the SPACE STATION incorporates a proprit
etary Multi -Tap Digital Delay algorithm, in which a
digital RAM can be tapped at more than 20 locaik
tions at once. With this feature, you can simulate an almost endless variety of reverberant
spaces, from tiny rooms to parking garages
and concert halls.
Check out the SPACE STATION soon.
For reverberation quality and variety, for
special effects features, and for price,
the SPACE STATION is the best
sound improvement you can make..
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prone to jam on. If you're turned off by
polished, accessible pop -jazz, you may

o`GaaQ

d9
O
ZQ

lump Eric Gale in the Bob James
School of Music simply by means of
past associations. But beneath the cosmetics, this fine guitarist still plays
with feeling and writes with an open
mind.
R.H.
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ALL YOU NEED IS EARS
The memoirs of modern recording genius George Martin.
George Martin is the most famous producer in the music business. Working with
such diverse stars as Judy Garland, the Bee Gees, Ella Fitzgerald, Cheap Trick, and
The Beatles, he has constantly set new standards for the recording industry and

redefined the relationship between artist and producer.
Now, in ALL YOU NEED IS EARS, Martin details his amazing career in the
vanguard of modern recording... from the early days when wax was the medium,
78 was the speed, and an echo chamber was a small tiled room... to the advent of
revolutionary digital reproduction. His vast experience makes him an expert commentator on fascinating backroom details like acoustics, arrangement, orchestration, microphone techniques, and more.
In addition, Martin offers an entertaining view of how he put
together hit records, what it was like to be tapping The Beatles'
endless repertoire of songs, the hardship and excitement of
forming his successful independent studio, AIR.
Lucid and absorbing, ALL YOU NEED IS EARS is nothing
less than a personalized tour of the world of recorded
sound.

Order your copy on trial examination today!

TO: Modern Recording & Music, Attn: HL
14 Vanderventer Ave., Port Washington, NY 11050
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GUARANTEE:

Please rush me
copies of ALL YOU NEED IS EARS
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Jeff Lorber has a passion for capturing his band's "live" spontaneity in
the studio. "Thanks to Rik Pekkonen,"
Lorber has said, "we wound up with a
tremendous sound full and fat on
every track. The record has very few
overdubs because we just concentrated
on getting the "live," full dimension of
the band on record." Pekkonen, known
for his work with The Crusaders, was
the perfect choice for a group that likes
to get right down to it.
It may be a strange time to name an
album after a volcanic island in the
great Northwest, but that's precisely
what Lorber has done. Actually, the
jubilant "Wizard Island" was inspired
by a summer visit to Oregon's Crater
Lake in the pre -Mount St. Helens days.
But even then, Lorber's Fusion ideas
were anything but dormant and the
band enjoyed a growing reputation for
an explosive "live" act.
Like the quartet's previous albums,
this one is dedicated to the almighty
groove. Lorber writes all of the band's
music by building arrangements
around simple little melodic lines. Fusion's rhythm section serves up a consistently funky beat, and keyboardist
Lorber solos at large on everything
from piano to synthesizer. Also contributing to the soulful sound is Kenny
Gorelick, a hot saxophonist from Seattle. The group as a whole is tight and
enthusiastic; the music has an immediate familiarity and broad appeal.
Coming out of Philadelphia, Lorber
was a natural for the popular R &B
sound his Fusion so ably professes.
But he also studied at Berklee and has
taught jazz improvisation at the college level. Hence, his almost full-time
preoccupation with the party music to
be heard here is only a tip of the

-
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THE JEFF LORBER FUSION: Wizard
Island. [Jeff Lorber, producer; Rik
Pekkonen, engineer; recorded and
mixed at Hollywood Sound, February
5 -22, 1980.] Arista AL 9516.
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TWO HORNS OF IMAGINATIVE PLENTY:
STEVE LACY AND ARTHUR BLYTHE
By Nat Hentoff
He began as a Dixieland player,
but then leapt far into the post mainstream by working with Cecil
Taylor and Thelonious Monk. Further proof that Steve Lacy is constantly seeking challenges is that his
main instrument is the soprano sax ophone-a difficult horn to master
and to keep stretching. For much of
the past two decades, Lacy has been
a European expatriate, creating distinctive ensembles that, for the most
part, play his own compositions.
A particularly arresting Lacy unit
is heard in the two-volume The

Way, produced by Hat Hut
Records, a venturesome label with
headquarters in Switzerland and an
outpost in the United States. In addition to Lacy, the group includes
Steve Potts, a strong and incisive

alto and soprano saxophonist;
bassist Kent Carter; drummer
Oliver Johnson; and a strikingly
clear -toned, intriguingly textured
vocalist, Irene Aebi, who also plays
authoritative cello and violin. The
pieces, all Lacy's, are luckily and
freshly structured, spurring the
soloists into ways of improvising
that avoid familiar patterns (including those of the avant -garde).
What is especially absorbing is the
continuous interplay of colors with
the vocal passages, for example, being an organic part of the rest of
the proceedings.
Lacy himself has become the most
accomplished soprano saxophonist
in jazz, continually finding new
dimensions of tonal expressiveness
on the instrument as he builds solos
that are both unpredictable and insistently coherent. The recorded
sound is first- class, with flawless
balance and much care for dynamics.
Another horn player sure to gain
accelerating attention in the 1980's
is alto saxophonist Arthur Blythe.
With a powerful rhythmic drive,
Blythe is also a soloist of penetrating lyrical sensitivity; and he is
in command of the entire scope of

jazz, from the traditional lineage to
current approaches toward expanding the language. In addition, he has
one of the most incisive, memorably
reverberating sounds in the music.
For Illusions, Blythe uses two
combos. One encompasses also, electric guitar (James "Blood" Ulmer),
cello, tuba, and drums. The second
involves alto, piano, bass, and
drums. Blythe makes imaginative
use of both contexts, providing bold
original themes and then ample
room for the mutually attentive improvisations of such resourceful
sidemen as pianist John Hicks,
cellist Abdul Wadud, and Ulmer.
The set can serve as an illuminating introduction to the
newer jazz for those who sometimes
find it hard to secure a center of
listening gravity in the cries and
whispers of other post -modern ses-
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sions. Blythe can roam far
"outside" the jazz boundaries of the
past but he never leaves the listener
feeling directionless. Through the
clarity of his beat (even when implicit) and the searing logic of his

ADA

phrasing, Blythe makes vivid
wholes of all these multi-layered
parts. And there is a broad range of
moods, for Blythe, above all,
dislikes narrowness -of knowledge
or of emotion.
The engineering might possibly
be the best Blythe has yet received
on record -there is a breadth of
aural context that allows the
warmth of this music to come
through wholly unstrained.
STEVE LACY: The Way. [Pia and

Werner

Uehlinger,

producers;

Peter Pfister, engineer.] Hat Hut
Records, Box 127, West Park, NY
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ARTHUR BLYTHE: Illusions. [Arthur Blythe and Jim Fishel, producers; Don Puluse, engineer.] Columbia JC 36583.
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creative iceberg. Lorber's tunes are so
consistently effervescent that they
begin to sound similar at times. The
_Latin "Rooftops" and a slower "Reflections" serve as excellent contrasts
to the rest of the album, and leave us
wanting more of this kind of variety
from Jeff Lorber. Meanwhile, if it's
soul -jazz you want, this band's got it.
R.H.
PATRICK GLEESON: Rainbow Delta.
Gleeson, producer; Steve
Mantoani and Stacy Baird, engineers;
recorded at Different Fur Recording,
San Francisco, Ca.] PVC Records PVC
7914.

[Patrick

Performance: Electronic art
Recording: Hardware mastery

From the PVC label that brought you
Brian Eno's Music For Airports, one of
synthesized music's striking new experiments, comes Rainbow Delta by a
man who has done much to advance the
direction of contemporary sound. For
one thing, Dr. Pat Gleeson runs the
highly respected Different Fur facility
at Frisco. For another, he has been instrumental in forwarding the careers of
Herbie Hancock and other keyboard innovators.
Each side of this album offers a four part suite, "Rainbow Delta" on the

first, then "Draconian Measures."
Gleeson writes in his liner notes that "it
is somewhat out of the spirit of this
music to think of it as having been produced." He goes on, however, to explain
in some detail about the processes involved in developing the two suites
from conception to realization.
"Rainbow Delta" begins stormily
with "Frank Stella By Starlight"
(Frank Stella is a minimal artist
specializing in rainbows) and then locks
into a propulsive electronic beat that is
lashed by lightening whips and thunder
cracks as the fury intensifies into
"Unacceptable Dance Styles." The
third section, "Take The 5:10 To
Dreamland," is a beautiful and timely
reprieve, with lush animal/jungle/rain
noises of idyllic nativity. "La Grange
Point Five," inspired by writer Gerald
O'Neill's High Frontier and theories of
artificial planets, concludes the first
suite with an almost Latin syncopation,

electronic pacing, and brasslike
alarums. It's a fully satisfying piece of
music.

"Draconian Measures" is more

metallic but almost as varietal. "Arrival
Music" contrasts high melodic themes
with lower strains of foreboding, tension that drops off into "Ravel Goes To
Germany," which begins with a simple
radio bleep and builds dramatically.
"Hobbits Are Dancing" achieves a
carefree flute or recorder sound before
finishing powerfully on "Clouds/Blue
Skies." Another intriguing collage.
This album is recorded by means of
layered motifs "laid down on a 24- track,
a single line at a time, using E -Mu
Systems and Sequential Circuits analog
synthesizers." The sounds and ideas of
Rainbow Delta, many of them improvised in the studio, are within the realm of
prior electronic experimentation. But
you don't have to make technological
breakthroughs to create good art. With
its mastery of existing hardware equalled by an artistic intent to explore, this
disc is a noteworthy achievement for
Patrick Gleeson.
R.H.

JOHANNES BRAHMS: Four Symphonies; Academic Festival Overture;
Tragic Overture. The Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Sir Georg Solti,
cond. [James Malinson, producer;
Kenneth Wilkinson, Colin Moorfoot
and Michael Mailes, engineers; recorded May, 1978 and January, 1979
at the Medinah Temple, Chicago, III.]
London CSA 2406.
Performance: A virtuoso conductor
and a virtuoso
orchestra play virtuoso

music
Recording: London excellence, even
in the Windy City

As an old, one -time Chicagoan, I
ought to know this orchestra cold by
now but there have been so many
changes since I left that only a handful
of the players I knew remain. Sir Georg
got to Chicago two years after I left and
inherited an orchestra that, while still a
fine instrument, had seen better days
under the direction of titans like Fritz
Reiner, Frederick Stock and (briefly)
Artur Rodzinski. Whether or not the
orchestral ensemble had seriously
deteriorated during the six years between the death of Dr. Reiner and the
coming of Sir Georg, the conducting of
such as Jean Martinon was not guaran-
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teed to bring out the best in any orches-

tra. Both Reiner and Solti were

Hungarian-born and both were stern
taskmasters...and it seems Chicago
thrives under stern taskmasters from
Hungary. The quality of the playing of
the Chicagoans is once again certainly
on a par with -if not miles ahead
of -that of the other four orchestras
that make up the Big Five American
symphony orchestras.
Now to get to Brahms, who despite
writing Hungarian Dances, is not
Hungarian. To be sure, Brahms grew up
in the shadow of and under the influence
of Ludwig Von Beethoven. Yet it is as
unfair for liner note writers to repeat
Hans Von Bulow's reference to Brahms'
First Symphony as Beethoven's 10th
as it was for Von Bulow to make the remark in the first place! He might just as
truthfully have referred to Beethoven's
First Symphony as Mozart's 42nd. Yet
the obvious influences and the respect
with which Brahms held Beethoven's
Ninth Symphony did have the sobering
effect of encouraging Brahms to withhold his first symphony for some time,
constantly refining it to the state where
it became the sort of mature statement
that Beethoven was unable to bring
forth until his Symphony No. 3,
"Eroica." Consider simply the opus
number of the first symphonies of each
composer. Beethoven's was Opus 21..
Brahms' was Opus 68. Yet as clearly as
the influence of Beethoven was there so
were the changes which Brahms had already begun to make in classical music.
It's not really fair to consider Brahms as
a classicist. He had one hand in the
classics but the other was stretched forward to the era of the romantic. Just as
surely as Beethoven handed Brahms the
torch, the younger composer carried it
on to places it hadn't been before.
All of which brings us squarely to Sir
George Solti and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. The symphonies of

-

.

Brahms (let's forget the overtures
which are simply filler because the symphonies themselves take up less than 4
LPs) respond well to the slow and brooding approach of a Wilhelm Furtwangler
or an Otto Klemperer, as well as to the
virtuoso technique of an Arturo
Toscanini or a Herbert Von Karajan.

Solti adheres to neither extreme, in
fact, he can give the appearance of
inconsistency with his tempi being

generally slower

paced

than

Toscanini's, except in the Symphony #3
in F Major where he outdoes even the
Maestro in going for the big effect.
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC
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mikes
by mail?

There's nothing wrong with this, at
least with Brahms whose music

I

responds to either technique, though if
one overdoes the slowness one is in
danger of losing the line of continuity
that connects the music. Likewise if one
speeds excessively there is no possibility of detail and even Brahms' autumnal
colors can become blurred. Solti is in no
danger of either extreme. I get the feeling that he sometimes stretches taste to
the outer limits but even so he never
goes quite beyond the boundary lines.
Medinah Temple has become the
main recording studio for the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra ever since the remodeling of Orchestra Hall left it less
than ideal acoustically for recording. Orchestra Hall had been the home of some
of the most stunning recordings of the
early hi -fi era. One needs only to think
back and remember the Victor recording of Also Sprach Zarathustra with
Reiner and the C. S. O. and others from
that period. Today the orchestra appears on many different labels under
many different conductors and each record company seems to have their own
way of dealing with the same situation.
Rumor has it that some attempts are being made to record in Orchestra Hall
again but, at least for the present, the
Medinah Temple seems to be the best
choice for symphonic recording in
Chicago. The hall is spacious enough to
allow the sort of separation which
makes it possible to record each section
on a different track allowing the producer considerable freedom in setting
the sound of the orchestra by bringing
either this or that channel up or down on
the tape. If you feel, as I do that the
strings should be more prominent than
they are on these recordings, it's not
due to any fault of the orchestra or the
engineers -it's simply the way producer James Malinson wanted the or-

chestra to sound. There's nothing
wrong with it. It's just a personalized
judgment with which you may agree or
disagree. Either way the recording is
excellent, as London's recordings have
been ever since I can recall and the
music is performed as well as or better
than any series of Brahms symphonies I
can recall hearing on record.
If my figures are correct, Solti and
Chicago are now celebrating their first
decade together. A long association like
that cannot help but strengthen the artistic ties and bonds that make for great
music. I can only hope for a second decade and one as productive as the first
J.K.
has been.
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a

Harmonizers.

Now

compact, economical ver-

for the working musician,

designed specifically for live perfor-

mances, and costing only $775.
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Santa's Studio & Stage Shoppe

designed to familiarize you
with some products that
is

Modern Recording & Music's
advertisers have to offer during
this holiday season. These
products are available from
your local music and sound
retailer or for more information
circle the appropriate number
on the reader service card.

"The

OB -SX,

a

synthesizer with

high quality sound capability, has
24 sounds; strings, horns, clavinet,

Lux's

DC

Preamplifier,

Model

organ, et.al. Sounds available on

C-5000A, with the exclusive duo-,(3

plug -in computer

circuitry and equalizer /preamplifier

The SX's two versions are the Four

built with twin monaural construc-

Voice: $2,295, and the Six Voice:

outstanding

memory chips.

loop

$3,495. Oberheim Electronics, Inc.,

characteristics. THD no more than

1455 19th Street, Santa Monica, CA

.005 %. Price is $1395.00.

90404.

tion

for

open
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Santa's Studio & Stage Shoppe

Soundcraftsmen's new REAL -TIME

Introducing the "Cassette Album "!

Analyzer -EQ. Sweeps the spectrum

A soft wallet outside; form fit tray

showing Alphabetic Note Readout.

in octave steps. Guaranteed 0.1 dB

inside. Offers unbreakable, easy to

Five position Tune Display shows

Read -Out of each octave. Most ac-

get -at, 6 cassette storage in a

Alphatone

is

the

only totally

Automatic Tuning /Learning Aid

±

1

cent Accuracy. Range:

thru

C1

B7. Battery Powered. $150 -$200.

curate Analyzer made in

U.S.A.

x

glove compartment. Price ... $4.95.

Price $499.00
CIRCLE 170 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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9"

41/2" space that's ideal for your

CIRCLE 171 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Ultimate Support Systems presents

Roland's SRE -555 Chorus Echo is

a

rackmounting studio quality tape

delay device

featuring

5

echo

the

KT -20

Tripod Stand.

Light-

weight (8 lbs.), sturdy (supports
100

lbs.) and quick setup

(1

SPH -323

rackmounting

Roland's

Phaser features dual LFO's for mul-

ti- modulation effects,

4

Stage

/8

modes, Chorus, sound on sound,

minute). Adjusts infinitely from 5' to

Stage

switching,

LED bar graph display,

9'2 ". An optional top mounting

Rate,

Center

inputs

bracket securely anchors speakers,

Resonance Controls, Balanced and

noise reduction and

other adapters available for Bose/

Unbalanced inputs and outputs. List

Peavy -type. Price $120.

$525.

reverb,

Balanced and
and outputs,

Unbalanced

remote switching for $1150.
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Sound Concepts'

Depth,

Sweep

Frequency

and

CIRCLE 175 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Rhythm Tech's revolutionary tam-

Symetrix's CL -100 Compressor/
Limiter offers peak limiting, com-

IR2100 clarifies

and expands the sound of your

stereo

system beyond the space

between your speakers to repro-

bourine design features

duce the width and depth of the

grip

original performance, putting

re-

center of gravity. The result is an in-

that's within the budget of large and

mote spatial and volume control in

strument of unparalleled response

small studios, PA companies, and

your hand. $229. Sound Concepts,

and ease of play.

performing musicians. Price is

Box 135, Brookline, MA 02146.
CIRCLE 179 ON READER SERVICE CARD

placed

within

a

cushioned

the

frame's

pression and D- ESSing at

r`RhythmTech

$329.00.
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Tapco 14 channel mixer with Anvil case
$550; Peavey CS -400 $420; Multivox
Analog Delay $250; 2 Kustom Bins with
Horns $625; Call (516) 767 -1707.
SOUNDMEN WANTED: National Listing
Service wants your name and Talent for
bands seeking Soundmen. Send $2.00
with Name, Address, Phone and Experience to: SOUNDMEN LISTING SERVICE, 808 Foley St., Kalamazoo, MI 49001.

Ampex AG440 1" 8- track, 15/30 ips, extras;
Quantum 16x8 console loaded with options, 16 -track monitor mix. (313) 971-2414.
CHECK US OUT: E.V., Ashly, RenkusHeinz, Whirlwind, Tapco, Switchcraft, and
more. Custom speaker enclosures and
hardware. Call for price or info. M.S. Entertainment, Dayton, OH, (513) 461 -1202.
WE HAVE IT! The new double keyboard,
computer controlled, highly versatile Prophet 10 synthesizer. We have available a
complete library of synthesized sounds as
produced by the Prophet. For a complete
catalog, and sample tape, send $5.00
check or money order to Prophet, P.O. Box
35012, Elmwood Park, IL 60635.

YOU BUILD /WE BUILD -Inexpensive, Pro-

fessional Quality, Mixers, Consoles, Outboard Equipment. Plans, parts or finished
product! MCP /DaviSound, Box 521,
Newberry, SC 29108.

Pricing!

Prompt

Delivery!

Knowledgeable Staff! Service Facility!
Credit Cards Accepted. FREE Catalog.
SOUND IDEAS, Dept. MR, P.O. Box 340,

Cary, NC 27511.
919- 467 -8462).

1-800-334-2483

(NC:

FOR SALE: 2- Marshal Time Modulators.
2- Neuman U -87's. 2 -Sony C- 37P's.
1- Quantum QM -168, 1 -EMT Mono Plate.
Contact Pete. (803) 722 -4458.

MAGNACORDER M90 full track with mixer
in portable cases, used 10 hrs, $500.00
TEAC AN180 Dolby $200.00. o.b.o. (215)
776 -1455.

Ampex

Recorder for sale $6500.
16x8x2 console, 6 power amps, 96 point
patch bay, phantom power, etc. $7500.00
or both for $13,000 or make me an offer
can't refuse. (803) 873 -0607 in Summerville, SC.
8 -Track

I

FOR SALE -Tascam 80 -8 with dx -8 and
many extras. Eventide H910 Harmonizer
with all options. Both units excellent condition. Contact Tom at (412) 963 -7455.

WANTED: McIntosh and Marrantz tube
amplifiers and preamplifiers, call Maury
(713) 729 -1658.

FOR SALE:

Ampex MM -1000, 16- track,
Remote Control, Plus Extras! Contact
Steve Simmons (405) 946 -9966.
Ready to Update Console or Machine? List
your existing equipment with us. Plus
sales, service & consultance on new
equipment. Call for estimates and complete line sheet. Contact Steve Simmons
(405) 946 -9966.

is now a factory authorized JBL
Recone Center. Send us your sick
speakers for immediate repair! All cone
kits and diaphragms in stock. Call ASi for
all your Professional Audio Needs, and a
copy of our latest newsletter! (512)
ASi

824 -8781.

STEINWAY MODEL S 1940. ORIGINAL
OWNER. Irreplaceable qualility for $5,000.
(516) 883 -8410 eve /weekend.

Mic Mix SL -210, Mic Mix 305, Ecoplate
original, Ecoplate II. Immediate delivery,
take trades. Used: Orban 111b, Mic Mix
Studio B, Sound Workshop 242A, Tapco
4400, EMT 140, AKG BX20. Audiohouse
(303) 741 -4746.

QUALITY AUDIO COMPONENTS, MULTITRACK EQUIPMENT, PROGRAMMABLE
CALCULATORS, ACCESSORIES. Com-

petitive

FOR SALE NEW: JBL 2441 $325 (6ea), JBL
2420 $183 (4ea), JBL 2105 5" $36 (25ea),
Shure SM 58 $112 (12 ea), BGW 600 $696 (3
ea), BGW 300 $478, Phase Linear 40011 with
modification $596 (10ea). Barney O'Kelly
(614) 268 -5643.

Tascam 701/2" 4- track, new heads. Excellent $900. Console $100. (212) 929 -3277.
FINEST QUALITY BULK TAPE FOR CAS-

Import directly from Italian
manufacturer SONOREX. For specs, price
lists and samples write: The Electrochemical Trading Company, 1539 West
Seventh Ave., Columbus, OH 43212.
SETTES.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEARN THE GUITAR
from the most respected teachers and performers playing today? Folk, Blues, Jazz,
Bluegrass and many other styles are taught
on cassette taped lessons. The teachers include John Renbourn, Stefan Grossman,
Duck Baker, Dick Fegy and Eric Thompson.
For your free catalog please write to Stefan
Grossman's Guitar Workshop, Box 804,
Cooper Station, NY 10003.
THE MUSIC BUSINESS INSTITUTE offers
a Professional Music Marketing Program:
Recording & Studio Production; Artist

Representation;

Concert

Production;

Video Production; Retailing & Wholesaling; Record Promotion; Copyright Law;
Songwriting and More. Call or write for
free brochure: Buckhead Towers, Suite
400, 2970 Peachtree Rd. NW, Dept. MR,
Atlanta, GA 30305. (404) 231 -3303.
101 Recording Secrets Most Engineers
won't tell, $7.95. Tunetronics, P.O. Box 55,
Edgewater, NJ 07020.

ELECTRONIC MUSIC and home recording
Polyphony magazine. Advanced applications, interviews, projects, computer
music. Sample, $1.50. Subscription (6
issues), $8 US /$10 foreign. POLYPHONY,
Box M20305, Okla. City, OK 73156.
in

QUALITY SYNTHESIZER & EFFECT KITS.
Free brochure. Blacet Music, 18405 Old
Monte Rio Rd., Guerneville, CA 95446.
JUST ARRIVED! Quanics 218A Interfacing

Electronic Crossover. Superb craftsmanship and performance. SASCO, P.O. Box
5820, Lynnwood, WA 98036.

TASCAM 25 -2 with dbx and console. New
with Full Warranty, $1790.00. TASCAM
DX -4 Noise Reduction, new with Full Warranty, $385.00. Contact Ken (512) 451 -7373,
441 -7800.

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT.
Shop for pro audio from N.Y.'s leader, no
matter where you live! Use the Harvey Pro
Hot -Line 800-223-2642 (except NY, AK, HI).
Expert advice, broadcast selection such as:
Otari, EXR, Ampex, Tascam and more.
Write or call for price or product info:
Harvey Professional Products Division, 2
W. 45th Street, New York, NY 10036 (212)
921 -5920.

SIF I

Oil

J

RECONING SERVICE: Fast speaker
rebuilding on JBL, Altec, EV, Gauss and
PAS. Send your defective speakers to
DIMENSION FIVE, 24 N. Third St.,
Womelsdorf, PA 19567. Ship UPS insured
and prepaid. Warranty work supplied on all
above brands. Non -warranty work returned
UPS COD service amount. (215) 589 -2546.
Questions -Call John.

Classified Rates
756 per word

BUY
SELL TRADE
PRODUCTS EQUIPMENT
SERVICES

Minimum 10 words. Copy must be received at Modern Recording & Music, 14
Vanderventer Avenue., Port Washington, NY 11050 by the 1st day of the 2nd
month prior to cover date (for example, the April issue closes February 1st.)
Payment must accompany order. Phone numbers count as
word. Zip codes
1

are free.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING S115.00 per column inch.
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JBL AND GAUSS SPEAKER WARRANTY
CENTER. Fast emergency service. Speaker
Reconing and Repair. Compression driver

rft ki

RIA1

diaphragms for immediate shipment.
NEWCOME SOUND, 4684 Indianola
Avenue, Columbus, OH 43214. (614)

o fRDIIfG

f

268 -5605.

THE PA BIBLE: From Electro- Voice, a professional guide addressing sound reinforcement and public address applica-

&sum

tions /specifications from the club/

church /school level up through auditoriums /outside stadiums /road system situations. To receive your copy of this highly
regarded tool, including all existing supplements, and to be put on the distribution
list for future additions, send $2.00 to
Electro- Voice, Box No. 112, 600 Cecil
Street, Buchanan, MI 49107.

Because you are .

FREE LIST! Musical merchandise closeouts! New, used, surplus. Guitars, amps,
accessories. ROMACO, P.O. Box 734,
Lawrenceville, GA 30246.

::
. .

`j%j7:i

r

WANTED: SAE MK2700B stereo half octave equalizer. Barney O'Kelly (614)

#ps

4*

268 -5643.

FOR SALE: EV /Tapco C -12 12x4 mixing
console with Anvil case /light $1800.00;
C- 12/C -8E 20x4 console with case/light
$2900.00; JBL 4350 Studio Monitors
$1275.00 each. Barney O'Kelly (614)

creatively involved in

268 -5643.

how sound is produced

BROADCASTING CAREER! Free information. Six month Radio /TV Broadcasting
course at major studio. Accredited,
Veterans. School of Communication Arts.
Division Communication Arts, Inc., 2526R
27th Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN 55406.

and reproduced, and are serious

about creating and recreating music
both live and recorded.

WANTED: Experienced recording engineer /producer with complete
8 -track studio gear, clientele and ambition
looking for individual in NE or upper -MW
US to furnish physical studio, share work
& future growth. Michael, (317) 545 -5165 or
SITUATION

Modern Recording & Music can help
Subscribe Now.
you develop your talent.

259 -4853.

LEARN MUSIC THEORY AT HOME with a
correspondence course. Send for free information. TECLOR MUSIC SCHOOL, 323
Franklin #804, Dept. 131, Chicago, IL
60606.

RCC °ORDO II(JG

Check

wish to ['subscribe

- Save $7.00.

['Money Order enclosed for

Charge to my

today
516- 883 -5705

Visa

$26.00 for 24 issues
the amount

of

- Save $16.00.

$

VISA

Mastercharge

//11=

My account number is

FOR SALE NEW: Sescom direct boxes,
SM1A $48 (3ea), SM2 $46 (4ea); JBL
speakers, E140 $115 (8 ea); E120 $110
(6ea), 2402 Bullett tweeters $85 (6ea);
Shure SM57 mikes $89 (12ea); dbx 164
$310 (2ea). MORE. Call Barney O'Kelly

renew

and save up to $16.00.

$14.00 for 12 issues

PRO-SOUND equipment. Free mail order
discount catalog. Write or call SONIX CO.,
Dept. R, P.O. Box 58, Indian Head, MD
20640. (301) 753-6432.

master charge

IIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Exp. Date.

Signature

(614) 268 -5643.

Name

HOW TO PROFIT USING YOUR OWN
home equipment for part time recording

i

I

/nuUSIC

For quality used pro gear check with the
leader -Audiotechniques (203) 359 -2312.

business. FREE Information. HSC, P.O.
Box 4870MR, Austin, TX 78765.
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State

City
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SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

CHANGE OF
ADDRESS

Q

us know six weeks in advance
so you won't miss a single issue of Modern Recording &

D

v

=

....AKG

141

Attach old label and print new
address in space provided.
Also include your mailing label Name
whenever you write concerning your subscription to insure Address
prompt service on your inquiry.

Page #

R.S. #
78

Music.

Modern Recording & Music
14 Vanderventer Avenue
Port Washington, NY 11050

Advertiser's Index
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Planning to move? Please let

New Address Here
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You wouldn't be if you had the new 1981 MODERN
RECORDING & MUSIC'S BUYER'S GUIDE, the "bible"
of the music, recording and sound reinforcement fields.

.... Gold Line

89

... Gollehon

13

....HSC

24

169

... Imagineering

150

... Institute

171

...

140

...JBL

39

148 ...Lexicon
No #... LT Sound
167 ... Lux Audio
172
Lux Audio
177 ...Lux Audio

...

86
96
96
96

... Maxell

12

Audio

(Alphatone)
of Audio
Video Engineering
Investment Marketing

...

60 ....PAIA
89 ....Peavey
126 ... Polyline

... Record

164
180

r

SUBSCRIBER OFFER:
I am a current subscriber to MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC magazine.
Enclosed please find $
for
copy(s) of the 1981
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC'S BUYER'S GUIDE at $1.95 each -subscriber's

Factory

... RolandCorp US
... RolandCorp US
...RolandCorp US
...Russound

Address

89
97
2

97
97
97
22

97

... Symetrix

....TAD
....TAD
....Tapco
....TDK

67
125
98 .

...TEAC

120

... Ursa Major

110

Zip

14

Cover 3

181

77

Name

96
96
86

88
84
93
84
27
97
97

93
93

Money Order enclosed for the amount of $

Cover 4

124 ...Sam Ash
166 ...Sennheiser
116 ...Sescom
59 ....Soundbox
130 ...Soundcraftsmen
170
Soundcraftsmen
179 ...Sound Concepts
83
Studiomixer

....

NON -SUBSCRIBER OFFER:
I
am enclosing $
for
copy(s) of the 1981
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC'S BUYER'S GUIDE at $2.95 each.

23
90
95

15

...

special price.

17

90

.... RolandCorp US

174
175
176
152

84
97

88

...Rhythm Tech

71

97

.... Maxell

64 ....Omni Craft
100 ...Orban
154
Otani

MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC'S BUYER'S GUIDE
14 Vanderventer Avenue, Port Washington, N.Y. 11050

State

95

... Melco Enterprises
... Mike Shop
No #... MXR
168 ... Neptune
178 ... Oberheim

Why be confused when you could be creating?
Order your copy of the 1981 MODERN RECORDING
& MUSIC'S BUYER'S GUIDE now!

City

96

87

162
79
165
136

Specifications and articles on thousands of models
of equalizers, mixers, power amps, blank tape, noise
reduction, open -reel recorders, cassette recorders,
compressors, limiters, electronic keyboards, synthesizers,
cases, cables, connectors, microphones and more!

Check

...Eventide

.... Electro -Voice

11

41

<Ne

16
19

74
161

e1

8

...D -Zap

....Fender
....Furman

56

/o

<a
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163
82
173

79
41

99

,

.

Technics

...Whirlwind
....Yamaha

1

85
87

6,7
5

57
25

89
21

Cover

2
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Its The Best Selling

Professional Tape Machine
In The World.
The MX-5050B

ecause of quality that delivers
urmatched re iaaility. Because
O-ari designed tnis machine to
go to w:rk- overtne. Because it
offers the performance and features
of mach nes which cast more than
twice as much. Because of ingenious
produc ion technoloçj and intelligent
design decisions -ram the manufacturer of he most ccmorehensive line
of professional tape nachines in the
world.
All this comes fa- less than $2500.
The Jtari 50503 can ease your
product on burdens while assuring
your balker its return on investment.
You cai also avoid the hassles of a
used or rebuilt machine with The New
Workh xse.
It's a tough act to fallow -but we're
doing it Keep in touch and check out
the 5050B at your -iearest dealer.
Dollars for dB's, it's the best tape
recorder made.

3

=

The New Workhorse

°TAOS,
Otan Corporation
1559 Industrial Road
San Carlos, CA 94070
(415) 582 -8311
In Canada:

BSR 'Canada, LTD.)
PO. Box 7003
CIRCLE 154 ON READER SERVICE CAR

Station E
Rexdale, Dntario M9V 4B3

New realms of expression

from MXR.

The Pitch Transposer is MXRs newest addition to our
professiona line. It is one of our most innovative
products, and possibly the most revolutionary signal
processor it the music industry today. It is a unique,
high -quality unit which provides a cost effective and
flexible package for today's creative artists.
The Pitch Transposer extends your musical boundaries
by crettt.ng ive instrumental and vocal harmonies. It
has 4 prase's which allow the artist to predetermine the
intervals to be processed. Transposed intervals can be
preset aiywnere from an octave below to an octave
above tfe original pitch. The chosen interval is
activated by means of touch controls or a rugged
footswitch. LEC indicators display which of the four
presets has been selected.
A mix control is provided, enabling the unit to be used
in one input jf a mixing console, or with musical
instrument amplifiers. A regeneration control provides
for the recirculaion of processed signals, creating more
and more notes, depending upon the selected interval.
This results n multitudes of voices or instrumental
chords. An entire new range of sound effects and
musical textures, unattainable with any other type of
signal processo-, is suddenly at your fingertips.
With many o_he- pitch transposition devices a splicing
noise, or glitch, s present. The MXR Pitch Transposer

renders these often offensive noises into a subtle
vibrato which blends with the music and is, in some
cases. virtually inaudijle. The result is a processed
signal which is musical and usable.
We have been able tc maintain a high level of sonic
integrity in this most versatile signal processor. The
frequency response of the processed signal is beyond
10 kHz, with a dynamic range exceeding 80 dB.
A micro computer based disp ay opt on allows the user
to read the created harmonic interval in terms of a pitch
ratio, or as a musical nterval in half steps). This
unique feature allows the piton to be exp-essed in a
language meaningful to both musicians and engineers.
We designed our Pitch Transposer as a practical
musical tool for those actively involved in creative
audio. It reflects our commitment to provide the highest
quality signal processors with the features and
performance that will satisfy the creative demands of
todays musical artist. See your MXF dealer.
MXR Innovations, Inc., 740 Criving mark Ave..
Rochester, New York 14613, 1716) 254-2910

Professional
Products Group
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